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ABSTRACT
This dissertation examines the anxieties that the contemporary genre of women’s
fiction known as “chick lit” expresses about female sexuality, women and work, and the
relationship between female identity and the global consumer marketplace. Furthermore, this
project argues that chick lit can be productively traced to male-authored canonical texts that
establish tropes and themes that chick lit novelists still grapple with at the turn of the
twenty-first century. Chick lit heroines have benefitted from feminist progress, but they
frequently participate in a backlash against the advances that empower them to pursue sexual
pleasure outside marriage, find fulfilling careers, and challenge constructions of identity.
Chapter 1 examines scholarship on constructions of gender and sexuality, affect theory, and
Marxist theories. It also explores historical context through critiques of popular women
writers. Chapter 2 argues that Samuel Richardson’s Pamela (1740) establishes the first-person
confessional narrative voice and a sexualized secondary female character who is punished for
her non-normative sexuality. Helen Fielding’s Bridget Jones’s Diary (1996) and Lauren
Weisberger’s The Devil Wears Prada (2003) demonstrate that female sexuality must still be
negotiated and contained in postfeminist culture. Chapter 3 explores how work contributes
to female agency in literature. Theodore Dreiser’s Sister Carrie (1900) depicts a heroine who
successfully manages her gender, race, and class performances in order to thrive in an urban
space, while Kate Reddy, from Allison Pearson’s I Don’t Know How She Does It (2002), must
pass as a non-mother in order to participate in the affective economies that prevail in the
gendered workplace. Chapter 4 analyzes the role of consumer culture in female subject
formation in a capitalist material culture. In Truman Capote’s Breakfast at Tiffany’s (1958) and
Blake Edwards’s film version (1961), heroine Holly Golightly’s proximity to the luxury
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retailer legitimates her identity. But in Sophie Kinsella’s Confessions of a Shopaholic (2000),
heroine Becky Bloomwood struggles against a shopping addiction and strives to define
herself outside of the discourse of consumerism. Overall, this dissertation provides an
important contribution to the conversation on women’s writing and contemporary identity
formation because it addresses literary criticism, contemporary culture, and constructions of
female subjectivity.
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INTRODUCTION:
THE RETURN OF THE FEMININE MYSTIQUE
When Betty Friedan identified the “problem that has no name” in her 1963
bestselling The Feminine Mystique, she changed the public face of the American domestic and
political spheres. Prior to the publication of Friedan’s book, the cultural expectation for
white, educated, middle-class women was to marry, have children, cater to their husbands’
needs, and live the suburban dream. The trouble, as Freidan exposed it, is that women were
not happy. Desires for fulfillment outside the home were lurking in suburban yards and
bedrooms; longings for intellectual encounters and engagement in the public sphere were
gestating in the minds of these educated housewives—many of whom were not even able to
identify the problem until Friedan named it for them. This unnamed problem, writes
Friedan, “lay buried, unspoken, for many years in the minds of American women. It was a
strange stirring, a sense of dissatisfaction, a yearning” (15). Women grappled with this
dissatisfaction in solitude, afraid to share their anxieties with others. Some even felt
enormous guilt because they recognized that they did have the privileges of a lovely house, a
good neighborhood, and a husband who provided financial stability.
The ideal of the happy housewife in middle-class suburbia is itself a historicallybounded fiction, specific almost exclusively to the post–World War II era. Still, as historian
Stephanie Coontz writes, “To modern generations, these women’s lives seem as outmoded
as the white gloves and pert hats they wore when they left the shelter of their homes. Even
today, their experiences and anxieties shape the choices modern women debate and the way
feminism has been defined by both its supporters and its opponents” (Strange xii). Published
in conjunction with the fiftieth anniversary of The Feminine Mystique’s original release,
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Coontz’s A Strange Stirring: The Feminine Mystique and American Women at the Dawn of the 1960s
draws significant connections between the social, economic, and political crises affecting
upper-middle class, educated white women in the 1960s and those that endure at the
beginning of the twenty-first century. Princeton professor Anne-Marie Slaughter’s recent
cover story in The Atlantic, “Why Women Still Can’t Have It All,” as well as the thousands of
opinions it provoked, testifies to the persistence of cultural anxiety surrounding female
subjectivity. At the heart of the feminine mystique are anxieties about the types of
experiences that contribute to a “good life” for women—at least certain educated, raciallymarked women. To attain personal fulfillment, engage in the public sphere, and claim the
power to define one’s own identity and agency: these are questions that continue to animate
postfeminist debates about the choices facing millennial women.
Friedan describes the lack of intellectual engagement her subjects endured: “As she
made the beds, shopped for groceries, matched slipcover material, ate peanut butter
sandwiches with her children, chauffeured Cub Scouts and Brownies, lay beside her husband
at night—she was afraid to ask even of herself the silent question—‘Is this all?’” (15). What
Friedan discovered shocked many readers at the time and exposed the questions that
capable, educated, middle-class white housewives did not dare to ask publicly: Am I happy?
Am I leading a good life? Or, as one woman stated, “I begin to feel I have no personality.
I’m a server of food and a putter-on of pants and a bedmaker, somebody who can be called
on when you want something. But who am I?” (21). In the face of a prevailing cultural
ideology that told such women they were living a dream, such questions were silenced and
such doubts were repressed.
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The audacity to question that ministering to the needs and facilitating the ambitions
of a husband and children could truly bring fulfillment is precisely the mission that Friedan
undertook. Friedan’s most important contribution with this book was to claim “something
that now seems so simple it’s astonishing that it evoked such controversy. She said: Women
are people, too. Women are human beings. They have a need for meaning in their life not as
an alternative to but in addition to their personal lives, their loves, their family” (Coontz
“Interview”). In documenting the lives of hundreds of women, Friedan challenged an entire
generation of women and men to think differently about female identity and, especially, the
role that engaging intellectually in the public sphere plays in the construction of a thriving,
adult female subjectivity. Friedan’s concerns were not wholly new, as feminists Charlotte
Perkins Gilman in Women and Economics (1898) and Simone de Beauvoir in The Second Sex
(1949) had made similar arguments. Both were published for a general readership and widely
read; although in their historical moment Gilman and de Beauvoir challenged dominant
constructions of gender, in many ways their ideas seemed less radical and threatening than
Friedan’s in the early 1960s.
Feminists such as bell hooks have critiqued the limits of Friedan’s study, which
ignores the concerns and lived realities of working class and non-white women. According
to hooks, Friedan
did not discuss who would be called in to take care of the children and maintain the
home if more women like herself were freed from their house labor and given equal
access with white men to the professions. … She did not tell readers whether it was
more fulfilling to be a maid, a babysitter, a factory worker, a clerk, or a prostitute
than to be a leisure-class housewife. (1-2)
Yet in spite of the limitations of Friedan’s study, hooks acknowledges that The Feminine
Mystique continues to generate conversations about female subjectivity. Although the
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assumptions of Friedan’s book are flawed in their concentration on only white, educated,
middle-class women, the idea that “the problem that has no name” speaks for all women
persists. As hooks notes, “certain biased premises about the nature of women’s social status
put forth initially in this text continue to shape the tenor and direction of the feminist
movement” (2). Even with its acknowledged limitations, hooks and Coontz agree that The
Feminine Mystique initiated crucial conversations about female subjectivity and what it means
to live a good life—conversations that animate the millennial fictional genre: chick lit.
The fact is that anxieties about constructions of female subjectivity regularly erupt,
perhaps because anxieties about female sexuality, women and work, and the influence of
consumer culture on female identity are issues that literature has been tackling since the rise
of the novel in the eighteenth century. In fact, popular culture continues to be fertile ground
for negotiating these apprehensions, as witnessed by our great interest in popular culture
productions, from detective and crime novels to romance and melodrama. Indeed, when
Helen Fielding’s Bridget Jones’s Diary first debuted in England in 1996,1 the novel sparked a
new genre of women’s writing dubbed “chick lit,” a generic category used to describe
contemporary popular fiction by women writers that features white, single, middle- to uppermiddle class professional women in their late twenties and thirties living in New York City or
London. By the time Lauren Weisberger’s novel The Devil Wears Prada was published in 2003,
the chick lit industry yielded $71 million dollars that year alone (Skurnick). As hundreds of
thousands of readers discovered, the anxieties surrounding contemporary female subjectivity

1

Fielding’s novel was first published in the United States in 1998. Scholars and critics agree
that it is considered the Ür-text of chick lit. Its success initiated the genre and invited
Fielding’s successors to imitate and vary the humor and triumphs of her text. See Suzanne
Ferriss and Mallory Young (4), Caroline J. Smith (2), and Tania Modleski (xxi).
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were once again at the forefront of literature and culture. With sarcastic and self-deprecating
humor, Fielding’s Bridget initiated a genre that explores the subject formation of
“singletons” who are searching for agency at the turn of the twenty-first century. These
chick lit heroines have benefitted from the advances of second-wave feminism, but at the
same time they frequently participate in a backlash against the very advances that empower
them to pursue sexual pleasure outside marriage, find fulfilling careers, and challenge who
controls the construction of self. Chapters 2, 3, and 4 will connect chick lit to canonical
literary forefathers Samuel Richardson, Theodore Dreiser, Truman Capote, and Blake
Edwards, whose texts are crucial to the formation of this contemporary women’s genre. This
comparative analysis will demonstrate that the fear and dis-ease that have surrounded female
subjectivity continue to structure literary explorations about female identity.
Chapter 1, “Reading Chick Lit, the New Sentimental Fiction,” establishes my argument
within the scholarship of gender and sexuality, affect theory, postfeminism, and Marxist
theories. Critiques of popular women writers stretch back to Frances Burney and George
Eliot; this same-sex critique of popular women’s writing extends through contemporary
criticisms of chick lit by Doris Lessing and Beryl Bainbridge. The cultural and critical
frameworks established by feminist literary critics Nina Baym, Jane Tompkins, Janice
Radway, and Tania Modleski provide the historical context for millennial debates
surrounding female subjectivity. Meanwhile, Frederic Jameson’s notion of the political
unconscious exposes the inherently political and cultural work of chick lit. Horkheimer and
Adorno’s theories of the culture industry help to interpret this genre and analyze the power
of popular cultural productions. Finally, Lauren Berlant’s work on affect theory in The Female
Complaint: The Unfinished Business of Sentimentality in American Culture argues that women’s
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culture, including chick lit, comes close to the political realm but ultimately shies away from
real critique, instead resolving into a sentimental moment that makes readers feel connected
to an intimate public. However, in providing an over-simplified version of the heroine’s
dilemma, chick lit can become a “complaint narrative” that placates readers but does not
provide a satisfying social critique. While most analysis of chick lit is gender-bound to
genealogies of female authorship, this project draws important links between contemporary
women writers and their male canonical forerunners—Richardson, Dreiser, Capote, and
Edwards—a connection that no other project has yet drawn.
Most critics claim that chick lit, as an expression of new sentimental fiction, begins
and ends with its roots in the novels of Jane Austen, especially Pride and Prejudice. However,
Chapter 2, “Reader, I Slept with Him: Negotiating Anxieties About Female Sexuality in Pamela
and Chick Lit,” argues that Samuel Richardson’s Pamela (1740) is the seminal literary

forefather to chick lit, for Pamela establishes two main ideas that are pursued in chick lit: the
first-person confessional narrative voice and a construction of female sexuality that relies on
a character who is more sexual than the heroine. Richardson exposes the anxieties that
surround female sexuality and establishes generic conventions that chick lit will also pursue,
namely the private diary form. In Helen Fielding’s Bridget Jones’s Diary, the heroine illuminates
for readers the challenges of negotiating identity, gender, and sexuality at the end of the
twentieth century. Meanwhile, Lauren Weisberger’s The Devil Wears Prada (2003)
demonstrates the cultural ambivalence about contemporary female sexuality in two ways.
First, the heroine remains a symbolic virgin. Second, the novel features a promiscuous best
friend (the “slutty best friend”) who hearkens back to Richardson’s character “poor Sally
Godfrey,” and who functions to normalize the sexual activity of the protagonist. In analysis
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of all three novels, this chapter examines the fear and discomfort surrounding female
sexuality.
Chapter 3, “Passing and Performance in the Gendered Workplace: Theodore
Dreiser’s Sister Carrie and Allison Pearson’s I Don’t Know How She Does It,” interrogates the
tensions surrounding women and work by examining how work contributes to female
agency in literature. Linda Hirshman’s reworking of Plato’s “good life” (from The Republic)
and Walter Benjamin’s theories of flânerie frame the analysis. Carrie Meeber in Dreiser’s
Sister Carrie (1900) is a proto-chick lit heroine who arrives in the city as a young woman and,
through entering the workforce, fashions her agency and subjectivity in an urban space.
Carrie must learn to pass successfully in order to begin work and build her career; her
awareness of gendered performances and dress enable her success. At the turn of the
twenty-first century, women still must be persuasive in their gender performances at work.
In this case, however, the heroine of Allison Pearson’s I Don’t Know How She Does It (2002)
must pass as a non-mother in order to participate in the affective economies that prevail in
the masculine field of financial management. Pearson’s heroine demonstrates the sentimental
impulse characteristic of Berlant’s notion of the “complaint narrative,” with an emotional
longing for a simpler version of the heroine that allows her to find a new beginning in
keeping with traditional constructions of gender, family, and work. Pearson’s novel returns
heroine Kate Reddy to what feels like the beginning: new town, new house, new school for
her kids, new position in the family financial hierarchy—but this is an unsatisfying and
problematic ending. Through close readings of both texts, this chapter explores the crucial
role of work in constructions of female subjectivity.
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Finally, Chapter 4, “Designer Identity: Female Subjectivity and the Global Consumer
Marketplace in Breakfast at Tiffany’s and Confessions of a Shopaholic,” explores the influence of
consumer culture on female subject formation in capitalist material culture. Shopping and
consumption of designer labels are dominant in chick lit, but few critics have analyzed the
anxieties that shopping masks about subject formation in an increasingly corporate world.
This chapter analyzes the role of fashion in the construction of female subjectivity in
Truman Capote’s Breakfast at Tiffany’s (1958), Blake Edward’s film version of Breakfast at
Tiffany’s (1961), and Sophie Kinsella’s Confessions of a Shopaholic (2001). Capote’s Holly
Golightly positions herself in relationship to the iconic jeweler; although Holly does not own
any baubles from Tiffany, her proximity to the luxury retailer legitimates her identity and
confirms her aspirational goals for material success. Meanwhile, in Confessions of a Shopaholic,
Becky Bloomwood’s identity also revolves around fashion and designer labels. But whereas
Holly can satiate her fashion desires by entering the Tiffany store and browsing, Becky must
fight against her shopping addiction. Within a culture that repeatedly demonstrates that
material objects are the gateway to a unique identity, Becky struggles to define herself outside
of the discourse of fashion. This chapter demonstrates the tensions that stem from a subject
formation that is always marked by designer objects and labels. Objects become endowed
not only with happiness but also with other affective aspects, such as success and gender
fulfillment. As we see at the turn of the twenty-first century, this consumer-friendly
construction of female subjectivity provokes cultural anxiety that authors of chick lit address
in nearly every novel in the genre.
Friedan’s simple assertion that women are people, too, would seem to be a relic of
the past—as dated as girdles, pantyhose, and smoking cigarettes during pregnancy. In fact,
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Friedan’s progressive notions about female subjectivity—though admittedly limited to a
specific segment of the population—are as relevant today as they were in 1963. On the eve
of the fiftieth anniversary of The Feminine Mystique and in a postfeminist social and cultural
zeitgeist, debates are still returning to female subjectivity, specifically, constructions of
female sexuality, anxieties around women and work, and the role of the global consumer
marketplace in women’s identity formation. Friedan’s housewives and their dilemmas are not
isolated, though certainly the terms have changed. In fact, as the heroines of contemporary
chick lit demonstrate, women in Western culture continue to struggle with what we now call
a “work-life balance.”
Fredric Jameson claims that critics must commence any analysis of literature with
“the recognition that there is nothing that is not social and historical—indeed, that
everything is ‘in the last analysis’ political” (20). The outstanding success of the chick lit
genre merits more analysis, for we must ask how this genre reflects contemporary anxieties
and fears about gender, sexuality, female autonomy, race, globalization, childcare,
motherhood, the politics of the workplace, and more. Suzanne Ferriss and Mallory Young
point to the polarizing effect that chick lit has: readers who embrace the genre love the
heroines and find their clumsy efforts to acquire a great job and the perfect romantic hero
(and future husband) an endearing and affirming reflection of the readers’ own struggles
(Chick Lit 9). But critics censure the genre as a whitewashed and simplified portrait of white
female subjectivity that centers the search for identity and self-worth in the marketplace and
fails to provide a pointed critique of the power structures that enable such consumeroriented fantasies of female identity to persist. Nevertheless, chick lit has become a
touchstone for contemporary conversations about gender and female subjectivity. As a
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cultural reference point, the genre helps to structure conversations about the ways women
manage their sexuality, the issues that affect women in the workplace, and the consequences
of a consumer culture where women struggle to define themselves in a culture in which
every decision or choice they make regarding fashion and self-fashioning is marked, and is
another opportunity for self-policing. Comparing chick lit to its canonical forefathers brings
to mind the old adage, “the more things change, the more they stay the same.” However, if
women are people too—as Friedan persuasively argued fifty years ago, and as contemporary
popular feminists like Anne-Marie Slaughter assert today—then their stories merit more
serious engagement by both authors and scholars to force open a discursive space for real
critique, and not just the emotional palliative of a complaint narrative.
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CHAPTER 1
THE NEW SENTIMENTAL FICTION
“Average readers as well, perhaps influenced by the jelly-bean-colored covers, tend to
assume that the average Chick Lit book is the prose equivalent of a Happy Meal.”
—Hanne Blank, Baltimore City Paper
In Lauren Weisberger’s 2003 bestselling novel The Devil Wears Prada, the author
opens in medias res with protagonist Andrea, “Andy,” Sachs on the job, driving her boss’
standard-shift luxury car through the busy streets of New York City while smoking a
cigarette. We are introduced to Andy’s central dilemma: a high-powered and demanding boss
named Miranda Priestly sends Andy on errands all over the city, usually with few specific
instructions, forcing Andy to transform a potential wild goose chase into a productive work
endeavor. To cope with her anxiety, Andy pulls out her third cigarette within approximately
one half hour; however, as she tries to light it, the ashes burn a tiny hole in her shoe. Here is
Andy’s reaction:
Great, I muttered. That’s just fucking great. Chalk up my total [expense for clothing] as
an even four grand for today’s ruined merchandise—a new personal best. Maybe
[Miranda would] die before I got back, I thought, deciding that now was the time to
look on the bright side. Maybe, just maybe, she’d keel over from something rare and
exotic and we’d all be released from her wellspring of misery. I relished a last drag
before stamping out the cigarette and told myself to be rational. You don’t want her to
die, I thought, stretching out in the backseat. Because if she does, you lose all hope of killing
her yourself. And that would be a shame. (7-8)
This opening scene establishes one of the novel’s crucial themes: Andy’s violent fantasies
counter the anxiety of her daily responsibilities. In this passage, Andy’s fantasy begins as a
passive one (Miranda will “keel over”), but then turns to an actively violent desire: it would
be “a shame” if Andy could not kill Miranda herself. For readers, it is important to see
Andy’s line of reasoning with this fantasy, because it demonstrates her desperate state of
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mind and foreshadows the tensions and dis-ease present throughout the novel.1 While
Weisberger is certainly attempting to use humor here, she is simultaneously making an
emotional appeal to her readers, hoping to evoke sympathy for Andy’s situation. That the
novel’s short first chapter ends with Andy’s violent fantasy suggests that there are moments
of intense anxiety permeating the pages of popular millennial women’s writing. Not only
anxiety about her job, but worry about women’s sexuality and concern about whether or not
her roommate and best friend is perceived as a “whore” (146) mark this novel and the genre
at large. Andy’s angst extends to the fraught relationship between consumer culture and
subjectivity, as Andy panics that she does not own any “Prada … Louis Vuitton … or
Gucci” (35) to help define her on her first day of work.
The Devil Wears Prada is part of a contemporary literary phenomenon that has
dominated bestseller lists since Helen Fielding’s Bridget Jones’s Diary first debuted in England
in 1996. As Fielding’s novel took off, it gave rise to a new genre of women’s writing dubbed
“chick lit”: the generic term used by publishers, critics, and scholars to describe and
categorize the style of popular novels by women writers for female readers that emerged in
the mid-1990s. Novels such as Bridget Jones’s Diary (1996), The Devil Wears Prada (2003),
Confessions of a Shopaholic (2001) by Sophie Kinsella, Good in Bed (2001) by Jennifer Weiner, The

1

Jane Tompkins notes the importance of readers as foundational to reader-response
criticism, which “moves the focus of attention away from the text and toward the reader, it
uses the idea of the reader as a means of producing a new kind of textual analysis, and it
suggests that literary criticism be seen as part of larger, more fundamental processes such as
the forming of an identity” (xi). Patrocinio P. Schweickart and Elizabeth A. Flynn credit
reader-response theory with introducing the idea of “the various roles the subjectivity of the
reader play in the production of the meaning of a text” (3). The role of the reader is often a
consideration for scholars and critics of popular literary genres; see Cawelti’s Adventure,
Mystery, and Romance: Formula Stories as Art and Popular Culture, Ferris and Young’s anthology
Chick Lit: The New Woman’s Fiction, and Harzewski’s Chick Lit and Postfeminism.
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Nanny Diaries (2002) by Emma McLaughlin and Nicola Kraus, I Don’t Know How She Does It
(2002) by Allison Pearson, Mr. Maybe (2002) by Jane Green, and Something Borrowed (2004) by
Emily Giffin feature their own chick lit “formula”: white, single, middle- to upper-middle
class professional women in their late twenties and thirties living in a major urban center2.
These novels bear many similarities in theme, first-person narrative point-of-view, and
emplotment, as well as a shared—and highly imitated—style of snappy, humorous,
confessional reflections. The narratives offer both implied and overt commentaries on the
workaday lives of “real” women. As this project will show, the implied commentaries and
smaller moments of critique are usually overshadowed by the genre’s overarching drive to a
“happy ending.” An additional shared trait is that chick lit protagonists are not perfect or
ideal. Although heroines of literary fiction are rarely, if ever, perfect, chick lit heroines’
verisimilitude is frequently set in contrast to the impossibly flawless heroines of Harlequin
romance fiction.3 Indeed, heroines like Bridget Jones and Andy Sachs are quirky but are
intended to be ultimately endearing in spite of their faults. While chick lit characters can be
painfully self-centered at times, these flawed, loveable heroines are presented as “relatable”

2

Nearly all novels are set in New York City or London. Author Jennifer Weiner slightly
modifies this formula by setting her novels in Philadelphia, and Christian chick lit author
Kristen Billerbeck interestingly sets her “Ashley Stockingdale” novels in Silicon Valley. As
critics Yvonne Tasker and Diane Negra note, chick lit, like postfeminism, is a transatlantic
“phenomenon of both British and American popular culture, often marked by a high degree
of discursive harmony evidenced in such ‘transit’ texts as Bridget Jones’s Diary, Sex and the City,
[and] I Don’t Know How She Does It” (13).
3 In Reading the Romance: Women, Patriarchy, and Popular Culture, Janice Radway discusses the
archetype of the idealized heroine in popular romance fiction published by Harlequin in the
United States or Mills & Boon in England. She notes that the ideal heroine possesses
“unusual intelligence” and “an extraordinarily fiery disposition” (123); she also possesses
“superiority in manipulating language” (124). Ideal heroines have “an especially alluring
appearance,” but crucially these heroines are “unaware of their beauty and its effect on
others” (126).
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characters who bumble their way through work, romance, fashion, and the consumer
marketplace, chronicling their quotidian lives with witty aplomb.
In chick lit, the triumph of love for a privileged white heroine operates through a
sentimental tone that creates nostalgia for a simplified heterosexual romance narrative, in
which the heroine is renewed through the love of the right man. With antecedents in prior
generations of canonical literature, both female- and male-authored, chick lit’s generic
aesthetics facilitate the genre’s imperative to participate in gendered ideologies while
simultaneously offering moments of critique. According to Ann Douglas, when literature
operates as a “form of leisure, a complicated mass dream-life,” it “reveal[s] and support[s] a
special class, a class defined less by what its members produced than by what they
consumed” (10). As a product of the Anglo-American culture industry, chick lit reflects
millennial ambivalence about constructions of gender and sexuality, contradictory messages
about women and work, and a conflicted relationship to consumer culture. Many critics—
especially those in the popular media—refer to chick lit as “beach trash” or “cotton-candy
entertainment” (Merrick viii). These assessments are based on chick-lit’s highly imitated style
and humor, feminized themes and narrative arcs, centrality of a romanticized heterosexual
love plot, and devotion to shopping and designer labels. According to some critics discussed
below, these novels do not take seriously the issues pertaining to real women’s lives, unlike
literary fiction that tackles topics pertaining to women’s lives in a more serious and
appropriately literary style.
This clash of high and low culture motivates chick lit authors and supporters, and
even some reviewers, who strive to counterbalance these accusations by diligently cultivating
intertexual relationships between chick lit and its usually female-authored canonical
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predecessors. In fact, as Juliette Wells notes, many chick lit authors deliberately align
themselves with canonical literature (48). Fielding was blatant about modeling Bridget Jones’s
Diary after Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice (Whelehan Helen 18), while in Melissa Bank’s story
cycle The Girls’ Guide to Hunting and Fishing, her heroine Jane attests to her literary legitimacy
by mentioning Henry James’s Washington Square, Tennessee Williams’s The Glass Menagerie,
George Eliot’s Middlemarch, Leo Tolstoy’s Anna Karenina, Simone de Beauvoir’s The Second
Sex and “another” Edith Wharton (239-262)—all within in one story! (Although the narrator
never specifies the title of the next Wharton novel she will read, by stating that it is
“another” novel she indicates a long-lasting relationship with the author and her heroines.)
In The Nanny Diaries, authors Emma McLaughlin and Nicola Kraus use the book’s epigraph
to invite a literary comparison between their text and Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre, quoting
Brontë to warn readers: “My dearest, don’t mention governesses; the word makes me
nervous. I have suffered a martyrdom from their incompetency and caprice; I thank Heaven
I have now done with them!” (ix). This concerted effort to establish a genealogy of women’s
writing demonstrates chick lit authors’ desire to establish literary credibility, to separate
themselves from popular romances and other writing that is generally considered to be trash.
Although some critics4 have suggested that chick lit is more complicated than meets
the eye, the general consensus is still that it is fluff, fiction “lite” that is forgivable only as a
guilty pleasure or an affective getaway during vacation. By this line of thinking, chick lit does
not have any engagement with serious topics. Yet these novels are addressing major anxieties
in women’s lives, which are overlooked or dismissed because they are masked by the style of
4

See Suzanne Ferriss and Mallory Young (Chick Lit: The New Woman’s Fiction), Stephanie
Harzewski (Chick Lit and Postfeminism), and Caroline J. Smith (Cosmopolitan Culture and
Consumerism in Chick Lit).
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chick lit writing. Currently in academic circles there is not adequate consideration of chick lit
as a genre worthy of critical thought. Plenty of academic work has been dedicated, after all,
to genre fiction by men.5 Part of chick lit’s problem is that it is not allowed to be popular and
culturally significant at the same time—as was the case with the novel at its inception. In The
Rise of the Novel, Ian Watt suggests that as a new generic form, the novel’s potential to be
popular and significant was in question, because the genre was “closer to the economic
capacity of the middle-class additions to the reading public than were many of the
established and respectable forms of literature and scholarship, but it was not, strictly
speaking, a popular literary form” (42).6 A growing middle-class readership was not, in itself,
enough to legitimize this new genre. Similarly, a large readership for popular fiction in the
twentieth century has not been able to generate critical and scholarly attention, because
according to John G. Cawelti, “formula” fiction has been “generally condemned in the
serious artistic thought of the last hundred years.” He ascribes this to two main factors:
critics have objected to the norming of plot, theme, and tropes, and denounced formula
fiction’s “primary relation to the needs of escape and relaxation” (8). Hence, critics and

5

For instance, Richard Slotkin’s Gunfighter Nation: The Myth of the Frontier in Twentieth-Century
America and Jane Tompkins’s West of Everything: The Inner Life of Westerns both analyze
Western pulp novels and films. These books are academically sound and are considered
worthy projects, at least in part because they are addressing popular, genre fiction that tells
male stories. But as Tania Modleski notes, “One cannot find any writings on popular
feminine narratives to match the aggrandized titles of certain classic studies of popular male
genres (“The Gangster as Tragic Hero”) or the inflated claims for, say, the detective novel
which fill the pages of the Journal of Popular Culture” (1).
6 Michael McKeon, in The Origins of the English Novel 1600-1740, meanwhile, builds on
Marxist theories of consumption to posit that the novel genre was not necessarily perceived
to be culturally significant at its origin. For McKeon, the “‘rise of the reading public’ in early
modern England has long been thought to have influenced the rise of the novel.” This
consumer desire for a literary product thus delegitimizes the genre, because the desired
commodity motivates production of the cultural object (51).
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scholars are unwilling to acknowledge that chick lit’s so-called “frothy tales” (Memmott 1D)
address multiple anxieties facing women in the twenty-first century: constructions of
sexuality and gender, work and career, and a consumerism-derived identity formation.
At first glance, chick lit novels seem to be completely uncritical of the political and
ideological systems of power that continue to challenge and psychologically oppress women.
This misperception maintains the genre’s reputation as escapist reading, but it does not
account for the unexpected moments of critique within this genre. Chick lit continues to top
bestseller lists and to garner more popular attention than contemporary literary fiction by
women. Critics should ask why readers are drawn to whiney, self-pitying characters who are
obsessed with their weight, the latest designer fashions, and other superficial concerns.7 And
certainly critics must analyze why so many bestselling chick lit texts embrace a fairy-tale
happy ending of male rescue that cannot accommodate the so-called reality the genre is
supposed to depict. Indeed, as this project will argue, chick lit novels do participate in a
political conversation about the constructions of contemporary female subjectivity, whether
any individual novels aim to do so or not.
Chick lit is potentially progressive at moments, and those revolutionary moments feel
unfamiliar within a genre that always wants to resolve in a happy ending. Moments of
tension and contradiction are usually overlooked by critics who either want to emphasize the
7

Rather than either completely dismiss or completely validate chick lit, critics should
interrogate the moments of dissonance when the genre offers a commentary on a culturally
relevant social issue. For instance, what attracts readers to a heroine like Becky Bloomwood
from Sophie Kinsella’s Confessions of a Shopaholic, who incurs a cycle of credit card debt and
payment, only to run up more debt again in subsequent novels? How does this novel capture
postfeminist confusion about consumer-oriented individualism? Thus far, Kinsella has
managed to stretch Becky’s debt-laden storyline through six novels: Confessions of a Shopaholic
(2001), Shopaholic Takes Manhattan (2002), Shopaholic Ties the Knot (2003), Shopaholic & Sister
(2005), Shopaholic & Baby (2007), and Mini Shopaholic (2010).
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positive or the negative aspects of chick lit, rather than looking at contradictions that might
provide productive discourse about female subjectivity. In the first anthology to address the
genre, Chick Lit: The New Woman’s Fiction, editors Suzanne Ferriss and Mallory Young capture
this founding opposition:
Reactions to chick lit are divided between those who expect literature by and about
women to advance the political activism of feminism, to represent women’s struggles
in patriarchal culture and offer inspiring images of strong, powerful women, and
those who argue instead that it should portray the reality of young women grappling
with modern life. (Chick Lit 9)
This opposition is flawed in that it assumes chick lit is disengaged from the social and
political world that it portrays and within which it circulates. But, chick lit is a genre that
explores women’s struggles within a twenty-first century, consumer-oriented context. Part of
the tension erupting in chick lit novels is that they seem to want to be close to the political
sphere without actively engaging in social or political critique.
Therefore, this project examines these moments of potential critique and tension
within this largely ideological genre. The moments of uncertainty where novels are clearly
working through contemporary anxieties surrounding female subjectivity stretch back
through the literary canon. Most critics have connected chick lit to the novels of Jane
Austen. This study intends to broaden the analysis of chick lit’s canonical roots to focus on
the male authors whose texts laid the groundwork for chick lit. For instance, Chapter 2
investigates the sexual dynamics in Samuel Richardson’s Pamela, Or Virtue Rewarded (1740),
looking at the relationship between Mr. B and Pamela, and at the function of the character
Sally Godfrey. Pamela’s epistolary form enables her frank confessions about sexuality, which
will continue in the private, first-person narratives of chick lit. In Chapter 3, Theodore
Dreiser’s protagonist Carrie Meeber emerges as a proto-chick lit heroine who must learn to
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successfully perform gender, class, and race in order to build a thriving career and gain
access the “good life.” Sister Carrie’s (1900) depiction of women and work exposes anxieties
(like the one cited above from The Devil Wears Prada) about the gendered workplace that
emerge in chick lit. Breakfast at Tiffany’s, both Truman Capote’s novella (1958) and Blake
Edwards’s film (1961), also provides an important chick lit forerunner, for Holly Golighty
constructs her identity specifically in relationship to the luxury jeweler Tiffany. Holly
establishes the trope of the female subject who willingly chooses the discourse of fashion
and consumer culture to define her identity—something that chick lit heroines will also seek
out through designer labels at the turn of the twenty-first century. Each chapter establishes a
critical conversation between canonical male-authored literature and chick lit novels, in order
to demonstrate that the themes and ideas addressed in chick lit have a long literary tradition.

Definitions and Generic Conventions of Chick Lit
Chick lit walks the border between literature and popular fiction, raising “eyebrows
and concerns” (Chick Lit 2), according to Ferriss and Young. Before Bridget Jones’s Diary was
published in 1996, and before the term “chick lit” became a marvel of marketing for
publishers, Cris Mazza co-edited a 1995 anthology of young women’s writing entitled ChickLit: Postfeminist Fiction. In “Who’s Laughing Now? A Short History of Chick Lit and the
Perversion of a Genre,” Mazza analyzes how quickly the term “chick lit” degenerated from a
late twentieth century feminist call-to-action to a pejorative marketing term. Mazza traces the
usage of “chick lit” as a designation, and pinpoints 1998 as the moment when media and
publishers’ marketing forces adopted the term; in fact, “chick lit was not used in initial
reviews for [Bridget Jones’s Diary when] the American hardback edition [was reviewed] from
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Publisher’s Weekly, Kirkus, New York Times Book Review, and the others” (23) After “chick lit”
was adopted by the media as a generic category, any progress that Mazza and co-editor
Jeffrey DeShell had hoped to make in reclaiming and redefining the term “chick” was lost:
“This was the ironic intention of our title: not to embrace an old frivolous or coquettish
image of women but to take responsibility for our part in the damaging, lingering
stereotype” (Mazza 18). Although Mazza initially tried to redefine “chick” and rehabilitate its
status as a pejorative signifier, throughout “Who’s Laughing Now?” she makes perfectly
clear that she is ultimately disapproving of the chick lit genre, censuring its formulaic nature
and its lack of literary qualities, especially irony.
In 2012, the term “chick” seems old-fashioned, as if it is trying too hard to sound
cool. (The only chick lit author who uses the term “chick” with any consistency is Christian
novelist Kristin Billerbeck.)8 Or, it feels purely negative, as when used to characterize a
woman who has done something irritating or offensive: that chick cut me off on the highway.
In this sense, the term might substitute for “bitch,” but without the ire that bitch inspires.
According to the Oxford English Dictionary Online (OED), “chick” as a shortened form of
“chicken” has been in usage since the 1400s. It was also used as a familial kind of sweetnothing to refer to a child, as in 1610 with Shakespeare’s The Tempest, when Prospero refers
to the spirit as “My Ariel, chicke.” “Chick” as a word signifying a young woman or girl
comes into usage in the United States, with Sinclair Lewis’s 1927 novel Elmer Gantry, when a
woman is referred to as a “little fluffy chick.” Men of the Beat Movement of the 1950s also
picked up on the term to refer to their girlfriends, significant others, and potential lovers, as
8

Because Billerbeck is writing from outside mainstream chick lit, her use of “chick” is a
deliberate effort to show that Christian women can be hip and not square or prudish. Her use
of “chick,” therefore, feels forced and even corny.
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the Beats routinely cited slang from the 1920s to evoke a retro cool vibe. By 1971 “chick”
was in common parlance in popular culture (“Chick”).
“Chick lit” and “chick flick,” of course, emerge from the popular usage of “chick” as
a referent to a girl or young woman.9 The OED characterizes a “chick flick,” a term which
enters common usage in 1988, as “appealing particularly to women, typically featuring strong
female characters and themes of romance, personal relationships, and female solidarity”
(“Chick”). Meanwhile “chick lit,” initiated in 1993, is “a type of fiction, typically focusing on
the social lives and relationships of young professional women, and often aimed at readers
with similar experiences” (“Chick”), although not used widely to refer to a specific subgenre
of literature until 1998. Although the OED notes that both terms are only “sometimes” or
“occasionally” used as reductive terms, in common idiom these terms are almost always
derogatory, as they indicate films or literature that are supposedly of interest only to women
because they focus on women’s lives (“Chick”). While not mentioned in the definition of
chick lit, a heterosexual romance narrative and the use of humor are intrinsic components of
both chick lit and chick flicks. The narratives that are categorized within these genres might
be called “light-hearted,” “fun,” or “easy,” and they nearly always have a happy ending.
For Mazza and DeShell, “chick lit” was originally intended to be a truly postfeminist
term—that is, one reflecting a new and progressive phase of feminism. Indeed, the OED
definition of “post-feminism” focuses on its “reaction against feminism, esp. in acceptance

9

There is a playful quality to the assonance and consonance of the terms “chick flick” and
“chick lit.” However, the assonance also evokes something sing-song or childlike. That
childlike association is one of the major problems with the term in general, and it plays out
in the sound of these terms as well.
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of masculine ideals or of aspects of the traditional feminine role” (“post-feminism”).10 Of
course, postfeminism is more complicated than an generational passing of the torch; Yvonne
Tasker and Diane Negra argue that while “Postfeminist culture works in part to incorporate,
assume, or naturalize aspects of feminism,” it also addresses a limited cross-section of the
population: “postfeminism is white and middle class by default, anchored in consumption as
a strategy (and leisure as a site) for the production of the self. It is thus also a strategy by
which other kinds of social difference are glossed over” (2). A glance at any chick lit book
cover highlights the postfeminist ideological markers of the genre. From the pink or Tiffanyblue book jackets to the cartoon-esque illustrations of shopping bags, female bodies, and
baubles, chick lit’s prescription for upper-class consumerism and heterosexual romance is
clear.
As a postfeminist cultural production, when chick lit attempts to address issues of
female sexuality, women and work, and consumer-oriented identity through a lighthearted,
humorous approach, unfortunately it sometimes embraces outmoded stereotypes and/or
essentialist notions like biological destiny. While the “chick-lit” fiction in Mazza and
DeShell’s collection was intended to explore the complications of modern female
subjectivity and dramatize the social, political, and cultural factors influencing millennial
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Postfeminism should not be conflated with notions of “third wave feminism,” which
remain in conversation with previous generations (or waves) of feminism. Third wave
feminism recognizes that feminist work is far from being completed. In Third Wave Agenda:
Being Feminist, Doing Feminism, editors Leslie Heywood and Jennifer Drake acknowledge that
like postfeminism, third wave feminism is marked by contradiction, that there are unresolved
debates whose dissonance engenders third wave theorizing and activism. However, unlike
postfeminism, third wave feminism accepts its position as a response to both the second
wave of feminism and the cultural backlash against feminism (2-3). In addition, Tasker and
Negra note that third wave feminism is “a self-identification rather than a tag provided by
popular media” (19).
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women’s identity, mainstream chick lit attempts to engage with cultural anxieties and
alleviate them quickly. In this sense, it conforms perfectly to Negra’s assertion that
postfeminist cultural productions communicate ambivalence and contradiction:
By caricaturing, distorting, and (often willfully) misunderstanding the political and
social goals of feminism, postfeminism trades on a notion of feminism as rigid,
serious, anti-sex and romance, difficult and extremist. … This widely-applied and
contradictory term performs as if it is commonsensical and presents itself as
pleasingly moderated in contrast to “shrill” feminism. Crucially, postfeminism often
functions as a means of registering and superficially resolving the persistence of
“choice” dilemmas for American women … the popular culture landscape has
seldom been as dominated as it is today by fantasies and fears about women’s “life
choices.” (2)
Postfeminism, in Negra’s definition, emphasizes the completion of feminism, the success of
a movement that is now outdated. To stress this point, postfeminist fiction like chick lit
deploys humor to create a bifurcation where “feminist” equals inflexible, solemn, and
humorless, and “postfeminist” equals contemporary, sarcastic, and fun. A number of
postfeminist fantasies animate chick lit: privilege, entitlement, and fairy tale. Likewise, fears
erupt in the pages of chick lit novels: distresses about female sexual pleasure, truly
supporting women in careers, and the financial costs of consumer-oriented identity
formation. These powerful ideological forces energize the genre; Chapters 2, 3, and 4 will
examine how the genre is grappling with both the legacy of second wave feminism and with
contemporary demands on women’s lives.
The usage of the term “chick lit” as a generic designation is putatively meant to be
cheeky and clever. However, from a feminist perspective, terms like “chick lit” are
problematic, as are the issues of genre surrounding them. As with postfeminist culture more
generally, the term conveys the conflicting ideals that Tania Modleski discerns within chick
lit: the desire for a happy ending complete with Mr. Right, offset with the disillusionment
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that such a modern-day Mr. Darcy does not exist (xxiv).11 After all, when descriptions like
“fun” or “happy” are ultimately used as reductive terms to negate the potential that
individual novels may offer a cultural critique, then it is easy to dismiss the whole genre as
“trashy fiction” (Ferriss and Young Chick Lit 1), one of the more common, damning
adjectives used to describe chick lit. The formal and thematic elements, tropes of
consumerism and designer labels, and writing style have established a chick lit “formula” that
is precisely what many critics and female writers of literary fiction find problematic. Yet
Cawelti argues against the dismissal of formula fiction:
Audiences find satisfaction and a basic emotional security in a familiar form; in
addition, the audience’s past experience with a formula gives it a sense of what to
expect in new individual examples, thereby increasing its capacity for understanding
and enjoying the details of a work. (9)
The repetitious nature of the chick lit genre means that readers anticipate the conclusion and
thus “relax and enjoy … secure in the knowledge that love will triumph” (Gamble 67). And
Modleski reminds us that popular women’s writing “point[s] to ideological conflicts so
profound that readers must constantly return to the same text (to texts that are virtually the
same) in order to be reconvinced” (104) that gendered norms are manageable, or that an
affective feeling of belonging can assuage real-world dilemmas. While scholars may not value
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This disillusionment prompts Modleski to argue for the importance of feminist
scholarship on chick lit, in order to expose the inner conflicts within the genre: “I often
detect a lurking ‘but’—as in ‘I’m not a feminist, but …’ What struck me upon first reading
chick-lit novels is the amount of energy spent deploring male behavior, describing bad sexual
experiences, and even questioning the institution of marriage. Some of the literature reads,
frankly, like the writings of a stereotypically ‘male-bashing’ feminist” (xxv).
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Cawelti’s theory that “emotional security” is a constructive byproduct of reading fiction,
such an affective connection nevertheless motivates many readers of genre fiction.12
Chick lit’s generic sentimental formula and devotion to a happy ending is what
attracts devotees, but it is also absolutely what alienates skeptics. British novelist Doris
Lessing has implied that chick lit authors do not take a realistic and thoughtful approach to
the portrayal of their protagonists: “It would be better, perhaps, if [female novelists] wrote
books about their lives as they really saw them, and not these helpless girls, drunken,
worrying about their weight” (qtd in Ferris and Young Chick Lit 2). Meanwhile Beryl
Bainbridge has derided chick lit as a complete waste of time (Ferriss and Young Chick Lit 2).
Critic Anna Weinberg goes even further when she asserts, “Inside their dust jackets covered
with shopping bags, martini glasses, shoes or purses, many of these titles really are trash:
trash that imitates other, better books that could have ushered in a new wave of smart,
postfeminist writing” (qtd in Ferriss and Young Chick Lit 9).13 The elements that evoke
strong emotional reactions and feelings of loyalty from some readers inflame equally strong
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Tompkins indicates that the “‘concretization’ of a text in any particular instance requires
that the reader’s imagination comes into play” (xv). The desire for a specific affective
byproduct of the reading experience requires that readers of chick lit engage imaginatively;
thus reader-response theory posits that readers “supply the portion of [the novel] which is
not written but only implied” (xv). Anne G. Berggren analyzes gendered constructions of
“the Woman Reader” (168) and posits that for some, their reader response is to consider
novels as “extensions of their own lives” (184).
13 Weinberg is quoted in the Introduction to Ferriss and Young’s anthology; there are no
specific titles or authors offered as examples of the “smart, postfeminist writing” that she
requests. However, there is an anthology of short stories entitled This is Not Chick Lit:
Original Stories by America’s Best Women Writers, edited by Elizabeth Merrick, and published in
August 2006. It includes authors Aimee Bender and Curtis Sittenfeld, both of whom have
been reviewed in the New York Times Book Review as literary fiction. The book was followed
in September 2006 with the collection This is Chick-Lit, edited by Lauren Baratz-Logsted. Of
note is that none of the top-selling chick lit authors are included in either of these texts.
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negative reactions from authors and critics who do not consider chick lit smart or
postfeminist enough to represent contemporary female subjectivity.
However, Caroline J. Smith argues that chick lit constitutes a deliberate, postfeminist
response to contemporary culture in Cosmopolitan Culture and Consumerism in Chick Lit,
analyzing the way chick lit novels engage in a reflexive dialogue with various advice manuals,
largely written by women, and in no uncertain terms marketed to female readers. Smith
contends that chick lit novels critique women’s magazines such as Cosmopolitan, self-help
books such as The Rules: Time-Tested Secrets for Capturing the Heart of Mr. Right, Hollywood
romantic comedies such as The Sweetest Thing, the Martha Stewart branded books and
magazines, and other domestic advice tomes. She aims to show that chick lit novels satirize
these other dominant cultural productions in order to demonstrate that the genre is engaged
with real-world concerns: “The assumption that novels such as these cannot challenge the
consumer industries that they reference is again indicative of the deeply rooted, historical
bias against popular fiction—a bias that exists against women’s fiction as well” (15). Smith’s
assertion that popular fiction should not be dismissed out of hand is important, for the bias
against women’s fiction too often precludes a scholarly examination of this extremely
popular and bestselling genre. However, Smith overestimates chick lit’s ability to satirize the
culture of women’s magazines and advice manuals. While there are moments of critique
within individual chick lit novels, as we shall see the genre’s dedication to happy endings
prioritizes easy solutions to complex issues about female sexuality, women and work, and
female identity and consumerism.
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Nevertheless, Smith’s book-length study of chick lit highlights the intertextual
relationship between the genre and other narratives by women14 that work to maintain
patriarchal norms of masculinity and femininity. Smith claims that chick lit authors are
satirizing the “consumer behaviors encouraged by these [advice] publications” (39), using
humor to poke fun at the excessive—and obsessive—habits of the well-advised heroines.
She argues that novels like Bridget Jones’s Diary and Confessions of a Shopaholic “are not to be
taken at face value,” but that instead we must pay attention to the “undercurrent to their
texts” (43).15 The problem with Smith’s argument is that many readers and critics do seem to
take these novels at face value (just as today Austen’s novels are considered to accurately
represent the life of gentry in early nineteenth century England). Indeed, readers perceive
that chick lit portrays some kind of “reality” of millennial existence, and is thus favored by
readers “who want to see their own lives in all the messy detail” (qtd in Ferriss and Young
Chick Lit 3). But the anxieties that chick lit addresses about sexuality, work, and consumer
identity must be resolved quickly and easily in order for the plots to conform to the genre’s
larger reputation of escapism, in which a heroine is rewarded with a man at the end of the
novel, her storyline now completed. Close readings of specific texts in subsequent chapters
will consider a larger generic perspective: after all, no matter what kind of cultural or satirical
critique individual novels (or specific moments) may offer, that cultural critique is
diminished under the umbrella “chick lit,” which provides a diversion from readers’ lived,
14

The two Hollywood films that Smith addresses were not directed by women. However,
The Sweetest Thing was written by Nancy Pimental, and Sex and the Single Girl was based on the
book of the same title, written by Helen Gurley Brown.
15 Modleski similarly warns against following this impulse with popular nineteenth-century
American domestic novels: “many critics tend to take at face value the novelists’
endorsement of the domestic ideal and ignore the actual, not very flattering portraits of
domesticity which emerge from their works” (13).
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embodied existence. Ultimately this is a failing of the genre, for it prevents a true exploration
of the challenges facing millennial women that cannot be easily resolved with a deus ex
machina intervention that oversimplifies a novel’s conclusion.
Imelda Whelehan’s genealogy of twentieth-century women’s writing demonstrates
that second wave feminist novels were able to tackle serious issues affecting women while
also garnering popular success. In The Feminist Bestseller: From Sex and the Single Girl to Sex
and the City, Whelehan concludes that feminist novels such as Erica Jong’s Fear of Flying
(1973) and Marilyn French’s The Women’s Room (1977) introduced themes to which chick lit
will respond, as it demonstrates its own kind of rebellion against the hard-fought issues of
second wave feminism. The heroines of what Whelehan dubs “consciousness-raising” (CR)
novels struggle to find sexual fulfillment, often with men who are impotent or who
cannot—for some sexual or emotional reason—satisfy their female partners. CR novels
detail the minutiae and drudgery of being a stay-home wife and mother. They depict their
contemporaneous gender struggles with men, with other women in their lives, and with
cultural constructs such as psychoanalytic forms of analysis that torment Isadora Wing in
Jong’s Fear of Flying.
Whelehan captures an essential difference between the feminist fiction of the late
1960s and 1970s and millennial chick lit: CR novels have a political agenda, while chick lit
novels are decidedly apolitical. For instance, French deliberately structured The Women’s Room
to capture the boredom of being confined to the home raising children. She wrote in this
way in order to force readers to see the tedium of being a housewife: “boring and painful
and full of despair” (qtd in Whelehan Feminist 94). By contrast, Whelehan notes that chick lit
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takes a very different approach to relationships, embracing the more traditional heterosexual
romance narrative often also associated with Harlequins:
chick litters seem to envy a previous generation for what they see as simplicity in a
context where women had fewer choices. Certainly the reprise of the Mills & Boon
[or Harlequin] style romance narrative suggests a huge degree of nostalgia for
romance enacted against the backdrop of retrogressive gender identities. (Feminist
210)
This “nostalgia for romance” is the affective backbone underlying chick lit narratives. While
all chick lit heroines can take for granted the advances made during the second wave of
feminism, there is still an overwhelming melancholic affection for the “simplicity” of the
past. This nostalgia manifests itself in a heavy-handed sentimentality emanating through the
narratives, from the pink covers to the fairy-tale narrative touches to the conventional
heterosexual surrender of the heroines to their heroes. Clearly located within normative
gender identities, chick lit heroines are free to lament that they have too many choices in
careers, men, and places to live. Yet all of these choices seem to highlight the genre’s
retrogressive search for Mr. Right, who is usually lurking right beneath the heroine’s
appropriately powdered nose but will suddenly emerge from the woodwork to solve all the
heroine’s problems.
In this sense, chick lit captures the postfeminist dilemma of living in the shadow of
the women’s liberation movement of the 1960s and 1970s.16 In her essay “Growing Up
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The “first wave” of feminism is generally considered to have occurred during the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, and focused on women’s suffrage, access to work
in professions traditionally open only to males, and admission to colleges (Pattee 92). The
“second wave” began in the early 1960s and stretched through the 1980s. Feminists of the
second wave focused on reproductive rights, equal pay for equal work, female sexual
pleasure, equality within the family structure, and legal equal rights. The “third wave” formed
as a direct response to the perceived shortcomings of the second wave. It more widely
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Single: The Postfeminist Novel,” Sarah Gamble argues that whereas the goals of the second
wave offered strong institutional critiques of marriage, work, and education, for
postfeminism, “second wave ideology [was] stale, outmoded, and dogmatic [whereas
postfeminism is] at once vital and pragmatic, possessing a dynamism” (62) that the theories
of the second wave no longer offer. Gamble also notes that postfeminism seeks to replace
the teleological progress of the second wave; instead of forward movement along a straight
axis, postfeminism utilizes a more regressive, “curved” or “U-turn” movement, “back to the
very inequitable status quo which feminism had attempted to overthrow” (62). While
Gamble may be overstating this, the terms of debate certainly have shifted from second
wave activism to postfeminist critique.
Gamble contends that there are particular historical circumstances that differentiate
the predicament of the postfeminist generation: the advances of the second wave and the
uncertainty of millennial futures merge so that there is a “possibly irresolvable” situation in
which postfeminism is stranded “between two impulses, simultaneously forging forward and
falling back” (62). For Gamble, this is an “incompatible dialectic” (62), but it also can be a
productive way to approach the genre of chick lit. After all, the genre depicts modern
heroines who are the beneficiaries of second wave feminist gains in educational and career
opportunities, as well as advances in sexual and reproductive freedom. Yet the chick lit
heroine still sees “herself as facing dilemmas which lie outside the experience of previous
generations of women” (63). The chick lit generation has a different relationship to sexuality;
its heroines are certainly more savvy about sexual pleasure, preventing pregnancy, and
incorporated the perspectives of non-white women and is characterized by contradictions, a
relationship with consumerism, and individualism.
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avoiding sexually transmitted diseases than any of their predecessors. They may no longer be
bound to strict definitions of virginity, as was Pamela Andrews in Richardson’s Pamela, but
chick lit heroines demonstrate that terms like “virgin” or “slut” have becoming floating
signifiers, and thus have created ambiguity around female sexuality. Certainly mainstream
chick lit heroines are not expected to abstain from sex before marriage, but at the same time
they must self-police so that they are not lambasted for non-normative sexuality that veers
outside what is considered a respectable level of sexual activity before marriage.
In addition, striving to balance the contradictory impulses of postfeminism proves to
be a challenge to women in terms of career and work. In spite of the workplace gains made
by second wave feminists, chick lit heroines illustrate that finding stimulating careers and
subsequent access to the good life continues to be elusive. As proto-chick lit heroine Carrie
Meeber discovers in Sister Carrie, obtaining fulfillment from work is a dilemma that chick lit
heroines will also endure. And as Allison Pearson’s I Don’t Know How She Does It highlights,
chick lit heroines continue to grapple with balancing commitments to a husband and
children while maintaining a thriving career. For women of the so-called “Bridget Jones
generation” (Gamble 63), one part of managing a successful career is learning to negotiate a
corporate-capitalist marketplace and construct an identity branded with designer labels. Yet
it is not clear that chick lit heroines are adept at controlling their agency when they are so
influenced by the consumer marketplace. The genre’s heroines still struggle with what it
means for a woman to be marked—and in their case, it is not just the passive act of being
marked but the active choice to mark oneself as a political or consumer act.17

17

Deborah Tannen bases her theory of marked versus unmarked gender in linguistics: “The
unmarked form of a word carries the meaning that goes without saying—what you think
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The fictional dilemmas confronted by chick lit heroines are, of course, markedly
different from the actual dilemmas faced by millennial women. But as Cawelti argues of
formula fiction, when critics analyze a popular genre like chick lit, “It is useful primarily as a
means of making historical and cultural inferences about the collective fantasies shared by
large groups of people” (7). For chick lit heroines, fetishizing domesticity is reflective of
postfeminism’s embrace of the home as the site of renewal and fulfillment (Negra 16).
Traditional domesticity becomes a choice that conveys the luxuries attached to it: a
husband’s income that is large enough to support a wife and children, a home large enough
that it requires management, a materialist mentality that demands maintaining a level of
consumption in accordance with upper-class trappings. According to Stephanie Harzewski,
Daughters of educated baby boomers, chick-lit heroines, in their degree of sexual
autonomy and professional choices, stand as direct beneficiaries of the women’s
liberation movement. Yet they shift earlier feminist agendas, such as equal pay for
equal work, to lifestyle concerns. Unlike earlier generations, chick protagonists and
their readers have the right to choose; now the problem is too many choices.
(“Tradition” 37)
Although in Harzewski’s estimation, the genre positions itself as reacting to the issues that
affect women’s lived experiences, its preference for a fictional rescue neutralizes the “reality”
perceived by some readers.18 And, in fact, this genre is always already limiting its depiction of

when you’re not thinking anything special” (Tannen). She posits that there is “no unmarked
woman” because there is no “style we women could have adopted that would have been
unmarked,” as was the case for men (Tannen). The theory of marking has additional class
and race implications, especially with designer brands targeted at specific socioeconomic
groups, and visible labels and logos advertising the subject’s position in consumer culture.
18 The fact that chick lit readers refer to the genre as depicting “reality” underscores the
importance of considering the reader’s relationship to the text’s meaning. As Tompkins
argues, “reader-response critics deny … the existence of objective texts and indeed the
possibility of objectivity altogether,” and instead seek to “repoliticize literature and literary
criticism,” advocating that literary texts possess “the ability to influence human behavior in a
direct and practical manner” (xxv).
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“reality” by restricting it to an upper-middle class, educated, white sphere. Narratively, chick
lit grapples with the choices that contemporary white women have the privilege to be faced
with. While some chick lit protagonists may feel overwhelmed by potential boyfriends or
husbands, myriad career choices, and excessive consumer goods, it is crucial to remember
that these heroines are very much speaking from a position of white privilege.
When reading mainstream chick lit novels, one might be confused by what appears
to be a hermetically sealed world of whiteness. The main characters of all the texts discussed
in this project are not overtly marked as white by their authors, because Anglo-American
culture does not traditionally mark white women and men as a matter of course. And yet
readers can assume that these characters are white, for as Richard Dyer argues, “The sense of
whiteness as non-raced is most evident in the absence of reference to whiteness in the
habitual speech and writing of white people in the West” (2). For the heroines as well as the
minor characters in mainstream chick lit, the assumption of the characters’ whiteness (unless
otherwise marked racially) indicates the extent to which race silently continues to dominate
in the literary culture of the genre.
Indeed, chick lit upholds the long literary and cultural tradition that whiteness is
unmarked, an “unearned privilege and conferred dominance” (qtd in Dyer 9), according to
Peggy McIntosh. Whiteness becomes a structuring absence in chick lit that is nevertheless
still represented. According to Dyer, whiteness functions as some kind of “invisibility,”
wherein “whiteness as a racial position in white (which is to say dominant) discourse is of a
piece with its ubiquity” (3). In fact it is the very ubiquity of whiteness in millennial Western
culture that empowers chick lit heroines to grapple with sexuality, career, and consumer
culture. After all, the fictive worlds of chick lit are still very much informed by constructions
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of race and difference, for as Toni Morrison argues in Playing in the Dark, “The world does
not become raceless or will not become unracialized by assertion. The act of enforcing
racelessness in literary discourse is itself a racial act” (46). In the nonassertion of race, chick
lit engages in a racial act; through an implicit claim to white privilege, chick lit fashions a
world in which its heroines have seemingly little connection with anyone outside of their
white, middle-class, professional, heterosexual world. One exception to this is the heroine’s
gay male friend, a frequent foil in the genre. However, this character is also usually white by
virtue of being unmarked racially, thus further reinforcing the hegemony of whiteness that
generally prevails in the genre.
The process of not marking whiteness is “denarration,” according to Gwendolyn
Audrey Foster (Performing 19).19 Denarration functions through an absence of direct
statements about whiteness, which instead is communicated through other present
identifiers, such that whiteness is not explicitly stated yet is clearly conveyed (3). In Dreiser’s
Sister Carrie, whiteness is denarrated, for instance, when Carrie’s first lover Drouet teaches
Carrie about style and gender performance through blatantly observing wealthy white
women on the streets of Chicago (72). In chick lit, whiteness functions as the unmarked
always-already functioning identifier, because as Foster notes, “Without even being told, we
know she is a white woman because it is not our custom to mark white women as such, only
nonwhite women get marked in our white-centric culture” (Performing 19). By contrast,
19

As a narrative phenomenon, denarration also occurs with class: “Class-passing is in some
ways like race-passing, gender-passing, or straight/gay-passing, but class-passing, like
whiteness, is not often noticed or examined. It is essentially viewed as normative behavior,
especially in America, where one is expected to do as much class-passing as possible,
regardless of one’s race, gender, or economic circumstances” (Performing 102). Foster
discusses the narrative function of class-passing in more detail in Class-Passing: Social Mobility
in Film and Popular Culture.
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novels that feature non-white characters are clearly identified through subgenres like “chica
lit” and “sistah lit.”20 Denarration of whiteness occurs through the heroines’ career choices,
educational background, neighborhoods frequented, designer clothing labels favored, and
restaurants regularly patronized, all of which become signifiers of whiteness.
Thus in the majority of chick lit texts, white privilege quietly, but powerfully,
underscores the narrative, allowing heroines to take for granted the fulfillment of their
dreams—or at least the choice of the fulfillment of their dreams. In fact, as Lisa A. Guerrero
argues, white chick lit heroines have grown up with the sense of entitlement to Mr. Right
and that a heterosexual romance narrative entails:
Chicks are looking for love because, as white women, they have been taught to
believe in their preciousness and the fact that they should be loved, even
worshipped. Having grown comfortable with the privilege these ‘truths’ provide,
chicks seem to be seeking actualization of these promises. For them fairy tales do
come true; at least, they’ve come to expect that they do. (92)
White privilege means that education is a nonissue for chick lit heroines; in addition, they
have learned to expect to have careers, good sex, meaningful friendships, and membership in
a social community where they are not isolated and companionless with children, loads of
laundry, and a sink full of dishes. Perhaps most importantly, like the postfeminist readership
that forms a connection with them, chick lit heroines have assumed that they will meet Mr.
Right—in spite of (or perhaps even because of) their quirks and shortcomings. Their
whiteness, of course, contributes greatly to these beliefs, the fairy tales that engender such
beliefs have also portrayed white heroines who achieve a happy ending with their heroes.
20

It is significant that any nonwhite chick lit texts are marked as subgenres: “sistah lit”
marks stories written by and about African-American characters; “chica lit” marks stories
written by and about Latina characters. See also “‘Sistahs Are Doin’ It for Themselves:’
Chick Lit in Black and White” by Lisa A. Guerrero and “Manolos, Marriage, and Mantras:
Chick-Lit Criticism and Transnational Feminism” by Pamela Butler and Jigna Desai.
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As Guerrero suggests, the “promises” that chick lit heroines and readers have been
raised with are precious: a Martha Stewart–type construction of femininity, where
domesticity and wealthy Mr. Darcy are at the forefront, yet do not preclude an appropriately
feminine career choice. In spite of consistently driving its heroines to a happy ending, this
narrative repetition indicates the “precariousness of the resolutions which are nevertheless so
crucial” (Modleski 104). A prime example of this is Allison Pearson’s I Don’t Know How She
Does It, in which heroine Kate Reddy leaves a career in finance she loves to support her
husband’s career as a small-time architect, which is much less financially lucrative. Because
she has prioritized domesticity and children over career, Kate’s new circumstances empower
her to utilize her financial expertise to magically rescue the ailing dollhouse factory where her
sister works. If Pearson doesn’t want to give up entirely on the promises and privilege that
engender Kate’s story, then she does modulate them so that they fit an appropriately
feminine segment of business and culture. Kate might be a threatening woman as a top
financial analyst in London, but she is either no threat—or an acceptably feminine threat—
to the patriarchal order as a woman who rescues a dollhouse factory in the north of
England.
The fact that Pearson tries to resolve Kate’s existential crisis with an easy,
circumstantial solution highlights that anxieties about female subjectivity persist in
contemporary culture. After all, Pearson herself does not seem content to have Kate leave
the workforce entirely after devoting the novel to arguing that Kate should not have to leave.
Modleski and Cawelti both argue that a genre with mass appeal, such as chick lit, wields the
potential to do powerful cultural work precisely because it attracts such a wide readership.
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For Modleski, who is particularly interested in popular genres targeted at female readers,
feminist and cultural critics must make sense of
how deep-rooted are the anxieties and fantasies contained in (and by) popular
narratives for women [for only then] can we begin to explain why women are still
requiring what [Fredric] Jameson calls the “symbolic satisfactions” of the texts
instead of looking for “real” satisfactions. (20)21
While Modleski focuses on mass-produced popular romances, gothic novels, and soap
operas, millennial chick lit also reveals the range of dis-ease and wish fulfillment that
continue to circulate in postfeminist narratives. The genre includes many “symbolic
satisfactions,” as the dollhouse-factory example above illustrates. Indeed, chick lit’s major
shortcoming is that it raises legitimate issues—freedom from sexual judgment, freedom to
pursue work and family, freedom to construct one’s identity without incurring debt—but
fails to propose an alternative to the clichéd happy ending. Yet as Modleski notes, and as this
project argues, this genre’s popular appeal merits critical analysis in order to understand the
affective rewards of such “symbolic satisfactions.”
Critics who admonish chick lit’s content as frivolous and then dismiss it are missing
an opportunity to attend to the anxieties the genre expresses about women in contemporary
culture. After all, even prose that is repudiated as “frothy” (Eliot 483) or “trashy” (qtd in
Ferriss and Young Chick Lit 9) can also address apprehensions about female subject
formation. Hanne Blank reminds us that the behaviors so many critics castigate in chick lit
were not created by the genre. In this sense, chick lit is reflecting the postfeminist culture
from which it springs, where women in their twenties and thirties
have been carefully schooled since childhood to perform a meticulous and continual
self-inventory in which they compare themselves from teeth to tits to toenail polish,
21

Modleski is citing Jameson’s 1979 essay “Reification and Utopia in Mass Culture.”
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salary to sling-backs to cellulite, to a constantly massaged, omnipresent, and
unattainable ideal that appears in its myriad versions everywhere from women’s
history month filmstrips in grade school to the pages of Working Woman. For the
workin’-girl twenty- and thirtysomethings that are the primary audience for Chick
Lit, the resonance is deafening. Readers may well recognize that the degree to which
it’s all taken is often quasi-parodic (and many do seem to), but what drives the
spiraling Chick Lit industry is empathy: I’ve had days like that. (n.p.)
The novel, from its eighteenth-century progenitors to the consciousness-raising novels of
the late twentieth century, has grappled with the crippling effects of a feminine ideal. The
style and tone change dramatically, of course, but the subject matter persists. With chick lit,
the feminine ideal may not be as narrowly defined, but it openly encompasses sexual
pleasure, a fulfilling career, and command of the consumer marketplace—as well as
managing the female body, balancing work and motherhood, and acquiring the right man to
raise social and economic status. When critics analyze the genre’s love affair with designer
labels as purely superficial, we should remind ourselves that a corporate, branded culture
dominates not only in chick lit, but also in most aspects of contemporary Western culture.
And, as Blank highlights, a sentimental, empathetic connection to the heroines of chick lit is
precisely the expectation that many contemporary readers bring with them to these novels.
In spite of such emotional resonances, the imitative, formulaic nature of chick lit usually
evokes negative reactions about its brand of sentimentality. Thus the problematic aspects of
chick lit still demand critical attention to understand the cultural, political, and affective work
of the genre.

Literary Criticism and (Popular) Women Writers
In the Preface to Frances (Fanny) Burney’s 1778 novel Evelina, or The History of a
Young Lady’s Entrance into the World, the author includes a prescient moment where she
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comments on the imitative nature of art, and then warns against the danger of a literary
model that relies too heavily on imitation. Burney’s warning foreshadows the kinds of
literary, artistic, and, ultimately, political debates that have circulated around women’s writing
for over two centuries:
In all the Arts, the value of copies can only be proportioned to the scarceness of
originals: among sculptors and painters, a fine statue, or a beautiful picture, of some
great master, may deservedly employ the imitative talents of younger and inferior
artists, that their appropriation to one spot, may not wholly prevent the more general
expansion of their excellence; but, among authors, the reverse is the case, since the noblest
production of literature, are almost equally attainable with the meanest. In books,
therefore, imitation cannot be shunned too seduously; for the very perfection of a model which
is frequently seen, serves but more forcibly to mark the inferiority of a copy. (10-11; my
emphasis)
Burney is a particularly harsh judge of the imitative impulse in literature. Her Preface aims to
distinguish her novel and instruct her reader that Evelina is a worthy and original creation,
not an inferior imitation. But these comments also express what critic Harold Bloom would
go on to call the “anxiety of influence.” Bloom’s masculine model of authorship is an
Oedipal struggle where the rising (always male) author must eradicate his literary forefather
in order to find his unique authorial voice and his place within the literary canon.
The anxieties that underlie Burney’s comments also express what Sandra M. Gilbert
and Susan Gubar called the “anxiety of authorship” (45) in their pioneering work The
Madwoman in the Attic: The Woman Writer and the Nineteenth-Century Literary Imagination. They
explore and challenge the idea that the fundamental literary authority for nineteenth-century
women writers was a patriarchal authority. This authority was explicit at times; at other
moments, it was a kind of hidden knowledge, a masculine yardstick against which women
writers measured themselves and worked to find a place for their own voices within a maledominated literary sphere. In re-interpreting Bloom’s model, Gilbert and Gubar suggest that
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for female authors, the question is whether or not there is a place at all for women writers
within literature and literary history:
Unlike her male counterpart, then, the female artist must first struggle against the
effects of socialization … Her battle, however, is not against her (male) precursor’s
reading of the world but against his reading of her. In order to define herself as an
author she must redefine the terms of her socialization. … Frequently, moreover,
she can begin such a struggle only by actively seeking a female precursor who, far
from representing a threatening force to be denied or killed, proves by example that
a revolt against patriarchal literary authority is possible. (49)
Burney’s struggles as a writer were more than simply finding a voice and an audience. She
also had to battle the constructions of gender and sexuality that were a foundational part of
socialization in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.22 Certainly, depictions of
women in literature are one of the ways we learn about gender in terms of culturally defined
meanings of masculinity and femininity. The narrative repetition of certain behaviors
associated as “feminine” would contribute to a reading of Burney as a woman. As Gilbert
and Gubar make clear, whereas a male author has to worry about the readings of his writing,
the female author also has to worry about how she is being read socially—how she is a
marked body—and not simply how her writing is perceived.
Burney was, therefore, invested in creating a reading of her art and not a reading of
her person. She was attempting to set the terms for reading her novel; in doing so, she
struggled against social forces that would suggest that a female writer is not as capable or
worthy as a male writer. Rather than include a male-authored preface to foster credibility for
22

Gilbert and Gubar maintain that conventions for gendered behavior dictated that “women
exist[ed] only to be acted on by men, both as literary and as sensual objects” (8). They also
note the legal restrictions on women stipulating that in marriage a woman became the
property of her husband. Thus, the “roots of ‘authority’ tell us, after all, that if woman is
man’s property then he must have authored her, just as surely as they tell us that if he
authored her she must be his property” (13). The challenges to aspiring women authors like
Burney were not just individual, but cultural, political, and institutional.
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her novel, Burney herself strives to foreclose challenges to her abilities as a female author,
and contends that her writing is clearly not the imitative kind of writing that she shuns. To
manage these anxieties of influence and authorship, Burney shifts the focus from a reading
of herself to a reading of her novel. She attempts to direct attention entirely toward debates
about writing so readers would consider her an author of original content, and not an
authoress of imitative drivel.
Bloom and Gilbert and Gubar all acknowledge an imitative impulse in the creation
of literature that provokes anxieties because literature is also supposed be about producing
original works. This anxiety is amplified by formula fiction, because readers derive pleasure,
in large part, through the repetition of familiar plots, characters, and tropes.23 However,
Cawelti asserts that genre fiction, such as chick lit, must both comply with the formula and
subtly distinguish itself: “To be a work of any quality or interest, the individual version of the
formula must have some unique or special characteristics of its own, yet these characteristics
must ultimately work toward the fulfillment of the conventional formula” (10). Because
formula fiction must uphold generic qualities in order to deliver the pleasure of familiarity,
one does not think of such fiction, for example, when one tries to think about the
“masterpieces” of American or British literature.24 Much as readers might like a gritty
Western or a gripping detective story, a gruesome thriller or a great romance, popular writing
is almost always considered outside the realm of real literature. Critics like Burney invest a
concerted effort to create a border between original literature and imitative fiction, in order
23

See Cawelti (5-36), Radway (140-141), and Modleski (xvii).
Because the categories of British literature and American literature continue to be the
standard categories practiced and taught in the scholarly community, I also will use these
categories when I am referring to the texts discussed here.
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to establish a hierarchy of women writers where at least some female authors are sanctioned
as worthy of the status of “literary.”
Like Burney, George Eliot was extremely critical of any writing perceived to be
imitative. For Eliot in 1856, this consisted of the popular writings of “lady novelists”; she
dismissed the “silly novels” by women writers, for they were “determined by the particular
quality of silliness that predominates in them—the frothy, the prosy, the pious, or the
pedantic” (Eliot 483). Eliot’s “Silly Novels by Lady Novelists” spares no sympathy for the
contemporaneous female authors whose writing she considers decidedly unworthy of
comparison with Literature. Unlike the moral and ethical subjects that Eliot aimed to address
in her own writing, she considered the subjects of the lady novelists superficial and trite. She
castigates the “lady novelists” for having no real connection with workaday life and focusing
solely on heterosexual romance plots with perfect heroines. To Eliot, the lady novelists are
cloistered “in elegant boudoirs” where they do their writing, so pampered that they write
“with violet-coloured ink and a ruby pen” (Eliot 485). Eliot’s purpose in this essay is rather
clear: she offers a sarcastic dismissal of novels oriented around romance narratives. In
addition, she is trying to separate herself “out of concern that men would find in these
novels proof of the universal inability of women to write anything but silly works”;
according to Modleski, Eliot’s motivation was “self-defensiveness” (4). From Eliot’s
descriptions, it is easy to see a connection between the “silly novels” and the contemporary
genre of chick lit. Although presumably chick lit authors now write on computers and not
with ruby pens, they nevertheless still produce supposedly frivolous stories repudiated by
many critics. Thus questions of canonization and the authority to adjudicate which female
authors are legitimate persist into the twenty-first century.
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Neither Eliot nor Burney appears to consider the framework within which we make
these decisions of taste and draw these aesthetic borders. But such questions were exactly
the concern of Nina Baym in Woman’s Fiction: A Guide to Novels by and about Women in America,
1820-1870. Baym works against the idea of some original or ethereal notion of art in order to
open up space for critical attention to popular women’s writing in the nineteenth century.
She asserts that the fiction produced by American women writers of that time period was
“by far the most popular literature of its time,” but she also recognizes,
Today we hear of this literature, if at all, chiefly through detractors who deplore the
feminizing—and hence degradation—of the noble art of letters. A segment of
literary history is thus lost to us, a segment that may be of special interest today as we
seek to recover and understand the experiences of women. (11)
In her project, Baym introduced in the late 1970s a crucial new framework for understanding
American women writers and readers of the mid-nineteenth century. Working against a male
literary tradition that dismissed the nineteenth-century woman’s novel as overly sentimental
and unimportant, Baym advocates for this new framework in order to highlight the
ideological, social, cultural, and aesthetic work being done by “woman’s fiction.”25 While she
admits to not having discovered any writers on par with Jane Austen or George Eliot (a
secret desire she confesses), Baym also challenges the politics of aesthetics and taste that
contributed to the “belief that ‘purely’ literary criteria, as they have been employed to
identify the best American works, have inevitably had a bias in favor of things male” (14).
Although Baym does not refer to any individual scholars in Woman’s Fiction, she does
denounce scholarly and critical histories that have ranked “whaling ships” over “sewing
25

Ann Douglas argues, “Sentimentalism is a complex phenomenon. It asserts that the values
a society’s activity denies are precisely the ones it cherishes; it attempts to deal with the
phenomenon of cultural bifurcation by the manipulation of nostalgia. Sentimentalism
provides a way to protest a power to which one has already in part capitulated” (12).
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circle[s],” the burdens of the adolescent male over the trials of the adolescent female (14).
Her point is that we must admit to this bias and develop a more effective method of reading
fiction by both female and male authors
Jane Tompkins does publicly identify and challenge the male editors of literary
anthologies. In Sensational Designs: The Cultural Work of American Fiction, 1790-1860, she argues
that traditional notions of the literary canon held that “the more directly [a literary work]
engages purely local and temporal concerns, the less literary it will be, not only because it is
captive to the fluctuations of history, but also because in its attempt to mold public opinion
it is closer to propaganda than to art” (186). Tompkins is particularly concerned with what
works are deemed the right kind of literary art to merit inclusion in the literary canon, what
works possess the “tacit sense of what is ‘good’” or even “indisputably ‘great’” (187). She
argues that readers need more awareness of canonization as an inherently political venture.
In doing so, Tompkins highlights the ideological underpinnings of art and aesthetics that
were traditionally deployed as if there was no ideology operating at all, but rather suggested
an impartial sense of what was good or beautiful, artistic or literary. She contends that there
is no impartial sense of what was historically right about art or taste or literature; rather,
white male authors and editors used patriarchal ideology, taste, and a phallocentric language
system to determine what was considered the right kind of literature. In American arts and
letters, this was, as we know, literature written by white, male authors who would be
anthologized throughout the twentieth century. Meanwhile lesser writers—including most of
the bestselling American women writers of the nineteenth century26—were ignored, and
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One might find a counterbalance to mid-twentieth century masculine literary dominance
in Fred Lewis Pattee’s The Feminine Fifties (1940). While anthologies of the time still
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several generations of American students were taught from anthologies that were malefocused, sometimes including as few as eight major American authors.27 Tompkins
challenges the standards that determine the American literary canon, and she contests the
borders that have been somewhat arbitrarily drawn between literature that is considered art
and literature that is considered drivel.
The problem, of course, is that what was considered good in Western culture was
frequently measured through a phallocentric, white, middle-class lens. The project in
Sensational Designs is to encourage literary critics to move beyond a “small group of master
texts that have dominated critical discussion” (xi); instead, critics should also examine works
of popular fiction that have sold well and thus reached a wide readership. Although
Tompkins analyzes mostly pre–Civil War fiction, her principles are still efficacious when
applied to today’s popular literature. She asserts that popular texts should be studied because
“they offer powerful examples of the way a culture thinks about itself, articulating and
proposing solutions for the problems that shape a particular historical moment” (xi). Thus
Tompkins encourages critics to think about the cultural work being done by popular

prioritized male authors, Pattee discusses a number of prominent nineteenth-century women
authors, including those Hawthorne so famously referred to as the “d----d mob of scribbling
women” (qtd in Pattee 110). Pattee’s analysis includes Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s
Cabin (130-145) and, more briefly, Susan Warner’s The Wide, Wide World (55-58). However,
his tone reveals his own conflicted relationship to women authors and women in general:
“But the women, though they were not to win a complete victory for years to come, fought
on as women will” (102; my emphasis).
27 According to Tompkins, William M. Gibson and George Arms chose the following twelve
authors as representative of all American literature: Ralph Waldo Emerson, Henry David
Thoreau, Nathaniel Hawthorne, Edgar Allen Poe, Herman Melville, Walt Whitman, Mark
Twain, Henry James, Emily Dickinson, Robert Frost, T.S. Eliot, and William Faulkner. Their
Macmillan anthology, published in 1962, claimed of these authors, “we can imagine little
dispute” (qtd in Tompkins 188). By the time Robert Falk and Norman Foerster edited the
1963 Norton anthology, they further diminished the number to only eight authors (188).
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literature. When we see a narrative repeated again and again—as we do with the heterosexual
romance narrative in the contemporary genre of chick lit—then we can begin to deduce the
ways that culture sees itself.
As we saw earlier in Burney’s self-reflective comments, for over two hundred years
people have been debating the imitative nature of literature—and of women’s literature in
particular. From Burney’s Evelina to Austen’s Pride and Prejudice, from Susan Warner’s The
Wide, Wide World to Edith Wharton’s The House of Mirth, and from Erica Jong’s Fear of Flying
to Harlequin Romance novels to Bridget Jones’s Diary, we can loosely trace a genealogy of
popular women writers whose work moves from the courtship and marriage novel to the
novel of manners, and then on to sentimental “woman’s fiction” of nineteenth-century
America28 and eventually to our contemporary historical moment with chick lit. But as we
shall see, it is also important to see how chick lit hearkens back to canonical male writers as
well. For instance, the overt sexual dynamics in chick lit have more in common with Samuel
Richardson’s Pamela, with its first-person confessional voice recording B’s sexual advances
and Pamela’s desires, than they do with Austen’s Pride and Prejudice, with its third-person
omniscient narrator and no overt mention of sexuality. Nor does Austen, or even Wharton,
provide a prescient antecedent to chick lit’s exploration of women and work. Rather, the
drama of a young woman in a big city, who finds a career and constructs a thriving identity
through work, owes as much to Theodore Dreiser’s Carrie Meeber as it does to Wharton’s

28

We might think of writers and novels, such as E.D.E.N. Southworth, The Hidden Hand;
Elizabeth Stuart Phelps, The Silent Partner; Pauline Hopkins, Contending Forces; and Harriet
Beecher Stowe, Uncle Tom’s Cabin. Several turn-of-the-twentieth century American women
writers such as Edith Wharton, Charlotte Perkins Gilman, and Kate Chopin have received
positive critical and scholarly attention for the past forty years, and are now accepted as part
of the literary canon.
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Lily Bart. And when we think of the proto-chick lit heroine who embodies the marriage of
consumer culture and subject formation, Holly Golightly and her love of Tiffany
immediately spring to mind. As subsequent chapters will illustrate, male authors Richardson,
Dreiser, Capote, and Edwards are crucial to the formation of chick lit.

Theoretical Frameworks for Reading Chick Lit
Chick lit sends multiple messages that speak to issues of aesthetics and mass
production. We see the cultural and gendered anxieties that erupt in chick lit through a
number of valences: for example, the protagonists’ heterosexuality can be coy, cloying, and
retrograde, or heroines who are supposed to appear clever and empowered can seem whiney
or embody a forced sentimentality. Chick lit does not challenge the social order of the
bourgeois, nor does the writing style introduce groundbreaking aesthetics. Within its
formulaic rubric, it remains faithful to a heterosexual, consumerist version of capitalism that
maintains things as they are.
But that does not mean that chick lit has no relationship to the political sphere.
Indeed, following Fredric Jameson, this project argues that critics of chick lit must
acknowledge and utilize a political analysis of texts in order to explore how texts—high or
low—address some cultural anxieties, while simultaneously masking others.29 Jameson’s
theory of the political unconscious claims that readers approach texts as an amalgamation of

29

Modleski similarly references Jameson’s theories of mass culture: “As opposed to those
critics who claim that mass art is designed to create ‘false anxieties,’ manipulate ‘false needs,’
and impose ‘false consciousness,’ Jameson argues that mass culture performs ‘a
transformational work on [real] social and political anxieties and fantasies which must then
have some effective presence in the mass-cultural text in order subsequently to be ‘managed’
or ‘repressed’” (18).
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the narratives they have previously consumed, as well as the narrative strategies they have
previously engaged. In fact, “texts come before us as the always-already-read; we apprehend
them through sedimented layers of previous interpretations, or—if the text is brand-new—
through the sedimented reading habits and categories developed by those inherited
interpretive traditions” (9). This approach to interpretation seems particularly appropriate for
genre fiction like chick lit, for the reader approaches this genre from the standpoint of
previous cultural engagement with popular contemporary genres, such as the Hollywood
romantic comedy or the Harlequin romance novel. But chick lit texts also emerge from the
sentimental tradition stretching back to Richardson. With chick lit, the “sedimented layers”
also include Pamela, Sister Carrie, and Breakfast at Tiffany’s—all of which engage the
sentimental in their depiction of female identity. What is important about Jameson’s
formulation is his insistence that when contemporary readers encounter texts, their
experience is never one that is “brand-new.” Rather, understanding literature as “alwaysalready” political acknowledges that the process of encountering a “new” narrative is always
one of placing it within an interpretive framework that already exists as a social production
that constructs the individual.
As social productions, chick lit narratives are particularly invested in regenerating
nostalgic dreams of heterosexuality, reworking narratives of female submission and male
sexual control, refashioning the romance of the marketplace, and recycling narratives of
female passivity—at work and in personal lives. Such nostalgia suggests a desire for simple
solutions to the complex problems and contradictory messages about subject formation that
millennial women must decipher. Like Harlequin novels, chick lit is reworking narratives and
reshaping them in order to address a number of anxieties that circulate around modern
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conceptions of female sexuality, women and work, and female identity’s relationship to
material culture, as well as the role that capitalism plays in subject formation. Unlike the
idealized heroines of popular romances, however, chick lit depicts quirky heroines. And
unlike the reverent tone of popular romances, chick lit relies on humor to alleviate the
tensions surrounding constructions of gender. Both characterization and humor update the
heterosexual romance narrative, while the urban settings and comic tone modernize the
search for agency and self.
A comic tone should not distract critics from examining the ideological messages of
chick lit, however. In arguing for the political nature of texts, Jameson writes that “a
sequence of historical events or texts and artifacts is rewritten in terms of some deeper,
underlying, and more ‘fundamental’ narrative, of a hidden master narrative which is the
allegorical key of figural content of the first sequence of empirical materials” (28). On the
surface, chick lit narratives may appear to be primarily about work or consumer culture,
family relationships or coming to terms with body image (especially if the heroine is plussized). But in the end, chick lit’s master narrative is ultimately focused on finding the love of
a romantic male hero. The heroine begins her journey amid insecurities about her career and
her love life. She endures several humorous episodes where she makes a mess socially,
professionally, or financially. She learns to develop a relationship to consumer culture. And
she is briefly tempted by the flirtations of an exciting but inconsistent man, which is, again,
played for laughs. Indeed, Rebecca Vnuk contends that the twenty- and thirty-something
readers of chick lit “want to be reassured that they are not alone in screwing up their lives—
or that screwing up doesn’t preclude a happy ending” (42). The protagonists in Bridget Jones’s
Diary, The Devil Wears Prada, I Don’t Know How She Does It, and Confessions of a Shopaholic
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certainly fulfill the stereotype of screwing up and yet still succeeding at the narrative’s end.
As these heroines struggle to recognize that their Prince Charming is the reliable, financially
secure guy right under their noses, a formula is instituted for chick lit’s brand of heterosexual
romance narrative. In fact, the master narrative for chick lit dominates to such an extent that
the moments of tension and critique in individual novels are lost under the overriding
narrative of the genre.
Certainly, the lovers’ partnership in chick lit is updated from the popular romance, in
which the heroine must discover how to “read male behavior successfully, [so] she will find
that her needs for fatherly protection, motherly care, and passionate adult love will be
satisfied perfectly” by one person: the hero (Radway 149). Chick lit heroines may be looking
for a financially successful mate, but they are not in search of a mother substitute; nor are
readers in search of nurturing they do not receive at home, as Radway argues is the case for
the readers of popular romances (91-93). Instead, the narrative of a fulfilling career is
important; additionally important is the ability to adopt a humorous attitude toward life’s
foibles. Indeed, this is a foundational aspect of the genre’s master narrative that distinguishes
it from popular romance: “Chick lit, by contrast, responds to upheavals in the dating and
mating order through a mixed strategy of dramatization, farce, and satire” (Harzewski
“Tradition” 37). However, both of these are always secondary to finding the love of a man.
As Chapter 3 will demonstrate, even when a heroine has a thriving career, her heterosexual
relationship is what is most important to achieving a happy ending.
While understanding the master narrative is crucial to scholarly analysis of chick lit, it
is also important to examine the anxieties unfolding in the surface narratives and the angst
buried in less obvious subplots. As Chapter 4 will demonstrate, Sophie Kinsella’s Confessions
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of a Shopaholic conforms to the master narrative of heterosexual romance, but its surface
narrative of debt and female dependency are problematic. When heroine Becky Bloomwood
benefits from a series of deus ex machina interventions that absolve her from debt, Kinsella’s
use of humor cannot erase or assuage the series’ damaging endorsement of irresponsible
consumer habits, something especially controversial because the author herself benefits
financially from perpetuating Becky’s cycle of debt through five sequels. Likewise, it is
critical to examine the subplots, for often there are hidden cultural anxieties that escape
initial readings of the novel. For instance, Chapter 2 will illustrate that although Weisberger’s
The Devil Wears Prada appears to be a straightforward workplace narrative offering resistance
to a corporate climate that demands angst-producing gendered performances of female
workers, there is a veiled message about punishing non-normative female sexuality and
rewarding symbolic virginity. As Chapters 2, 3, and 4 will show, contrary to the usual view of
chick lit as “lite” or “trash,” it is actually doing important cultural work and making a
significant political contribution to contemporary conversations about female sexuality,
women and work, and female identity in the global consumer marketplace.
Moving past the master narrative is crucial, therefore, to a thorough examination of
chick lit, for a superficial reading neglects the moments of potential critique that are
concealed by publishers to maximize profits. According to Martin Arnold, in addition to
using cartoon illustrations on the book covers to promote the genre’s frivolity, publishers
like Irwyn Applebaum of Bantam Dell (Random House) deliberately release new chick lit
novels in paperback, at a consumer-friendly price-point. The hope is that consumers will
view these novels as “the ultimate impulse buys in books” (Arnold). This clever marketing,
combined with the genre’s conspicuous engagement with designer brands, indicates the
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extent to which the culture industry plays a significant role in the construction and
management of the chick lit genre. In Horkheimer and Adorno’s essay “The Culture
Industry,” the authors analyze the implications of a corporate creative system that operates
as a successful industry with the mission of fostering and controlling specific tastes and
desires of individuals in the late-capitalist consumer marketplace. The authors claim that the
culture industry produces and then reproduces cultural attitudes about art, aesthetics, and
consumption, and in doing so it constructs subjects who consume the objects of the
industry’s predetermined and mass-produced “tastes.” This is precisely the point of the
culture industry, according to Horkheimer and Adorno: “No independent thinking must be
expected from the audience. The product prescribes every reaction: not by its natural
structure (which collapses under reflection), but by signals” (137). As the culture industry
strives to dictate the desires of its subjects, it generates subjects who consume the massproduced products, even if they invest some critical thought into what they are consuming—
or, if they willingly disengage from the critical thinking process through their consumption
of chick lit.
In its enterprise to produce sameness and re-produce a desire for itself, the culture
industry creates a transferable social order that entices the consumer to devour its sameness
while dictating the consumer’s tastes and expectations. At stake in this project are the
moments in chick lit where the novels are doing more than simply recreating the master
narrative of heterosexual coupling and material success marked by designer-clothing that is
condoned by the culture industry. Although as a genre chick lit participates in recycling
narratives of that celebrate heterosexual romance and commodity culture, the genre also
includes moments when it addresses cultural anxieties surrounding the status of women in
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contemporary culture. The representation of female subjectivity through the genre is more
complex than most of its detractors acknowledge, and the vision of millennial female subject
formation proposed in these novels needs a more effective analysis of its shortcomings and
its complications.
That analysis must account for the affective register within which chick lit operates,
which helps critics understand how readers come to feel connected with the heroines of this
genre. In The Female Complaint: The Unfinished Business of Sentimentality in American Culture,
Lauren Berlant examines cultural productions of “women’s culture” that produce subjects
who see themselves as part of a larger “intimate public” that is believed to be inherently
connected through the biological and social experiences of being female,
marked by a commonly lived history; its narratives … shaping its conventions of
belonging; and, expressing the sensational, embodied experience of living as a certain
kind of being in the world, it promises also to provide a better experience of social
belonging. (viii)
Obviously there are myriad consumers of women’s culture—whether that is a sentimental
film, melodrama, or a chick lit narrative. Berlant is suggesting that women’s narratives create
another layer of narrative: the fiction of belonging to an intimate public. As noted earlier,
Rebecca Vnuk observes that chick lit readers don’t want to feel alone, and that they want to
feel there are other women “screwing up their lives” who still manage to procure that fairytale “happy ending” (42). By reading chick lit novels, readers can ritually engage with the
promises of the genre: Mr. Right does exist, and women can be klutzy, yet loveable goofballs
who manage to capture the prize in the end. Thus, chick lit shapes customs of belonging
through its narrative conventions and affective register. Yet as Jameson reminds us, the
genre is still political in that it creates (or re-instates) standards for female fantasy, behavior,
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and subject formation. After all, when chick lit books recycle older narratives and create a
new standard for the genre, the novels as a genre are telling a story of what it means to live in
a specific way in contemporary culture.
But while the reader may feel a sense of belonging, that belonging comes with the
price-tag of accepting the status quo. Although some chick lit novels have chapters or
subplots that question gender or sex norms, those moments of political engagement are
ultimately capitulated to a larger narrative of capitalist or heterosexual norms. As Berlant
points out,
feminine realist-sentimentality thrives in proximity to the political, occasionally
crossing over in political alliance, even more occasionally doing some politics, but
most often not, acting as a critical chorus that sees the expression of emotional
response and conceptual recalibration as achievement enough. (x)
Berlant refers to this phenomenon as “juxtapolitical” (3), and through it is suggesting that
for genres that operate largely within an affective register, their ambition is to avoid blatant
political engagement and cultural critique. An individual text may suggest a commentary on
culture, or even have a chapter that seems to critique the social or economic order of things.
But ultimately, because the genre operates in “proximity” to politics, its main purpose is to
“recalibrate”; that is, a genre like chick lit should not provide a political analysis, but should
instead adjust or shift the construction of social norms and gender expectations so that a
satisfying affective reaction can be evoked in readers. This operates most pointedly in chick
lit novels that address issues of women and work. As we shall see in Chapter 3, in Pearson’s
I Don’t Know How She Does It, the author avoids any real challenge to financial and social
systems that make it extremely difficult for heroine Kate Reddy (as well as millions of
women) to combine work and motherhood. Instead, Pearson’s plot echoes back to separate
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spheres philosophies of the nineteenth century and demonstrates how chick lit does not
want to “cross over” into the realm of politics. By concentrating on the affective sphere, the
novel prioritizes the emotional reaction of the female heroine to her modern predicament of
work and mothering, but ultimately disappoints because of its oversimplified ending.
Yet Jameson would argue that in literature, discussions of women in the workplace
are inherently political, as are issues of caring for children, hiring help to clean one’s house,
and negotiating whether a woman’s or man’s career takes priority in a household. But
Pearson’s novel illustrates Berlant’s point that the affective response is foregrounded at the
expense of highlighting the political nature of the novel’s subject matter:
middlebrow popular genres are about the management of ambivalence, and not the
destruction of pleasures or power. … the gender-marked texts of women’s popular
culture cultivate fantasies of vague belonging as an alleviation of what is hard to
manage in the lived real—social antagonisms, exploitation, compromised intimacies,
the attrition of life. (4-5)
When Pearson reconfigures Kate’s world as a space where emotional recognition is
prioritized, she must shift the novel’s objectives so that Kate—who loves her job as a hedge
fund manager—can be equally happy in a small, working-class town running a dollhouse
factory and caring for her children, all because she feels better doing so. Such fantasies of the
good life are illusory, of course. Yet chick lit continues to operate within an affective space
where everything works out just so. Such fantasies do construct the “vague belonging” of the
intimate public, because while a reader may share Kate’s experience of trying to balance
work and parenting, it is highly unlikely that an appropriately feminine business would need
a businesswoman to step in and save it from failing. (This is similar to the deus ex machina that
occurs in Kinsella’s Shopaholic novels.) In this way, chick lit serves to anesthetize readers
against the lived experience of confronting patriarchal and capitalist social and political
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systems that can lead to the “attrition of life.” At the same time, to see chick lit as merely
“alleviating” or distracting readers from the difficulties of their daily lives is to overlook the
political work they do to voice the anxieties surrounding the kinds of decisions that face
women—the kinds of decisions that construct subjects like Kate Reddy who capitulate to a
gendered social order.
As Berlant proposes, any political engagement of a genre like chick lit depends on
the sentimental, emotional feeling that “works of ‘women’s culture’ enact a fantasy that my
life is not just mine, but an experience understood by other women, even when it is not
shared by many or any” (x). Because chick lit so faithfully reproduces certain comfortable
ideologies (especially those regarding gender, sexuality, and class), it produces phenomenal
sales figures. According to Vnuk, chick lit readers strongly identify with the protagonists,
declaring “‘I’m exactly like that’ or ‘That just happened to me!’” (42). The emotional
connection between the intimate public of consumers and their chick lit heroines is precisely
the connection that readers seek. As Berlant demonstrates, this emotional connection invites
women to phantasmatically enter an intimate public. The power of chick lit comes through
the appeal of an intimate public and the sense of companionship that results from the
perception that “my” experiences are shared by others. Even if this is not the case, there is a
remainder of recognition that comes from the fantasy that one is not isolated in one’s
experience.
While chick lit novels are usually considered an “escape” from workaday life, the
following chapters demonstrate that the genre is attempting to grapple with anxieties that
inform modern conceptions of heterosexual coupling, women and work, consumer culture,
and female subjectivity. Modleski argues that popular women’s fiction fulfills dual purposes
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for readers: “mass cultural texts both stimulate and allay social anxieties” (19). Such is the
case with the chick lit novels examined in subsequent chapters. Bridget Jones’s Diary, The Devil
Wears Prada, I Don’t Know How She Does It, and Confessions of a Shopaholic all address important
issues for millennial women: the legitimacy of stories about women, the management and
punishment of female sexuality, the importance of work in granting women access to the
good life, and the dangers of constructing identity through consumerism. Yet because chick
lit novels nearly always dissolve into a happy ending, these novels become what Berlant calls
a “complaint narrative” (3), a cultural production that reassures its female consumers “‘you
are not alone (in your struggles, desires, pleasures)’: this is something we know but never tire
of hearing confirmed, because aloneness is one of the affective experiences of being
collectively, structurally unprivileged” (ix). Such complaint narratives placate readers
emotionally but do not offer any real critique of social and political problems, in spite of
frequently introducing realistic dilemmas facing women at work, at home, in family
relationships, in consumer culture, and in (heterosexual) coupling. But to write off the genre
as escapist trash risks overlooking the cultural and political work it does to reify notions of
female subjectivity, biological destiny, and gendered determinism. While some chick lit
novels purport to subvert the popular romance narrative and/or have an ironic, humorous
relationship to it, this investigation will demonstrate that the genre itself is deeply ambivalent
about the status of women at the turn of the twenty-first century.
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CHAPTER 2
READER, I SLEPT WITH HIM: NEGOTIATING ANXIETIES ABOUT
FEMALE SEXUALITY IN PAMELA, BRIDGET JONES’S DIARY,
AND THE DEVIL WEARS PRADA
“Reader, I married him” is certainly one of the most memorable lines in the English
literary canon. Uttered by the titular heroine in Jane Eyre, the line is followed by her
description that “A quiet wedding we had: he and I, the parson and clerk, were alone
present” (Brontë 498). This line creates a satisfying dénouement to the romance between the
orphaned Jane and the reticent Mr. Rochester; in its terse declaration, it provides a definitive
closing to a romance that has been threatened from various sectors. And yet that romantic
love endures, and Jane marries Rochester. The only problem is that “Reader, I married him”
is not the ending of Jane Eyre.
As critic Michael Mason points out, many readers mistakenly recollect “Reader, I
married him” as the last line of Charlotte Brontë’s 1847 novel (vii). In fact, the final chapter
begins with Jane’s declaration of marriage to Rochester, but moves beyond their relationship.
The novel resolves several storylines and ultimately ends with Jane’s cousin, St. John Rivers,
who has gone to India to perform missionary work. Although Jane assures readers that after
ten years of marriage she is “blest beyond what language can express … No woman was ever
nearer to her mate than I am” (500), she departs from the perfection of her love with
Rochester to discuss the outcome of St. John’s work in India. Jane reflects, “His is the
ambition of the high master-spirit, which aims to fill a place in the first rank of those who
are redeemed from the earth—who stand without fault before the throne of God” (500501). The novel’s end poses Christian service as an alternative to a heterosexual romance
narrative. Both are viable choices for Jane; Brontë is reminding readers that her heroine has
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two possible endings. Mason draws our attention to the fact that had Jane married St. John
and accompanied him to India, she would have been forsaking romantic love and choosing
Christian charity. Although Christian service is a legitimate option for Jane, Brontë chooses
to complete Jane’s story as part of a great romance that triumphs against the odds. And, as
Mason notes, most readers prefer to remember the novel ending with the resolution of the
Jane-Rochester love story.
The line “Reader, I married him”—and its dominance in readers’ memories—
forecasts issues that emerge in the chick lit novels of the late twentieth and early twenty-first
centuries. A woman’s authority to narrate her own story, a woman’s ability to find a
romantic partner, and a woman’s right to be sexual are three important aspects of chick lit.
Although chick lit heroines are not necessarily seeking marriage, they are in search of a
romantic hero with whom they will find companionship and mutual sexual pleasure.
Through such a relationship, the heroines gain access to happiness—an affective system that
structures chick lit narratives. Indeed, chick lit operates within this affective system
dominated by sentimentality and commitment to a retrograde romance narrative. The
romantic story arc driving the plot is rooted in the fantasy of a heterosexual romance that
defies the odds and establishes its own terms. Somewhat paradoxically, however, their plots
also depend upon late twentieth-century political, economic, and social norms of Western
culture that take for granted second wave feminist advances regarding female subject
formation. In fact, chick lit heroines embody the contradictions of postfeminism, and the
genre attempts to negotiate millennial anxieties surrounding female sexuality. Like the
romantic love between Jane and Rochester, the chick lit heroine’s and hero’s love is one that
reaffirms fantasies of destiny. Yet the genre borrows its sexual dynamic and its form from
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Pamela, Samuel Richardson’s 1740 novel about an alluring working-class girl who ultimately
secures the love and respect of her master and marries him. This connection has not yet
been examined in detail by critics.1
It is important to look beyond chick lit’s connections to the novels of Jane Austen
(or Charlotte Brontë) to acknowledge that chick lit is following in the footsteps of literary
forefathers. The anxieties surrounding female sexuality engaged by chick lit authors extend
back several centuries, and reflect a fear and suspicion of women’s sexuality that has been
the topic of literary examinations at least since Richardson’s Pamela (1740). Richardson’s
male-authored novel expresses anxieties about the control of female sexuality; it is concerned
with containing female sexuality and specifically naming appropriate sexuality for middleclass white women. Female-authored chick lit novels, by contrast, express anxieties about
women’s sexual freedom and its attendant burdens. However, as we shall see, chick lit also,
surprisingly, conveys anxieties about containing female sexuality. Thus, it is crucial to explore
the connections between male-authored canonical literature and chick lit, because this
canonical literature establishes the heterosexual power dynamic replicated—and
unchallenged—in the chick lit genre.
Both Ian Watt in The Rise of the Novel and Michael McKeon in The Origins of the English
Novel 1600-1740 note the primacy of the individual as crucial to the formation of the novel
genre. Watt argues that while “Previous literary forms had reflected the general tendency of
their cultures to make conformity to traditional practice the major test of truth,” he asserts
1

Stephanie Harzewski’s “Tradition and Displacement in the New Novel of Manners,”
Juliette Wells’ “Mothers of Chick Lit? Women Writers, Readers, and Literary History,” and
Joanna Webb Johnson’s “Chick Lit Jr.: More Than Glitz and Glamour for Teens and
Tweens” all mention Pamela, but only briefly. All three essays appear in Chick Lit: The New
Woman’s Fiction, edited by Suzanne Ferriss and Mallory Young.
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that the novel “is the form of literature which most fully reflects this individualist and
innovating reorientation” (13). The novel genre, therefore, privileges the new or original, the
individual, and the individual experience, which sets it apart from previous generic forms,
such as romance, history, and/or myth (14). Watt also highlights that “formal realism” (32) is
a distinctive characteristic of the novel; hence, precise description (17), characters “set in a
background of particularised [sic] time and place” (21), and the “texture of daily experience”
(22) occupy a central role in the genre. Richardson fulfills these tenets in Pamela’s epistolary
form, where each of the heroine’s letters records the day of the week and even sometimes
the hour of writing (24).2 As critic Alan D. McKillop emphasizes, “Richardson calls his new
method ‘writing to the moment’; he uses a letter-writer who records the passing thought,
gesture, and incident in great detail while moving toward the novelist’s foreordained end”
(36).3 Chick lit also employs the technique of “writing to the moment”; in Helen Fielding’s
Bridget Jones’s Diary (1996), the heroine labels each of her diary entries with not only the date
and time of day, but also with regular accounts of the food, alcohol, and cigarettes she has
consumed. This certainly demonstrates Watt’s point that the novel is interested in minutiae
of thought and the process of the mind in movement.
Watt also stresses that the novel genre depends upon more than minutiae. The fact
that the genre takes seriously the quotidian lives of typical individuals relies on two main
convictions: that individuals have inherent value and deserve to have their worth respected
2

Dorothy Van Ghent refers to this novelistic impulse as “represent[ing] human beings as if
in tangible space and time, that is, ‘scenically’ placed and related.” She continues that the
novel relates “how people lived or live, their manners, what they held important, how they
went about getting what they got, their conflicts, their errors, their heroism” (3).
3 Frederick Pottle elaborates on the idea of “writing to the moment” in his introduction to
Boswell’s London Journal: 1762-1763: “Boswell never anticipates: he writes every entry as
though he were living it and were, like us, looking forward to see what happens next” (12).
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by society, and that the small details of individual lives are compelling enough to merit
exploration. When both of these coalesce, we can regard an individual’s story as “the proper
subject of serious literature” (60). Serious literature needs a stirring plot, as well, for as Watt
argues
The novel could be considered established only when realistic narrative was
organised [sic] into a plot which … also had an intrinsic coherence; when the
novelist’s eye was focused on character and personal relationships as essential
elements in the total structure, and not merely as subordinate instruments for
furthering the verisimilitude of the actions described; and when all these were related
to a controlling moral intention. (131)
The plot, the “writing to the moment,” the importance of the individual: all of these factors
structure narratives that will then allow authors to explore, in Dorothy Van Ghent’s words,
“a hypothesis” about the nature of human relationships (3). For McKeon, the form of the
novel empowers the genre in “an explanatory and problem-solving mode, [in which] its
powerful adaptability [is] in mediating questions of truth and virtue from opposed points of
view” (21).4 As the genre develops, it becomes an instrument through which authors and
readers can “confront, on the level of narrative form and content, both intellectual and social
crisis simultaneously” (22). In Pamela, Richardson utilizes this genre to attempt to explain the
phenomenon of a new middle class in England, and to manage contemporary anxieties
about gender and the containment of female sexuality. In Fielding’s Bridget Jones’s Diary and
Lauren Weisberger’s The Devil Wears Prada (2003), the authors attempt to address the

4

McKeon organizes The Origins of the English Novel 1600-1740 around “questions of truth”
and “questions of virtue.” He contends that the novel genre is concerned with two sorts of
instability: the first is epistemological (“questions of truth”) and defined by “a major cultural
transition in attitudes toward how to tell the truth in narrative,” while the second is
socioethical (“questions of virtue”) and centered on “the instability of social categories …
[and] how the external social order is related to the internal, moral state of its members”
(20).
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postfeminist “intellectual and social crisis” (McKeon 22) surrounding female sexuality at the
turn of the twenty-first century.
Therefore, this chapter uses Pamela as a jumping off point to examine two significant
facets of chick lit: the first-person, confessional, narrative voice and the way that voice
illuminates the genre’s depiction of anxiety about female sexuality. In Richardson’s novel, the
young heroine Pamela must leave home to work for an aristocratic family in order to help
her financially ailing parents. When her powerful master, Mr. B, tries to seduce her, she
refuses. Pamela avoids the fate of many girls in her precarious financial and social situation:
she does not become the dreaded “fallen woman,” a fate suffered by one of B’s former
lovers, Sally Godfrey. Instead, Pamela resists B’s provocative machinations, successfully
manages her sexuality, and secures a place in the upper class through marriage. Like Pamela’s
epistolary/journal form, Fielding’s Bridget Jones’s Diary utilizes a diary form that
communicates the heroine’s personal perspective. Fielding’s novel, which parodies the
obsessions of white, upper-middle class professional women during the rise of
postfeminism, is widely viewed by critics and scholars as the first chick lit novel. The text
reworks Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice and updates it to tell the story of loveable
everywoman Bridget, who blunders her way through work and love, but still manages to
wind up with her perfect hero, Mark Darcy. First-person point-of-view is subsequently
employed by nearly all chick lit novels.5 And just as Richardson includes poor Sally Godfrey
as a sexualized female character, Weisberger in The Devil Wears Prada incorporates a female

5

Besides Bridget Jones’s Diary, few other chick lit novels utilize a diary or epistolary form.
However, because the others nearly all employ a first-person narrator who divulges personal
details to the reader, they follow the form of Pamela, rather than the form of Jane Austen’s
major novels, which are narrated from a third-person point-of-view.
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character whose sexuality showcases the heroine’s relative sexual modesty. Weisberger’s
novel primarily focuses on the workplace traumas that Andrea, “Andy,” Sachs endures as the
assistant to a high-powered editor of a fashion magazine. Yet a careful examination of the
text reveals that it is working through anxieties about the containment of female sexuality
through Andy’s best friend, secondary character Lily.6
Of course, since Pamela and chick lit are separated by more than 250 years, the form
and content obviously have different ramifications. But the formal and thematic connections
between Pamela, Bridget Jones’s Diary, and The Devil Wears Prada make salient that
contemporary sexual anxieties being addressed by chick lit authors stretch back several
centuries. Although on the surface chick lit might not seem to be entering a critical
conversation about female subjectivity along the lines of Richardson, individual chick lit
novels grapple with questions about female sexuality, as well as conventions for
heterosexuality and marriage. Therefore, this chapter argues that Pamela is foundational to
chick lit in its use of a first-person narrative form and a promiscuous female character who
illustrates anxieties about controlling and managing female sexuality.7 These tropes illuminate

6

According to Stephanie Harzewski in Chick Lit and Postfeminism (2011), “chick lit is
primarily a transatlantic phenomenon, with an energetic cross-exchange among these novels
and their media counterparts with regard to audiences, their general formulas, and their
imbrications in commodity culture” (17). Thus, the choice to pair novels from the United
States with novels from the United Kingdom is an intentional move to follow the
transatlantic genesis and continued development of the genre.
7 Several other eighteenth century novels explore themes of female sexuality identity: Daniel
Defoe’s Moll Flanders (1722) and John Cleland’s Memoirs of a Woman of Pleasure (1748), which
is commonly referred to as Fanny Hill. (NB: I will follow this familiar usage and refer to the
novel as Fanny Hill throughout this chapter.) Like Richardson’s Pamela, both of these novels
address constructions of female subjectivity, management of female sexuality, and the female
body, especially the female body as a site of pleasure. However, neither novel proves to be a
central antecedent to chick lit. The wish fulfillment and drive to a “happy ending” in chick lit
is clearly linked to Pamela, where one central romance structures the plot and the heroine is
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the tensions surrounding female sexuality and subjectivity. In spite of chick lit’s reputation as
a fun “escape,” novels like Bridget Jones’s Diary and The Devil Wears Prada highlight crucial
anxieties and cultural ambivalences about women’s sexual freedom and pleasure at the turn
of the twenty-first century.
Such ambivalences capture the postfeminist paradox of simultaneously wanting
things two ways: ideological and critical. Individual chick lit authors offer moments of
critique and acceptance when they bring a critical lens to constructions of gender and
sexuality, or moments where the characters struggle with sexual paradigms that suggest
women should be sexually experienced without ever being “slutty.” However, chick lit’s
master narrative overrides these moments of critique with its drive toward a happy ending.
Susan J. Douglas characterizes this as the tension between accepted ideas about equality for
women, or “embedded feminism,” and the rising trend of “enlightened sexism”—both
defining features of postfeminist cultural productions. “Enlightened sexism” posits that
advances of feminism have resulted in complete equality for women, such that we can now
playfully and ironically resuscitate tired gender stereotypes that focus on retrograde, onedimensional portraits of women (9). Douglas argues, “we are bombarded by overlapping and

rewarded with love, marriage, and financial and social stability. This is markedly different
from Moll Flanders, where the heroine actively and frequently deploys her sexuality to
advance her station in life, but cycles through multiple relationships and marriages. For Moll,
sex is about survival, where as for Pamela and chick lit heroines, sex is ultimately about
connecting with a romantic male partner. As Watt notes, “All of Defoe’s heroes pursue
money, which he characteristically called ‘the general denominating article in the world’”
(63). Furthermore, Moll is not looking for her Mr. Darcy, whereas all chick lit heroines are
looking for their Mr. Darcy. Like Moll, Fanny Hill cycles through a series of sexual liaisons,
described in pornographic detail. This novel arguably deviates even more from Pamela and
chick lit than does Moll Flanders, for Fanny Hill is designed for the male reader to be titillated,
not for the female reader to engage in wish fulfillment. Although Fanny eventually couples
with a beloved, her narrative is plainly too pornographic to be a forebear to chick lit.
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often colliding streams of progressive and regressive imagery, both of which offer us very
different fantasies of female power” (15). Chick lit walks this line between wanting to
acknowledge and embrace the successes of the second wave of feminism, while concurrently
invoking nostalgia for gendered ideas about dating, marriage, and sexuality.
More specifically, chick lit wants to demonstrate a contemporary understanding of
female sexuality that includes the freedom of sexual pleasure. At the same time, chick lit
novels like The Devil Wears Prada express a fear of female sexuality by punishing a character
who is too sexual. The novel tries to balance the belief that sexual pleasure is a component
of healthy, adult female sexuality with the belief that women can have too much sexual
pleasure and thus exceed the limits of properly managed sexual behavior. Denigrating terms
such as “slut” and “whore” (tropes from the eighteenth century) persist, both within the
genre and in Western culture more generally, suggesting distress over women who enjoy sex
too much. This dynamic is addressed in chick lit, in which heroines do not need to be
virgins,8 but they do need to fit within a “respectable” range of female sexuality (as The Devil
Wears Prada will demonstrate, below). Through characters who are more sexual than the
heroine, the genre makes clear that while chick lit heroines may be sexually active, they are
not sluts. The sexualized secondary character in male-authored texts argues the need to
contain female sexuality and manage female sexual pleasure. Characters like “poor Sally
Godfrey” illustrate the physical pain and familial separation that befall women who have not
been adequately disciplined to conform to gendered expectations for sexuality. In chick lit,
the sexualized secondary character also serves as a warning; in Lily’s case, she is punished
8

The exception to this is Christian chick lit; for example, in a trilogy by Kristin Billerbeck
and a novel by Trish Perry, the heroines remain virgins until marriage, although they are over
thirty years of age.
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with both humiliation and corporeal suffering. Although these female-authored novels are
concerned with validating—even demanding—female sexual pleasure, they nevertheless
maintain traces of sexist judgments about female sexuality.
Within the conventions of both literature and popular romance novels, women’s
sexuality is granted respectability and legitimacy through marriage. That is why Brontë’s Jane
must refuse Rochester’s offer to become his illegitimate mistress. Even without family to
whom she is accountable, Jane chooses the respectable path to sexual legitimacy. On the
other hand, Richardson’s Pamela must consider her parents’ morals, as well as their
economic and social plight, and yet her outcome is the same: the heroine must reject B’s
suggestion that they have a consensual, non-matrimonial relationship. In Jane Austen’s Pride
and Prejudice (no discussion of chick lit may proceed without acknowledging this foundational
text)9, when Elizabeth Bennet’s younger sister Lydia runs off with Mr. Wickham, the family
must quickly facilitate a marriage so that society does not learn of the illicit sexual
relationship. Lizzie and her three other sisters would all be scarred socially by Lydia’s
illegitimate and unmanaged sexuality. Janice Radway notes that, in the twentieth century,
popular romances manage a “fear of an awakened female sexuality and of its impact on
men” by confining female sexuality within the institution of marriage (169).
By contrast, chick lit does not require marriage as a prerequisite to respectable female
sexuality, but it is not completely secure with notions of female sexual pleasure outside of
9

Austen’s Pride and Prejudice almost always enters into conversations about chick lit for
several reasons. The first is because Helen Fielding models Bridget Jones’s Diary after Pride and
Prejudice (see discussion below). Critics have worked tirelessly to establish credibility for the
chick lit genre by comparing it to Austen, often overlooking other canonical comparisons.
Finally, chick lit heroines are themselves obsessed with Pride and Prejudice and, especially, the
BBC version of the novel starring Colin Firth. From Bridget and her British friends to
American Christian chick lit heroine Ashley Stockingdale, Fitzwilliam Darcy is the ür-hero.
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marriage, either. The tensions surrounding female sexuality in chick lit stem from anxieties
about the appropriate amount of sex and sexual partners in a heterosexual woman’s life. In
this way, the genre reflects its contemporary moment in that sexual experience prior to
marriage is now part of finding the right man. Women are allowed to be sexual, have
previous sexual relationships, and experience sexual pleasure. So what are we to make of
contemporary characters in mainstream popular fiction who serve as warnings about the
dangers of being too sexual?10 The more sexualized friend of the heroine—such as slutty best
friend Lily in The Devil Wears Prada—illustrates that heroine Andy is achieving the proper
amount of sexual exploration and experimentation. The slutty best friend is one method
chick lit authors employ to show that a heroine’s sexual experiences are in service of
ultimately finding Mr. Right, even if she does not marry him before the novel’s close.
This is in marked contrast to novels like Jane Eyre, which resolve into a satisfying
ending with marriage (even if readers misremember it), but no sex. When Jane makes the
definitive pronouncement, “Reader, I married him” (Brontë 498), she projects her agency in
placing herself as the subject of the sentence. As Joyce Carol Oates highlights, Brontë’s use
the first-person “I” is significant: “the tacit message being that ‘I’ married ‘him’—not that ‘he’
married ‘me’ or even that ‘we were married.’ Jane Eyre is herself still, autonomous and self10

As a character in a pornographic novel, Cleland’s Fanny Hill, of course, is allowed to
experience sexual pleasure and have multiple lovers. Defoe’s Moll Flanders is also permitted
to have numerous sexual partners, but her sexual pleasure is not graphically detailed, as is
Fanny’s. For that matter, rarely is a chick lit heroine’s sexual pleasure described in detail, as
this chapter’s analysis of The Devil Wears Prada demonstrates. As protagonists, Fanny and
Moll are certainly not extolled for their moral sexual behavior, as is Pamela in Richardson’s
novel. However, neither are Fanny and Moll punished because they have failed to
appropriately police their sexuality. But containment of sexuality and its correlative gendered
performance are crucial to both Pamela and The Devil Wears Prada, who both utilize sexualized
secondary characters to illuminate the risks of female sexual pleasure and the dangers of
mismanaging female sexuality.
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defined” (52). Jane’s pronouncement highlights her subjectivity, a woman now in command
of her quest for heterosexual romance. She is the agent of this action, not the object being
acted upon. The syntax also suggests that Jane is now a sexually active subject, who we can
read as an appropriately sexualized woman within the institution of marriage. The
sentence—short and declarative—offers an unadorned culmination to Jane’s action
throughout the novel. If poor, orphaned Jane can triumph in marriage, then so can future
heroines of chick lit narratives.
However, without marriage to clearly mark the chick lit heroine as appropriately
sexualized, the genre’s master narrative works to ensure a happy ending that results in some
promise of commitment between the hero and heroine. For chick lit heroines, that promise
is a culturally intelligible gesture that signifies commitment to readers.11 In Bridget Jones’s
Diary, this moment occurs when Mark Darcy does “all manner of things” sexual (267) to
Bridget. Crucially, the wealthy British hero takes a room in a fancy hotel. Although not
officially a honeymoon suite, the heroine and hero have sex for the first time in a rented
room.12 The lovers do not fall into bed randomly, but under the direction of a hero who
signals his promise to the heroine through the symbolic act of renting a room for an intimate
sexual exchange. It marks this moment as the point of commitment in this narrative—

11

I am referring to Judith Butler’s concept from Gender Trouble: “‘Intelligible’ genders are
those which in some sense institute and maintain relations of coherence and continuity
among sex, gender, sexual practice, and desire” (23).
12 In Bridget Jones’s Diary, Bridget does have a couple of sexual encounters with anti-hero
Daniel Cleaver before she consummates her affair with hero Mark Darcy. Daniel Cleaver
functions as a foil for Mark Darcy, and represents a threat to heteronormativity (Radway
131). Such sexual dalliances do not detract from Bridget’s eventual coupling with Mark
Darcy; rather, the triangulation helps Bridget understand how “to read male behavior
successfully” (Radway 149) so that she eventually can achieve a satisfying long-term
relationship with her hero.
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concurrently public and private. The combination of commerce and sexual intercourse
signifies commitment between the lovers that marks these acts as culturally intelligible for
readers. Yvonne Tasker and Diane Negra argue,
Postfeminist culture’s centralization of an affluent elite certainly entails an emphatic
individualism, but this formulation tends to confuse self-interest with individuality
and elevates consumption as a strategy for healing those dissatisfactions that might
alternatively be understood in terms of social ills and discontents. (2)
With the consumption of the hotel room serving as a culturally intelligible gesture of
commitment, the novel can still assuage anxieties about female sexuality outside of marriage.
The rented room, in this sense, serves as a postfeminist “strategy” that simultaneously
embodies freedom and conventionality. Mark, after all, is the wealthier of the lovers, and he
selects and pays for the room. In addition, Bridget’s and Mark’s class status is implied
through the location of their rendezvous site. Put another way, one must be able to afford
the kind of sexuality that occurs in a luxury hotel suite.
Absent marriage marking female heterosexuality as respectable, the genre must
discursively construct sexual legitimacy for its heroines elsewhere. While the public display of
marriage in Pamela, Jane Eyre, or Pride and Prejudice signifies sexual legitimacy for its heroines,
such a public display is supplanted in chick lit by the simultaneous public and private
combination of sexual consummation and economic exchange. This serves as the new
significant moment of intelligible achievement for the heroine and hero. As Juliette Wells
observes, rarely do chick lit novels end with a wedding or even betrothal—nor do they end
with the first night together. Instead “mutual declarations of love after a long and
tumultuous period of misunderstandings” signal that “future marriage [is] likely but not
guaranteed” (50). (What else is there to write about in a sequel, after all?) As we shall see, The
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Devil Wears Prada constructs sexual legitimacy for heroine Andy through her symbolic
virginity, and discursively balances that with scenes in which Andy judges her best friend,
who is later punished for her non-normative sexuality. However, the culturally intelligible
moments of commitment within the genre cannot erase the sexual double standard that
persists. Nor can the promises of love and commitment that conclude chick lit novels
override the sometimes coy and adolescent treatment of heterosexual intimacy. In spite of
symbolic gestures of commitment, for readers there remain traces of critique or questioning,
lingering feelings that even though the narrative comes to a tidy conclusion, palpable
anxieties about female sexuality persist and exceed the happy ending.
If chick lit shares the quest for romantic love with previous writing, then it is
nevertheless significant that chick lit heroines do have the freedom to explore and discuss
female sexuality. After all, it is the secondary character who suffers punishment for her
sexuality, not the heroine. In fact, Wells notes that the centrality of a heterosexual romance
narrative connects chick lit to a larger tradition within the literary canon—both female- and
male-authored. She writes, “The suspense inherent in romantic quests, visible in literary
genres throughout history, has been essential to novels by and about women since the
earliest days of prose fiction in English” (50-51). Moreover, chick lit does not have an
expectation for, and in most cases eschews, a wedding finale, because a chick lit novel
primarily addresses a subject in the process of self-invention, not a subject whose selfdefinition can be marked with a ritual like marriage. Like its predecessors, chick lit focuses
the plot on the quest for romantic love and concludes with the heroine in an established
relationship with the hero. But chick lit differs in that it has a more frank acceptance of sex
as a healthy aspect of adult relationships (Wells 50). Without marriage as the central goal,
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chick lit heroines do not hope to declare “Reader, I married him,” but instead “Reader, I
slept with him.”13 Whereas in previous generations sexual intercourse before marriage would
render a heroine “fallen,” in contemporary chick lit, heroines can remain “respectable young
women,” show interest in sex, attain sexual pleasure before marriage, and even speak
honestly and joyfully about “orgasms and G-spots” (Wells 51).
So marriage or betrothal is no longer required for a successful chick lit narrative. But
good sex is. And yet both male and female fears about managing female sexuality also
persist. While flirtations and suggestive sexual exchanges are crucial to the constructions of
female sexuality in chick lit, so are the power struggles that accompany these sexual
dynamics. These are issues that Austen did not address openly in her novels, which explore
female sexuality only in sub-plots, as with Elizabeth Bennet’s younger sister Lydia. That is
why Pamela serves as a crucial ancestor to chick lit, for in Richardson’s novel female
sexuality, sexual desire, and the power dynamics that surround sexuality are front and center.
They are the heart of the first half of the novel, and Pamela and B’s sexual power struggles
animate the romance and continue to intrigue readers. As critic Pamela Regis notes,
“Richardson shows himself the product of the age that was embracing affective
individualism with its emphasis on personal fulfillment” (66). Chick lit most certainly
foregrounds personal fulfillment—it is the affective register that motivates the heroine’s
quests for a hero, for sexual pleasure, for emotional fulfillment, for rewarding work, and for
a successful relationship to the global consumer marketplace. The chick lit hero supports the
heroine’s quest to find success in all of these arenas. While Pamela’s journals do not record

13

No chick lit heroine ever utters these words, I simply use them to emphasize the
differences in the genre’s approach to female sexuality.
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any details about her sex life with B, we do know that a strong sexual attraction draws them
together initially. For instance, when B confesses his love to Pamela early on and begs her to
stay a fortnight, she wonders if she will be able to resist: “thinks I, how do I know what I
may be able to do? I have withstood his Anger; but may I not relent at his Kindness?—How
shall I stand that!” (85). B’s initial machinations intend to seduce Pamela and make her “Sally
Godfrey the Second” (486), and this erotic dynamic highlights that the sexual aspects of chick
lit are more influenced by Richardson’s Pamela than they are by the novels of Austen or
Brontë’s Jane Eyre.14
The excitement of Pamela’s and B’s sexual struggle is one of the reasons readers
return to Richardson’s Pamela decade after decade. Romance novelist Suzanne Simmons
Guntrum reminds us that it is common for readers to come back to certain narratives even if
they already know the ending (Regis 14). It is not difficult to figure out that Pamela will end
happily, with the young heroine and B legitimately established in their community. And it is
not difficult to predict that our new heroine Bridget will eventually unite with her hero Mark
Darcy. According to Guntrum, the pleasure in this kind of reading does not reside in figuring
out the plot, but rather pleasure dwells in familiar plots, characters, and tropes. Satisfaction
occurs because “it is the process, not the conclusion, that we are reading for” (qtd in Regis

14

Both Defoe’s Moll Flanders and Cleland’s Fanny Hill also depict a blatant sexual dynamic.
As previously noted, however, the erotic energy between Pamela and B eventually leads to a
heteronormative coupling, whereas sexuality in Moll Flanders primarily serves to keep Moll
alive and sexuality in Fanny Hill primarily functions as a discursive aphrodisiac for (male)
readers. As Sally Godfrey highlights in Pamela, and Lily highlights in The Devil Wears Prada,
non-normative sex results in punishment for these sexualized secondary characters. Moll and
Fanny, as protagonists, both engage in non-heteronormative sex, with countless partners in
fact, yet in neither case does the heroine suffer the persecution that befalls Sally and Lily.
One might even argue that without their deployment of non-normative sexuality, Moll’s and
Fanny’s stories would not flourish.
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14). Readers gravitate to Pamela because they want to observe the negotiation of female
desire—to bear witness to the triumph that can be achieved if female sexuality is managed
successfully. And readers are attracted to chick lit because they can observe contemporary
gendered expectations for women, desire, and the processes of constructing contemporary
female sexuality. As Nancy Armstrong demonstrates, the desires expressed in domestic
fiction—that fiction that focuses on the domestic sphere, women, and female sexuality—are
always political: “we may understand desire as inseparable from its representation and
understand its representation, in turn, as part of political history” (13). That is to say, from
Pamela to chick lit the novel becomes a forum for mediating discussions about the changing
norms of gender and sexuality, class and status.
Chick lit allows readers and critics to observe that even in postfeminist culture, there
is still heightened anxiety about the degree of sexuality appropriate for the chick lit
heroine—and, by extension, the number of sexual partners and experiences deemed socially
acceptable for women in the early twenty-first century. Looking at Pamela together with
Bridget Jones’s Diary and The Devil Wears Prada will allow us to see how chick lit wants to have
female sexuality two ways: traditional and progressive. We will see that managing female
desire and female sexual pleasure is as crucial today as it was in the first half of the
eighteenth century.

The Confessional Diary Form
Questions of gender and sexuality mark nearly every passage of Richardson’s Pamela.
The novel is the romantic tale of a beautiful and intelligent young girl who becomes a
servant to aid her respectable parents, who have fallen from their middle-class income.
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When Pamela’s kind mistress, Lady B, dies, her son Squire B assumes ownership over
Pamela’s service. B relentlessly tries to seduce Pamela, hoping that she will surrender to his
sexual advances, but she remains strong in her chastity. Eventually Pamela falls in love with
her formerly dastardly master and marries him in a private ceremony. The latter half of the
novel documents Pamela’s post-marital struggles: first, she must win over B’s aristocratic and
unwelcoming sister Lady Davers. Even more interesting is Pamela’s effort to understand the
ghost of the fallen “poor Sally Godfrey,” the young girl who is seduced by B, becomes
pregnant, and flees England for the New World. Sally haunts the final seventy pages of the
book—a full fifteen percent of the novel—appearing again and again in Pamela’s musings.
In spite of the objections of B’s sister and his own rakish machinations, in Pamela “true love”
triumphs over tradition, B’s aggressive sexual advances, and fears about female sexuality
(namely, that it could be deployed strategically to climb the social ladder). Watt notes that
companionate marriage, as well as changing conventions and beliefs about marriages that
crossed traditional class divides, was increasing during the eighteenth century (166). Such
changes aroused anxieties about gender and sexuality that Richardson addresses in the
Pamela-B relationship. Thus, Richardson establishes this story of aspirational coupling: one
that creates new rules15 and reflects contemporaneous changes with regard to gender and
class.16

15

Richardson makes the idea of writing new rules literal when B provides forty-eight rules
that Pamela must follow in order to be a good wife. He clarifies his motivation for writing
these rules: “It must be very bad for both of us, if I should have Reason to think it necessary
to say so much. … I have rather spoken what my niceness has made me observe in other
Families, than what I fear in my own” (447-448). Watt notes, “The enactment of the triumph
of the middle-class code in sexual ethics brings with it, not only Mr. B’s offer of marriage,
but his complete re-education in the proper attitudes to sex and marriage” (166). B’s rules
are not a simple act of re-forming Pamela into an ideal wife, however. Pamela records her
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Pamela endures for a number of reasons. It is a story that we still want to believe—
that the clichés of love knowing no boundaries and love conquering all can, at least
conditionally, prove to be true. Pamela’s and B’s is a love that changes lives and does not
obey the “distances and differences of ordinary existence” (Roussel 7). It also shows readers
that people can change and be reformed to become better versions of themselves. B is
moved by Pamela, but he is not just physically aroused (although he certainly is that). Equally
as important for Richardson is that B is emotionally aroused by Pamela. As Roy Roussel
notes, “[B] wants to talk openly, as he would to an equal. And this conversational equality
defines the relationship he offers to [Pamela]” (77). Pamela speaks to our human desire to
meet another person—a lover and an emotional equal—who can help us rise above our
baser instincts.
B finds that inspiration in Pamela, who is a such a good girl that she can resist and
deflect male sexual threats, remain loyal to her Christian ideals, help B attain a higher state of
personhood, and still win the wealthy hero in the end. She is dedicated to her parents and
always wants to do the right thing—and the novel traces the confessional letters and journals
that describe for Pamela’s parents her trials with her initially wicked and then reformed

reactions to many of B’s rules, questioning his logic when she declares, “But why so? I wish he
had given his Reasons for this!” (449). Pamela also “wonder[s] whether poor Miss Sally Godfrey be
living or dead” (448) while she is responding to B’s list, which highlights Sally’s growing
influence over the heroine. Pamela’s interjections suggest the lovers’ relationship is a mutual
reformation.
16 According, to Watt, “The transition to an individualist social and economic order brought
with it a crisis in marriage which bore particularly hard upon the feminine part of the
population. Their future depended much more completely than before on their being able to
marry and on the kind of marriage they made, while at the same time it was more and more
difficult for them to find a husband” (148).
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master.17 Hers is a story narrated in an intimate, first-person voice, and Richardson infuses
Pamela’s letters and journals with personal disclosure and a feeling of immediacy—“writing
to the moment”—that both draw readers into the young heroine’s dilemma. It is the story of
a “sawcy” (29) girl whom B refers to early on as an “artful young Baggage” (28)—in other
words, a plucky heroine who is willing to be temporarily disrespectful in order to protect her
ideals. In fact, it is precisely because Pamela protects her values (and virtue) that B eventually
falls in love with her. Finally, it is a story with a compelling sexual dynamic that is highlighted
by class differences, a story that continues to tantalize and/or shock readers, although
obviously for different reasons in the twenty-first century than in the eighteenth century.18

17

As many critics have noted, the question of authenticity of first-person narratives during
the rise of the novel produced anxieties about truth and authority. According to Watt, “the
novelist shares with the philosopher—the production of what purports to be an authentic
account of the actual experiences of individuals” (27). Terry Castle maintains “the letter
form seem[ed] to contemporary readers an eminently plausible and indeed preferred mode
of narrative art” (17). The minutiae and repetitiveness of Pamela’s writing is Richardson’s
effort to communicate an authentic experience. Not all were convinced of Pamela’s voice as
authentic, however. Pamela Regis notes that anti-Pamelists challenged the authenticity of
Richardson’s text, the most famous being Henry Fielding’s satire Shamela (1741), which
mocks Pamela’s genuineness and instead portrays her as a social-climbing harpie (64).
Kathleen M. Oliver claims, “The charges of hypocrisy and artfulness leveled against Pamela
generate, in some measure, from Pamela’s numerous wardrobe changes, which suggest
artificiality on her part and which serve to promote Mr. B’s interest in Pamela, rather than
discourage it” (51). However, John B. Pierce argues that Pamela’s references to her own
written text, as well as her citations to scripture and fables, “strengthen her claims to truth
and authority” (9). He maintains, “The text as artiber, authority, and object thus delivers
power to Pamela that transcends the limitations of sex, class, and circumstance” (12).
18 Eighteenth century readers would have been intrigued because, according to Watt, Pamela
has “the same power over the consciousness which, far from extending psychological and
moral awareness, makes possible the novel’s role as a popular purveyor of vicarious sexual
experience and adolescent wish-fulfillment” (202). Pamela Regis suggests that readers may
have been absorbed with the “largest exterior component … the heroine and hero’s unequal
wealth and status” (67). Twenty-first century readers may suffer shock in reading about B’s
aggressive sexual advances, particularly his threat to rape Pamela. Watt’s phrasing, “the
courtship, if that is not too risible a euphemism for Mr. B’s tactics” (154), captures the
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These various aspects—confessional, first-person voice, acceptance in love by another,
management of female sexuality—are all established by Pamela and then pursued decades
later by the genre of chick lit. This “new” genre that emerges at the end of the twentieth
century is actually reworking formal and thematic aspects that stretch back to the beginnings
of the novel.19
Richardson worked to establish authenticity in Pamela by opening the narrative with a
folio, an editor’s preface, and several letters that all attest to the legitimacy of the novel’s
content. These are intended to convey verisimilitude and persuade readers of the plausibility
of the events represented in a young girl’s letters and diary. Watt notes that Richardson’s
novels fulfilled the expectation that the novel form was “a full and authentic report of
human experience, and [was] therefore under an obligation to satisfy the reader with such
details of the story as the individuality of the actors concerned, the particulars of the times
and places of their actions” (32) required. For instance, the first letter authenticates that “the
Story must have happened within these Thirty Years past” and suggests that names have
been changed so as not to offend the actual people disguised as characters (6). Meanwhile,

distress that modern sensibilities may suffer in reading the Pamela-B relationship as a
romance.
19 The formal concerns of the novel genre, as detailed in the main text above, include “the
repudiation of traditional plots and figurative eloquence; the particularization of character
and background, of naming, temporality, causation, and physical environment” (McKeon 2).
Thematically, the novel genre endeavors to portray “a world view which is centered on the
social relationships between individual persons; and this involves secularisation [sic] as well
as individualism, because until the end of the seventeenth century the individual was not
conceived as wholly autonomous, but as an element in a picture which depended on divine
persons for its meaning, as well as on traditional institutions such as Church and Kingship
for its secular pattern” (Watt 84). Robert Mayer agrees with Watt that the thematic concerns
centered around “the beliefs of the newly risen middle class: individualism, capitalism,
Puritanism, and a new view of love, sexuality, and gender roles” (2).
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the second letter argues even more rigorously that the novel is genuine, and warns against a
fictitious editor who might spoil the
native Simplicity … should you permit such a murdering Hand to be laid upon it, to
gloss and tinge it over with superfluous and needless Decorations … [an editor] may
disguise the Facts, marr the Reflections, and unnaturalize the Incidents, so as to …
reduce our Sterling Substance into an empty Shadow … No; let us have Pamela as
Pamela wrote it; in her own Words, without Amputation, or Addition. (8-9)
These fictitious letters constitute Richardson’s concerted effort to position Pamela as an
actual historical person who experiences events and writes of them immediately after they
occur. For his contemporaneous audience, Richardson is creating a heroine who portrays the
reality of her life as it is unfolding: hers is not a narrative marked by retrospect, age, or wisdom.
This relationship to time is important in many chick lit novels, as well. Rarely do chick lit
novels deviate from a straightforward, linear narrative structure. Occasionally novels begin in
medias res (Weisberger’s The Devil Wears Prada), or include brief flashbacks (Emily Giffin’s
Something Borrowed and Something Blue). However, none of them is experimenting with time
and structure in any substantive manner.
Furthermore, Richardson utilizes the folio to the text to instruct readers in the
proper manner of reading this novel. Pamela is “A Narrative which has its Foundations in
TRUTH and NATURE; and at the same time that it agreeably entertains, by a Variety of
curious and affecting Incidents, is intirely divested of all those Images, which, in too many
Pieces calculated for Amusement only, tend to inflame the Minds they should instruct” (1).20 In
a similar fashion to chick lit, Richardson seems to want the novel to operate two ways

20

The folio to Defoe’s Moll Flanders, by contrast, offers no such aspirations to arouse and
educate, nor does it claim a basis in “TRUTH and “NATURE.” The folio does emphasize
the novel as portraying a set of cultural practices, and announces the veracity of the account
as “Written from [Moll’s] own MEMORANDUMS” (1).
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simultaneously: both didactic and entertaining. Yet he is clear that a reader who yields to
sheer enjoyment and pleasure would fail in her reading of this novel. After all, it is based in
“TRUTH” and “NATURE.” The front matter in this text works diligently to persuade
readers that our heroine is telling the truth. This is no trifling story meant to distract readers’
hearts and minds. This is an educational (yet entertaining!) text, with a heroine who will set
an aspirational example for her readers who may themselves dream of “true love” that will
eventually lead to both social and financial rewards.21
Although her writing begins with letters, Pamela’s confessional musings later take the
form of journals, with Pamela’s poetic verses interspersed through her narrative. The
experience of the writing itself remains consistent throughout—intimate and temporal to
best communicate an underlying tone of urgency. Even if Pamela is not precisely writing for
the audience of her parents, she is still writing for an audience from whom she seeks
approval. In a Foucauldian sense, Pamela is always confessing to patriarchal authority in the
form of the family. She must, therefore, on some level construct the record of her deepest
sexual desires to conform to norms of gender and sexuality. After all, journals and diaries
would seem to be the place to reveal one’s innermost desires and secrets. Yet in Pamela (and
in chick lit), there is the sense that something is being held back from the readers, modified
to conform to a larger cultural narrative. Leslie Fiedler identifies this tension, writing that
Pamela is
at once practical, prurient, and edifying—a thoroughgoing piece of almost
unconscious duplicity, though quite charming all the same. The “almost” is the secret
of Richardson’s deepest appeal: he knows really what Pamela is after all along …
though he does not quite know he knows it. (Love and Death 63-64)
21

According to Watt, “it is likely that Richardson’s heroine symbolised [sic] the aspirations
of all the women in the reading public who were subject to the difficulties recounted” (148).
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Fiedler’s identification of the “almost” is crucial to understanding Pamela, for he implies that
Richardson knows that Pamela is on some level too good to be true. While Pamela’s letters
implicitly seek the approval of her parents, at the same time Pamela cannot be asking for
approval from the reader. After all, she does not seek approval from B, Lady Davers, Mrs.
Jervis, Mrs. Jewkes, or any of the other characters in the novel—only from her parents.
Because of her physical distance from her father and mother, Pamela is left to fend for her
sexuality tout seule. Her isolation, made palpable in her personal journals, encourages the
reader to assess Pamela’s actions and evaluate whether her behavior provokes anxiety or
assuages fear about the proper containment and management of female sexuality. Thus,
Pamela is always on some level always inviting identification from the reader, and readers
could “find a glorified version of themselves” (Fiedler Love and Death 82) in Pamela. Like
Richardson, chick lit authors invite their readers to identify with the heroine by using the
first-person point-of-view and by structuring the plot as a confession. However, for readers
of chick lit, the “glorified” model of womanhood seen in the pages of these novels bears
little of Pamela’s perfection. If Pamela is a heroine who is perceived as “too good to be
true,” her replacement chick lit heroine is, perhaps, perceived as “too funny to be false.”
We saw in the Introduction that chick lit creates fictional worlds that readers
perceive as depicting “reality.” For instance, in Bridget Jones’s Diary our heroine uses
shorthanded writing style: “Just called Sharon … Called Tom for second opinion” (46).
Meanwhile, in The Devil Wears Prada, Weisberger consistently utilizes specifics of New York
culture to portray the reality of the city’s restaurants and other establishments: “Chicama for
those mojitos … Cosmos at Meet … the Hudson Hotel” (229). Formally, the most obvious
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chick lit pursuant of Pamela’s epistolary/journal form is Bridget Jones’s Diary (as well as its
sequel)—but the genre owes its debt to the form of the confessional diary, even when not
technically conveyed through letters or diaries. In fact, Fielding openly models Bridget Jones’s
Diary after Austen’s Pride and Prejudice, believing that the thematic issues have remained
relevant: the search for an appropriate romantic partner and the marriage culture that
inspires that search. In fact, it is well acknowledged by critics, reviewers, and Fielding herself
that Bridget and Mark Darcy are modern-day successors of Elizabeth Bennet and Mr.
Darcy.22 Fielding comments, “I thought [Pride and Prejudice] had been very well marketresearched over a number of centuries and [Austen] probably would not mind” (qtd in
Salber). In addition, Fielding also loosely fashions the sequel Bridget Jones: The Edge of Reason
after Austen’s Persuasion: “Anne Wentworth was persuaded out of a relationship by her
elders. Bridget is persuaded out of a relationship by … too many self-help books” (qtd in
Salber).
In Bridget Jones’s Diary, Bridget’s diary entries humorously depict her foibles and
triumphs over the course of one year. As a “Singleton” (37) in her early thirties, Bridget is
searching for a man at the same time she is trying to balance her urban family, her biological

22

In fact, Colin Firth, the actor who plays Mr. Darcy in the 1995 BBC miniseries, was cast as
Mark Darcy in the 2001 film version of Bridget Jones’s Diary. Fielding further plays around
with the intersections between chick lit and Jane Austen in the sequel Bridget Jones: The Edge of
Reason. There, Bridget and her urban family (Sharon, Jude, and Tom) are obsessed with the
scene from BBC’s Pride and Prejudice where Mr. Darcy dives into and—more importantly—
emerges from a small lake wearing a sheer white shirt. When the fictional Bridget
miraculously procures an interview with Fielding’s fictionalized version of Colin Firth,
Bridget cannot stay focused on the actual actor’s then-recent film, Fever Pitch. Instead Bridget
questions him repeatedly about shooting the “wet shirt” (136-141) scene from Pride and
Prejudice. Indeed, Bridget seems to have no ability to differentiate between Colin Firth, the
human actor, and Mr. Darcy as played by Colin Firth. She even comments that she finds
Firth “exactly like Mr. Darcy” because “You talk the same way as him” (143).
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family (including an overbearing mother), and a job where the most compelling part of her
day consists of flirtatious and inappropriate emails with her boss, Daniel Cleaver. As an
affair develops between Bridget and Daniel, her mother is meanwhile conspiring to match
up Bridget with one of England’s top lawyers, Mark Darcy.23 Bridget relentlessly documents
the trivialities of her life, obsessively tracking her weight and unhealthy behavior, but she
also illuminates for readers the challenges of negotiating identity, gender, and sexuality at the
turn of the twenty-first century. Numerous barriers are overcome—including Bridget’s
discovery that Daniel is a dishonest womanizer and Mark’s success in rescuing Bridget’s
mother from an illicit affair and international fraud. Bridget and Mark finally spend their first
night together in a historic country hotel, putting an end to Bridget’s days as a Singleton (at
least until the sequel …). Like Pride and Prejudice, Bridget Jones’s Diary is a story of overcoming
false prejudices and humbling oneself to another person with whom one might find love.
And like Pamela, Bridget Jones’s Diary is a first-person confessional narrative in which the
heroine must negotiate constructions of gender and sexuality in order to succeed. Bridget’s
diary brings the reader into her affective world, just as her literary foremother’s letters and
journals brought the reader into the emotional and psychological state of mind. Through
Bridget’s first-person confessions, Fielding tries to illustrate the confusing and “inherently
contradictory” drives of postfeminist culture that Tasker and Negra describe as “One of
postfeminism’s signature discursive formulations [that] couches the celebration of female
achievement … within traditionalist ideological rubrics” (7). While chick lit is clear that its
heroines have the right to sexual freedom and pleasure, these novels nevertheless frame that

23

Like her canonical antecedent, Bridget’s mother’s name is also Pamela.
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freedom and pleasure within a heterosexual romance narrative, with its own norms and
punishments for excessive female sexuality.
Alison Case notes that publicity for Fielding’s novel highlighted the “authenticity” of
Bridget’s female voice (177), and Caroline J. Smith argues that Fielding peppers her prose
with abundant references to popular culture to give the sense that Bridget lives in the same
world as her readers (28). Like Pamela, Bridget records the events of her life, often with their
reflections occurring mere minutes, even seconds, after an event has passed. In place of
Richardson’s faux letters to the book’s editor that begin the novel, Fielding begins Bridget
Jones’s Diary with two lists of New Year’s resolutions: “I WILL NOT” and “I WILL”
(Fielding 2-3). Fielding further establishes verisimilitude by structuring Bridget’s diary entries
with shorthand noting the heroine’s weight, and the day’s consumption of alcohol, cigarettes,
and calories. Bridget not only notes the date of her entries, but frequently the time and
location, updating her diary as the day progresses. Fielding may be satirizing the earnestness
of diaries and the impulse toward self-improvement, but she is also creating a textual space
where readers feel that Bridget records “reality.” Fielding’s use of lists and time-stamped
diary entries implies what Richardson makes explicit: that we are reading the histories as the
heroines recorded them, without a mediator who might “unnaturalize the Incidents”
(Richardson 9).
As these texts are constructed, then, Pamela and Bridget are to be read as
documenting their lives without what the “friend” of Pamela’s “editor” calls a “murdering
Hand” (9) excising the reality of their experiences. This authenticity comes with a price,
however, for as Case reminds us, “Diary and epistolary narration … by their nature … tend
to deprive the narrator of the interpretive language of hindsight with which to shape a
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narrative” (177). Without the hindsight that accompanies temporal distance, Case argues,
characters like Bridget and Pamela lack the ability to self-reflect; instead, they record their
experiences and emotions, which invites the readers to do more reflecting than the
characters. At least on some level, Pamela and her chick lit descendants become “more
interesting for what they do not know … than for what they know” (176).24 This dynamic
also arrests the characters’ maturation and deprives them of the adult potential for reflection;
without the potential for growth, these characters risk becoming infantilized.
However, while Pamela or Bridget might lack hindsight, Richardson and Fielding do
not. As Fiedler argues of the epistolary form, “the presentation through letters not of action
itself but of response to action, is not merely an amateur’s way out, as some critics have
thought, but the analyst’s way in, a way of rendering inwardness with extraordinary
immediacy” (Love and Death 73). In using Pamela’s letters and journals to depict the
immediacy of her situation, Richardson takes readers inside the private thoughts and
reflections of his heroine. He emphasizes Pamela’s response to action in order to depict the
character’s mental and psychological processing of the events of her life. While Case’s
argument supports the idea that readers find pleasure from knowing more than the heroine,
that dynamic does not foreclose the possibility of deriving pleasure from observing Pamela’s
interiority as she tries to manage B’s sexual advances and contain her own response to them.
The same holds true of Bridget, and Fielding draws attention to Bridget’s reactions
to her social, political, and sexual situations. According to Whelehan, “Bridget embodies two
24

In Reading the Romance, Janice Radway also discusses the pleasure readers find in knowing
more than the heroine. According to Radway, this makes the Smithton women (whom
Radway studied) feel more knowledgeable and intelligent, because they can predict what the
heroine’s future will be before the heroine herself knows. In other words, the reader derives
pleasure from knowing the hero who will eventually win over the heroine (140).
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conflicting impulses: to value her own aspirations and interests and to reap the benefits of
more than thirty years of modern feminism, and yet to want to be swept off her feet by an
unreconstructed Byronic hero” (Helen 17-18). It is in this sense that Bridget is seen as the
everywoman of her generation of Anglo-American culture: she must choose between
feminism and retrograde romance, because she cannot imagine a choice outside the
constructions of gender and sexuality offered by postfeminism. As Negra argues,
“postfeminism stifles mobility, favoring constraint and the acquiescence to normative
models of identity” (6-7). Thus, Bridget is often overwhelmed by the demands of femininity,
and is torn between her desire for work that is interesting (she doesn’t want to be her
mother, after all) and her need for a hero who does not fit into one of the following
categories: “alcoholics, workaholics, commitment phobics, people with girlfriends or wives,
misogynists, megalomaniacs, chauvinists, emotional fuckwits or freeloaders, perverts”
(Fielding 2). If Fielding is using the diary form as an “analyst’s way in” (Fiedler Love and
Death 73) to contemporary female subjectivity, what she shows us is a deep ambivalence
about how women are expected perform identity, gender, and sexuality.
Chick lit narratives like Bridget Jones’s Diary also recognize the power of the firstperson narrator to convey the intimacy and immediacy of their stories and connect
affectively with their readers. As Lauren Berlant points out,
consumption of ‘women’s culture’ … [is] a way of experiencing one’s own story as
part of something social, even if one’s singular relation to that belonging is extremely
limited, episodic, ambivalent, rejecting, or mediated by random encounters with
relevantly marked texts. (x)
The diary composed by Bridget Jones bears similarities to Pamela’s journal, but even when
chick lit novels do not use the epistolary or journal form, authors gesture toward “real life”
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with email messages, lists, letters, and a heroine’s internal voice (usually set off with italics).
The genre’s “realism” is a major draw for readers because unlike “convention-bound
romance,” chick lit offers “a more realistic portrait of single life, dating and the dissolution
of romantic ideals” (Ferriss and Young Chick Lit 3). When Pamela describes the minutiae of
her daily existence, she focuses on her activities—sewing, writing, walking in the garden—as
well as the emotional state of mind required to manage the stress of B’s advances. When
chick lit heroines record the details of their experiences, they focus on personal grooming
habits, ordeals at work, and the stresses of managing identities structured around clothing,
designer fashion, and consumer culture. In both cases, readers easily identify the way that the
heroines must construct their sexuality using behaviors and emotions that seem appropriate
for their situations.
Clearly, in Richardson’s Pamela the heroine is not furnished with an ideal situation
within which she might develop herself as an individual or achieve social success. Yet
Pamela does persevere—by elevating her wit, successfully performing a chaste and moral
sexuality, and generating emotional responses through her personal writing. Through her
journals and letters, Pamela is connected to language, and not only through her own
documentation of her life and sexuality. Similarly, Bridget Jones perseveres in less than ideal
circumstances and welcomes readers to accompany her through her diary. Through her
humorous take on life, work, and constructions of sexuality, Bridget demonstrates the
challenges to negotiating female subjectivity in postfeminist Western culture. Although the
general consensus is that chick lit descends from Jane Austen, we see that Richardson’s
Pamela proves an equally important—and overlooked—canonical touchstone for this
contemporary genre. Austen keeps her readers at a detached distance, after all, through her
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use of the third-person narrator. But the confessional diary used by Richardson and Fielding
invites an affective response from readers and is one of the most significant formal qualities
of chick lit.

The Mystery of Sally Godfrey
As a precursor to chick lit’s explorations of the gender, sexual, and class dynamics of
its time, Pamela showcases the gendered and sexualized power exchange between Pamela and
B, and connects them to social and economic rank. A twenty-first century reader might
struggle to initially see this novel as a tale of romantic love. Likewise, reading B as an
appropriate and desirable suitor is a difficult notion for some modern readers to embrace.
After all, today B’s actions might be classified as sexual harassment at the very least; some
would certainly consider him a potential rapist.25 In point of fact, B does threaten to rape
Pamela and could do so at any time; we witness this when Pamela faints at B’s aggressive
advances and his loyal, malicious servant Mrs. Jewkes urges him that he should not “give up
such an Opportunity as this” (204).
Roussel is certain that B’s evolution as a character demonstrates Richardson’s desire
to portray a new, unconventional relationship between equals in love and conversation (83).

25

In Terry Castle’s analysis of Richardson’s Clarissa (1748), she explores the issues raised for
late-twentieth century readers of this novel of seduction, deception, drugging, and rape: “by
taking sexual violence as its central action, [Clarissa] encourages us to examine the ways in
which the gender of the reader (along with resulting differences of socialization and power)
may condition those meanings he or she finds in the text. Do male and female readers
respond differently to the ‘black transaction’ at the heart of the text? My suspicion is that
they do, at least initially” (28). This would suggest the same dynamic holds for twenty-first
century readers of Pamela, some of whom will read B as a potential rapist, and some of
whom, like Mrs. Jewkes, will read B as an aristocrat whose actions are well within legal and
social norms.
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But Radway suggests that romantic stories such as Pamela persist with readers because
“Passivity is at the heart of the romance experience in the sense that the final goal of each
narrative is the creation of that perfect union where the ideal male, who is masculine and
strong yet nurturant too, finally recognizes the intrinsic worth of the heroine” (97). It is true
that B greatly esteems Pamela and her seemingly inborn worthiness is eventually what wins
over the ladies and gentlemen of B’s aristocratic social circle. Given that B’s character
changes dramatically throughout the novel, Regis urges critics to disagree with Radway, for
Regis argues that Pamela “can be called oppressive, I think, only if one believes that marriage
itself is an institution so flawed that it cannot be good for a woman” (73).26 Clearly, marriage
is a positive institution for Pamela, who advances her rank, obtains financial solvency for her
parents, distributes her allowance to the servants, and becomes a valued member of B’s
class, even gaining the acceptance of B’s resistant sister Lady Davers.
Still, for a woman like Pamela to succeed during her era, she must manage her body
and sexuality in very directed, specific ways. She must be attractive and demonstrate the
potential for grace in social situations. She must be a good reader and writer, so that she can
accurately capture her world and entice readers’ sympathy. More than anything, though, a
woman like Pamela must guard her virtue at all costs, for it is vital to her future (Regis 69).
Pamela must always be cognizant of how her body and sexuality function and how her body
and sexuality are perceived, especially with regard to B. In fact, in one of the few letters
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Although Regis insists that Pamela is not “oppressive,” Jerry C. Beasley argues that Pamela
espouses “traditional ideals of male authority” and that the narrative reality of Pamela’s
marriage casts “the woman in a subordinate position, a willing subject within a ‘Patriarchal
Sovereignty’” (37).
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readers see from Pamela’s parents, they warn of the grave importance of maintaining a
respectable sexuality within her new situation:
Our Hearts ake [sic] for you; and then you seem so full of Joy at [B’s] Goodness, so
taken with his kind Expressions, which truly are very great Favours, if he means well,
that we fear—Yes, my dear Child, we fear—you should be too grateful,—and reward
him with that Jewel, your Virtue, which no Riches, nor Favour, nor any thing in this
Life, can make up to you. (14)
Pamela’s parents blatantly express fear of Pamela’s sexuality. Pamela must carefully contain
her sexuality and protect her “Jewel,” not just from B but from her own sexual desires that
might lead her to be “too grateful.” In an era of clearly defined norms for female sexuality,
Pamela must restrain any sexual desire and perform her gendered role within the realm of
what is considered respectable for her female contemporaries. However, we ought to note
that while imagining Pamela as a sexual being scares her parents, it entices readers with its
possibilities. After all, to succeed, as Pamela’s parents well know, Pamela must deploy the
female body in a very controlled way. For Pamela, this means closely managing her body and
clothing,27 framing her modesty and sex appeal through a virtuous moral lens. Her sexuality
is not dangerous as long as it is confined within the normative affective economy of
marriage and courtship—a situation unimaginable to Pamela’s parents because of the
difference in status between their daughter and B.
What Mr. and Mrs. Andrews most fear, and what causes anxiety for readers, is
whether or not Pamela will become a fallen woman—in essence, a new iteration of poor
27

According to Kathleen M. Oliver, Richardson “ was clearly fascinated by dress and its
ability to reveal, to conceal, and to alter identity”; his novels portray his “desire to
understand and to articulate the difference between natural dress (clothing as an authentic
and natural representation of self) and artificial or unnatural dress (clothing that somehow
conceals or misrepresents the self)” (1). She contends that Richardson’s “attempt to control
the language of dress, then, becomes expressive of his larger desire to control textual
meaning” (4).
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Sally Godfrey. Lady Davers explains that Sally Godfrey was not so different from Pamela: a
young woman of no substantial fortune, but “a deserving good Girl” whose widowed
mother hoped to marry Sally off to the wealthy B, who lodged with them as a college student
(432). Sally’s mother schemes for B to marry her daughter and arranges a number of
instances when her daughter would be alone with B, all in the hopes that he would fall in
love with and marry Sally—and thus provide financial security for their family. Instead, B
and Sally begin a secret sexual affair, for we learn that Sally was not able to resist B’s sexual
prowess (483). When Sally becomes pregnant, Lady Davers decides that Sally will give up her
child and go to America, where Sally passes as a widow who has left her child with relatives.
In the New World, Sally can leave behind her sordid, sexual past and recover from her status
as a fallen woman: she does this through marriage and legitimate female sexuality (though
she does not bear any more children). Richardson uses Sally’s spectacular failure to
demonstrate to readers the perils of fulfilling female sexual pleasure outside the norm of
marriage; at the same time, he does reward Sally with some redemption in America.
Certainly, Sally does not have access to the redemption available to B when he leaves behind
his past as a rake, marries Pamela, and obtains sexual and emotional legitimacy through
marriage. Still, Richardson shows compassion for this character, for Sally is not punished
with death, as are subsequent characters like Charlotte Temple (in the eponymous novel) and
Eliza Wharton (in The Coquette),28 and even Richardson’s own Clarissa Harlowe in his 17471748 novel Clarissa: or, The History of a Young Lady.

28

Charlotte Temple was written by Susannah Rowson and published in 1791; The Coquette was
written by Hannah Webster Foster and published in 1797. Both were bestselling novels.
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As a sexual foil, Sally is crucial to the development of the heterosexual romance
narrative in Pamela. In fact, according to Albert J. Rivero, “Sally Godfrey must be sacrificed
to save Pamela, to show Pamela’s goodness, to emphasize her forgiveness, to cement her
love for Mr B., to complete the narrative” (31). After learning about Sally Godfrey,
Pamela—and Richardson—do not let readers forget about her. Sally’s presence consistently
reappears in the final seventy pages of the novel, and retrospectively haunts the rest of the
narrative. Pamela cannot stop thinking about Sally, and her obsession with knowing Sally’s
fate erupts time and again—often in moments that would seem to bear no relation to Sally’s
situation. For example, when Pamela recounts to her parents the forty-eight specific rules B
furnishes for his wife’s conduct in marriage, we see that Sally is never far from her thoughts.
While Pamela finds B’s rules “all very tolerable” and acknowledges that she does not have
“the easiest Task in the World” (451), she also immediately remarks,
Not one Hint did he give, that I durst lay hold of, about poor Miss Sally Godfrey. I
wish [Lady Davers] had not spoken of it. For it has give me a Curiosity that is not
quite so pretty in me; especially so early in my Nuptials, and in a Case so long ago
past. Yet he intimated too, to his Sister, that he had had other Faults, (of this Sort, I
suppose) that had not come to her Knowledge! (451)
This passage links Sally Godfrey with forbidden knowledge—she is Eve who was tempted
and who tasted sexual knowledge, and who suffered consequences for her inquisitiveness
and desire. Sally’s behavior is suspect, to be sure, but so is her tempting influence that has
infected Pamela with “not … pretty” curiosity. Pamela’s seemingly random reference to Sally
Godfrey indicates her psychological dependence on the abject other. But on the level of the
author, Richardson’s reminder of the “fallen woman” emphasizes what Pamela could have
become. It is also evidence of Richardson fostering the psychological complexity of Pamela,
and her preoccupation with the figure of a sexualized woman, who is a part of B’s past
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sexual history. For readers, as Rivero suggests, Sally Godfrey is a recurring reminder that no
matter what may be alleged about Pamela’s motivations or sexual performance, at least she is
not as immoral as Sally.
Once piqued, Pamela’s curiosity about Sally Godfrey is insatiable. She considers
asking Lady Davers for more details but is too afraid of transgressing boundaries of
knowledge and propriety. Yet she cannot stop herself from thinking, “May-be, I shall hear it
too soon. But I hope not!—I wonder, tho’, whether she be living or dead!” (456-457). The
more Pamela considers Sally, the more she is haunted by Sally’s spectral presence. At this
point Pamela does not know yet of Sally’s new life in Jamaica, so without the knowledge that
Sally is still living, Pamela is both attracted and repelled by her wonder.29 As Pamela begins
to ponder whether she will hear more about Sally, she instantly hopes against this. Her
unsure tone suggests ambivalence about the knowledge that surrounds female sexuality and
desire.
Pamela’s fascination crosses into the territory of taboo, desiring confidential details
about B’s sexual past. After all, she never learns the history of any of his “other Faults … of
this Sort” (451), yet it is clear from Richardson’s tone that B’s sexual past is populated with
more women than Sally Godfrey. Pamela knows that she would do well to simply forget
about Sally altogether. In fact, containing her desire for knowledge about B’s past is yet
another aspect of sexuality that Pamela must manage. But Pamela’s obsession reveals that
female sexuality is not a black and white issue. Certainly, there are rules for female sexual
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Sally shares several similarities with Bertha Mason, the first Mrs. Rochester, from Brontë’s
Jane Eyre. Both reside on a Caribbean island, with New World promises of reinvention and
redemption. In addition, both serve as locked-door mysteries for the heroines and illustrate
the hidden, sexual past of the heroes.
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behavior, and chastity is foremost among them during this era.30 But through Pamela’s
concern for Sally we receive a mixed message about whether or not Sally should be
condemned, reflecting that anxiety about female sexuality cannot be managed by simply
killing—or sending off—the offending woman. While it is important to Richardson that
readers are shown a range of female sexuality, what remains unknown to Pamela is whether
or not—and to what extent—Sally Godfrey was punished socially, physically, and/or
mentally for giving in to her sexual desires.
Several days later, when B has established that he’ll give Pamela an allowance, and
that she can reward the servants from the money, she immediately distributes much of her
allowance. She tries to give some to Mr. Longman (one of the stewards), who suggests he
cannot take too much because he wants Pamela to have some in reserve for the new “young
Master’s Birth Day” (465), which he hopes will occur within the year. As Pamela blushes
furiously, B reminds her that “The old Man said nothing shocking” (465) and emphasizes
that there is no need for Pamela to feel ashamed at Longman’s suggestion. We see here that
Richardson constructs female sexuality within marriage as respectable, even preferable and
expected. Perhaps because he is not discussing female sexual desire, but rather the natural
aftereffect of heterosexual relations, this frank acknowledgment of female sexuality is fine in
this scenario. It establishes Pamela’s sexuality as “normal” because it occurs within the
institution of marriage and is in service of providing a (male) heir to B. At the same time, it
30

Clearly, there is a connection between Sally Godfrey and Lydia Bennet, who elopes and
later officially marries Mr. Wickham in Austen’s Pride and Prejudice. Sally had no Mr. Darcy to
rescue her from becoming a fallen woman, whereas Lydia and her entire family are rescued
when Darcy forces Wickham to marry Lydia after they have sexually consummated their
affair. As with Sally, Lydia’s “fall” all happens “off screen,” as it were, in order to sanitize the
heterosexual romance narrative and protect readers—and the plot itself—from sordid details
of an extramarital affair. As we see above, none of B’s affairs are detailed.
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creates the opportunity to remind readers about Pamela’s modesty, which works both
culturally and narratively to support Richardson’s example of Pamela as an ideal behavioral
model for readers.
Later that day, after Pamela generously distributes her allowance to the servants, she
steps away from the praise of B and Mrs. Jervis to get a moment of solitude in the library.
She kneels and begins to thank God for all of the fortune she now has in her life, especially
in comparison to the poverty she left at home with her parents. As she reconnects with B
and he once again praises her, she comments, “Do you think, my dear Father and Mother,
there ever was so happy a Creature as I! To be sure it would be very ingrateful to think with
Uneasiness, or any thing but Compassion, of poor Miss Sally Godfrey” (468-469). Even in
Pamela’s most secure, happy moment, she cannot resist comparing herself favorably to Sally
Godfrey. Here again, Richardson heightens the comparison of female sexuality, and
emphasizes that only the proper management of female sexuality will allow a woman to find
the successes that Pamela does. Following the steward Longman’s assertion that Pamela’s
sexuality should be focused on providing a son for B, this moment takes on additional
implications. After all, moments ago Pamela’s sexuality was endorsed and celebrated, but
anxiety about appropriate female sexuality surfaces through Pamela’s thoughts of Sally
Godfrey. Not only does Richardson use the character of Sally to create a lesson for readers,
he also firmly draws the boundaries around what kind of female sexuality is respectable.
The example of Sally Godfrey is displayed to Pamela—and readers—after Pamela has
already successfully monitored her behavior. Sally enters the plot after Pamela has made the
right choices, after she has married her wealthy husband, and after she has claimed credibility
for herself—and the agency that goes with it. Rivero argues that Richardson included the
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Sally Godfrey story as an explicit invitation to criticize and denounce her behavior. He writes
that Sally is “an exemplum, to be read ethically. The reader is asked to pass judgment on the
characters’ actions and to adjudicate praise or blame” (32). As B highlights, Sally was
“deserving” and a “good Girl,” just like Pamela. Sally came from the middle class, just as
Pamela did before her parents fell on financial hardship. Yet Sally capitulated to the sexual
advances of a member of the upper class, thus precluding her opportunities to “marry up,”
as Pamela does. If Sally cannot serve as a negative example for Pamela before the fact, helping
to prevent Pamela’s fall, then she can serve as a counter-example to further emphasize
Pamela’s chastity before marriage, and continued purity after marriage. The figure of Sally
Godfrey sets up a spectrum of female sexual behavior, ultimately serving to depict Pamela as
even more virginal, proper, and appropriate in her actions. Even more, Sally Godfrey
becomes a spectral, ghostly figure that haunts the final pages of Pamela, for as Pamela herself
admits, “this poor Miss Sally Godfrey runs in my Head! … methinks, I want to know more
about her” (437). After all, Pamela very easily could have been Sally.
Although on the surface she appears to be a minor character in Pamela, Sally Godfrey
proves to be one of the most intriguing links between Richardson’s novel and chick lit. Sally
never directly interacts with the heroine of Pamela. However, as we have seen, the idea of
Sally Godfrey dominates the last seventy pages of the text. And after completing the novel,
the ghostly presence of Sally hangs retrospectively over all of the action. Sally Godfrey is an
important figure because she creates a hierarchy of heterosexual, class-specific female
behavior, and she serves as an important foil to Pamela. In recent chick lit narratives, the
same comparative, sexualized secondary female character—a friend of the heroine—will
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serve a similar purpose: making the chick lit heroine the model of heterosexual subject
construction.

The Slutty Best Friend
Earlier we saw the different reasons people continue to be drawn to Pamela: the story
of romantic love, the possibility of redemption, and the fascinating depiction of sexuality.
But the fact remains that many people will not read this novel. Outside of academic circles,
many contemporary readers may not even know about this novel. Without reading about
Pamela and poor Sally Godfrey, it is impossible to see that these female characters establish
an important genealogy of literary figures who are negotiating constructions of female
sexuality. By contrast, hundreds of thousands of readers regularly consume chick lit each
year. Like Pamela, this genre expresses conflicting ideals about female sexuality, but at the
same time offers readers a chance to observe chick lit heroines negotiate and process
contemporary constructions of sexuality.
The challenge to ideological constructions of female sexuality and subjectivity is one
that chick lit’s immediate twentieth-century predecessors also test. As we saw in Chapter 1,
novels like Erica Jong’s 1973 Fear of Flying and Marilyn French’s 1977 The Women’s Room pick
up on the zeitgeist of the sexual revolution and problematize essentialist constructions of
female sexuality.31 However, the popular romance novels of the 1970s and 1980s were
upholding constructions of respectable female sexuality as occurring within the boundaries
of marriage. Yet Radway attests that popular romances also wrestle with at least one major
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In addition, Jong and French work to demystify myths about male virility and female
sexual pleasure within marriage.
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anxiety about female sexuality. She maintains that the readers she studied possess a “fear of
an awakened female sexuality and its impact on men [which] is usually dealt with in the ideal
romance by confining the expression of female desire within the limits of a permanent,
loving relationship” (169). For Radway’s readers, this means women’s sexual freedom should
happen only within the framework of marriage and betrothal, with a significant loving
commitment required for a heroine to score sexual pleasure. Even if a woman has
pleasurable sexual relations before marriage, they occur with the hero, who will become the
heroine’s future husband. Both of these ideological constructs limit a full exploration of
female sexuality because they advance the fantasy of romantic love in which a woman will be
satisfied sexually only if she fulfills a heterosexual narrative of progress.
Like Sally Godfrey in Pamela, the slutty best friend in chick lit is someone who is
more sexual than the heroine, someone who makes the heroine look symbolically virginal by
comparison. This character is intriguing because she does not exist to portray the
complexities of female friendship, but rather to demonstrate that although the chick lit
heroine is sexual, she is not too sexual. With most chick lit heroines cast in their late 20s or
early 30s, and with some of them married or in a long-term couple, readers assume that they
have sexual experience. However, the anxiety surrounding how much sexual experience is
appropriate and acceptable surfaces through the character of the slutty best friend.
Weisberger’s The Devil Wears Prada demonstrates that chick lit seems to want two
simultaneous approaches to female sexuality: a heroine who is sexual yet also chaste,
juxtaposed with a friend who is more sexual and who the heroine and readers can judge as
having too much sexual experience. This dynamic allows the slutty best friend to be
perceived as disreputable and the heroine is perceived as respectable.
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The Devil Wears Prada tells the story of Andrea, “Andy,” Sachs, a recent college
graduate and aspiring writer who is looking for her first job in New York City. Although she
knows nothing about fashion (and feels morally superior to the people who work in the
industry), Andy accepts a job at the fictional Runway magazine, working as an assistant to
Miranda Priestly, the most powerful woman in publishing (modeled after the author’s reallife former boss at Vogue, Anna Wintour). Weisberger’s roman-à-clef traces Andy’s
experiences with her tyrannical, narcissistic, and unreasonably demanding boss, and provides
an insider’s peek into the world of fashion magazines. The novel focuses on the anxieties
that accompany Andy’s position in this workplace and addresses the kinds of gendered
performances expected of women at work. Equally as important is Andy’s life outside of
work, which primarily consists of a romantic relationship with college sweetheart Alex and a
friendship with high school pal and current roommate Lily. Although The Devil Wears Prada
does not utilize a diary format like Pamela and Bridget Jones’s Diary, Weisberger’s first-person
narrative chronicles Andy’s daily work trials, inner monologues, and reflections on being a
young professional woman in a major urban center.
It would be easy to overlook the story being told about female sexuality in The Devil
Wears Prada; most reviewers have, quite logically, focused on the connection between Andy’s
villain/boss and Weisberger’s experience working at Vogue.32 That Andy works at Runway, a
fashion magazine, is significant because fashion is, of course, a commodification of sexuality.
With the reader’s attention focused on clothing and consumerism, on Andy’s struggle to find
32

Reviews consulted include Kirkus, Library Journal (Stacy Alesi), Publishers Weekly (Lucinda
Dyer), Booklist (Kathleen Hughes), Entertainment Weekly (Karen Valby), People (Michelle
Tauber), Newsweek (Cathleen McGuigan), and Atlantic Monthly (Caitlin Flanagan). There is no
mention of Lily and/or Weisberger’s portrait of female sexuality in any of these major
publications.
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the good life, on the coming-of-age aspects of the novel, one easily might get caught up in
the Andy-Miranda revenge story and never think twice about why Lily and her sexuality even
need to be part of this narrative. To most readers, the portrait of female sexuality is probably
not even an after-thought. But that is all the more reason why it is so important to this
novel. Weisberger’s contribution to the chick lit genre is to bring a gendered, traumatic
workplace to the forefront, and she attempts to use humor to castigate a boss who does not
value the heroine.
However, woven within this story of workplace trauma and triumph is a fascinating
portrait of female sexuality that represents the genre’s conflicted relationship to sexuality.
This portrait hinges on Andy’s sexuality and that of her college roommate Lily, her slutty
best friend. Throughout the novel, Weisberger works tirelessly to depict Andy as more
moral, more proper, less materialistic, and, thus, more victimized than her counterparts. As
Kate Betts notes in her New York Times review, “The author wants very much for us to
sympathize with the put-upon Andrea as she strives to please her boss from hell. Andrea is
nice, Andrea is good, Andrea is the only girl in 12 years to buy her Town Car driver a
sandwich” (Betts). Although Runway magazine is the center of Andy’s universe in Devil, her
relationship with college sweetheart Alex is one of the main ways Weisberger establishes
Andy’s goodness. These two have been in a committed relationship for several years but
they do not live together; no religious or other objection is furnished for their living apart.
While this is not necessarily unusual for a couple in their twenties, the fact that Weisberger
focuses on Andy’s discomfort with sexuality establishes a virgin/whore dynamic between
and Andy and Lily.
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In fact, Andy’s virginal qualities are highlighted again and again in this narrative. For
instance, Andy is too ashamed of her sexual relationship with Alex when her parents will
arrive early the next morning to help her move, and so refuses to have him spend the night
(180). Although Andy admits to readers that she is sexually involved with Alex, Weisberger’s
use of “sleeping together” is sweetly chaste, and Andy longs to remain in a “stage of parentpretending” (180), which reveals the author’s desire to portray her heroine as a very, very
good girl. As long as she remains in her “parent-pretending” phase, Andy can remain a child
to her parents and also accept adulthood through her monogamous sexual relationship.
Leslie Heywood and Jennifer Drake describe this typical, millennial dilemma as “an often
conscious knowledge of the ways in which we are compelled and constructed by the very
things that undermine us” (11). Andy’s desire for concurrent freedom and safety illustrates
postfeminism’s inherently contradictory nature, in which conflicting drives battle for
dominance. As “complaint narratives” (Berlant 3), chick lit offers oversimplified resolutions
to complex issues, such as constructions of and expectations for contemporary female
sexuality. But Negra notes the limitations of postfeminist cultural productions, in which
“complicated questions of work and sexuality are so often ‘wished away’” (8).
Even more revealing is Andy’s assertion that “nothing could be done, said, or
implied to actually confirm” (180) that she is having a sexual affair with Alex. So while Andy
pretends to her parents that she is still a virgin, Weisberger makes the argument to readers
that her heroine may be having sex, but she displays a modern-day version of Pamela’s
modesty when it comes to sexual relations. The ambiguity that surrounds Andy’s sexuality
surfaces here in the contradiction between an old-fashioned, parent-approved sexuality and
the reality that Andy is a sexually-active woman in a committed relationship. Yet in spite of
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acknowledging their sexual relationship, Weisberger portrays Andy and Alex as symbolic
virgins, which offsets Andy’s sexual attraction to Christian, a hip New York writer she
encounters through her work at Runway.
To counterbalance any sexual desire Andy feels outside her nominal heterosexual
relationship with Alex, Weisberger constructs their partnership as adolescent and pre-sexual,
consisting primarily of canoodling, hand holding, and innocent kissing. In fact, Andy and
Alex’s asexual partnering is highlighted—or nearly blurred—by Weisberger’s choice of
androgynous names. When Andy thinks about how recently she hasn’t “really connected
with [Alex] in any significant way,” her craving is that there was “nothing I’d rather do than
curl up on the couch and cuddle for fifteen straight hours” (251). For Weisberger, who often
seems to make painstaking efforts to depict Andy as a goodie-two-shoes, Andy’s symbolic
chastity and pure, teenaged desires reflect her higher morality in other areas of her life. She
does not give in to flirtations with the attractive (and socially connected) writer Christian,
instead preferring the adolescent cuddling with uncorrupted schoolteacher Alex. Andy and
Alex’s symbolic virginity is important in showing that Andy is more pure than the other
people who work at Runway. Alex serves as an important complement to Andy’s character,
therefore, because their relationship highlights her goodness in other areas of her life.33
Andy’s slutty best friend Lily, who does not subscribe to a heterosexual romance
narrative, provides another complement and counter-narrative to Andy’s good-girl sexuality.
Weisberger cannot realistically characterize Andy as a true virgin and hope to make her
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In other words, Andy’s symbolic virginity becomes metonymic for her career goals (The
New Yorker and not a mere fashion magazine), her approach to eating (real food and not just
salad and Diet Coke), and her relationship to fashion (she’s not a materialistic sycophant like
the other young women at Runway).
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believable—only the authors of Christian chick lit novels can get away with this. Nor does
she punish Lily with pregnancy, as Richardson does in Pamela. Instead, Weisberger punishes
Lily with a drunk driving accident. Lily’s sexuality is out of control, and so is her drinking.
Weisberger conflates the two issues by having Lily’s one-night stands occur after she has
been drinking. Rather than overtly enforce sexual morality with Lily, Weisberger can invite
readers to judge her for being an alcoholic, for it is impossible to cede moral high ground on
this issue. While Weisberger allows Andy to judge Lily’s sexuality and implicitly invites
readers to do so as well, on the surface the judgment is cast on Lily’s drinking problem.34 In
an analogous way, Lily shows what is frightening about uncontained female sexuality by
showing the dangers of binge drinking. In The Devil Wears Prada, when Lily’s behavior does
not conform to the categories and behaviors of “normal” and “respectable,” whether socially
or sexually, there are dire consequences. Just as Richardson demonstrated the dangers and
anxieties surrounding uncontained female sexuality through Sally Godfrey, Weisberger
shows us that even at the turn of the twenty-first century, without the proper management
of female sexuality, negative consequences result for women like Lily.
Critic Michael Warner claims that Anglo-Americans are culturally “enthralled by
respectability” (25) when it comes to sex. In addition, he asserts that to maintain
respectability, there must be an “outside” to conventional sexuality to remind us what is
“normal” or respectable. The depiction of female sexuality in chick lit very much depends on
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The deflection of Lily’s sin, from promiscuity to drinking, is significant. As a primary vice
of the eighteenth-century male rake, an excessive drinking habit connects Lily to rakes like B,
while her uncontained sexuality connects her to fallen women like Sally Godfrey. In a
contemporary context, Lily’s binge drinking is behavior that may be condemned
unambiguously. In addition, Weisberger may describe the effects, and repercussions, of Lily’s
drinking without fear of the novel being perceived as salacious.
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an undefined, respectable level of sexuality for its heroines. As Radway discovers in working
with popular romance novels, female sexuality is most appealing to her romance readers
when it occurs within a heterosexual marriage (169). In other words, the best sex of a
woman’s life should happen with her hero and future husband. Chick lit heroines have
sexual experiences, but they do not cross over into the ideological territory of slutty or
whorish, and their sex is always most fulfilling with the novel’s hero. But without the clear
marker of marriage as the culmination of the narrative, novels like The Devil Wears Prada
construct a spectrum of female sexuality to establish the heroine’s appropriate sexuality and
desire. Characters like Weisberger’s Lily represent the non-normative, the outside of
respectable, in order to encourage readers to see Andy as a woman who is successfully
managing her sexuality within gender norms.
Such sexist and reductive logic operates within an emotional register in The Devil
Wears Prada, in which Andy’s choices are validated because she has learned to embody
postfeminist contradictions about gender and sexuality. Her relationship with Alex protects
her from sexual judgment; but Weisberger’s representation of an adolescent romance
diminishes the complexity of adult sexuality. According to Berlant, narratives produced for
female consumers, such as chick lit, create an intimate female public by fulfilling the affective
goals of putting women’s stories close to the political realm without actually engaging with
political commentary (x). Such narratives strive for easy resolutions in an expected and
emotionally resonant manner. Berlant argues that women’s culture35 persists because “its
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Berlant asserts that “‘women’s culture’ is distinguished by a view that the people marked
by femininity already have something in common and are in need of a conversation that
feels intimate, revelatory, and a relief even when it is mediated by commodities, even when it
is written by strangers who might not be women, and even when its particular stories are
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central fantasy … is the constantly emplotted desire of a complex person to rework the
details of her history to become a vague or simpler version of herself, usually in the vicinity
of a love plot” (7). Weisberger’s narrative of female sexuality is an attempt to simplify
contemporary heterosexuality into the old divisive formula that classifies women as either
virgins or whores. In a novel that focuses most of its energy on the gendered workplace,
where nothing is uncomplicated and straightforward for Andy, this text strives to reward the
virginal subject and punish the slutty subject.
Weisberger’s depiction of female sexuality is problematic because it is, according to
Berlant, “juxtapolitical,” or something that “flourish[es] in proximity to the political because
the political is deemed an elsewhere managed by elites who are interested in reproducing the
conditions of their objective superiority, not in the well-being of ordinary people or lifeworlds” (3). This punitive narrative of female sexuality is hidden within the obvious plot of
workplace trauma. As such, The Devil Wears Prada is more invested in maintaining the virginwhore hierarchy of reward and punishment than it is with offering a critique of this
outdated, patriarchal framework. Andy’s infantilized sexuality is Weisberger’s effort to
represent a less complicated, pre-adolescent construction of female subjectivity, in which
Andy can re-enact the teenaged fantasies of adult life that necessarily precede the actual lived
realities of adulthood. Lily therefore functions as the abject version of contemporary female
heterosexuality, with Andy participating in the hegemonic judgment of her putative best
friend.

about women who seem, on the face of it, vastly different from each other and from any
particular reader” (viii-ix). Berlant’s analysis of various cultural productions, including
television shows, films, and books, illustrates how “women’s culture” creates the fiction of
unified experiences understood by all women.
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We begin to see these anxieties dramatized in a conversation between Andy and
Alex, shortly before Andy begins living with Lily. In this scene, Alex responds to Andy’s
news that she will soon be roommates once again with Lily: “‘Hey, congratulations! Couldn’t
have been better timing for you. You guys will have a great time together. Come to think of
it, it’s a little scary. Dealing with Lily full-time … and Lily’s guys … Promise we can stay at
my place a lot?’” (146). Andy immediately reassures Alex that they all will be treading familiar
territory, “‘like senior year all over again’” (146). It is important that Alex is the one who
voices judgment about Lily and her sexuality—but notice that Andy doesn’t disagree or
defend Lily, her best friend. This silent judgment complements the moments of symbolic
virginity, in which Andy’s sexuality is never judged, but rather is nostalgically portrayed as
romantic, sweet, and appropriately managed.
Later in the same conversation, Alex tells Andy he’s going to meet his friend Max for
a drink. Alex begins to joke,
“Hey, is Lily seeing anyone? Max could use a, well …”
“A what?” [Andy] laughed. “Go on, say it. Do you think my friend is a whore?
She’s just free-spirited, is all. And is she seeing someone? What kind of question is
that? Someone named Pink-Shirt Boy stayed over there last night. I don’t think I
know his real name.” (146)
Weisberger’s negative assessment of Lily’s sexuality is clear—Lily, who has casual sex with
unnamed men and does not “[fall] asleep watching Letterman” (24) with her boyfriend, is in
a different category: “whore.” Weisberger’s sentence construction is important, for while
Alex merely implies that Lily is sexually promiscuous, Andy is the person who utters the
sexist epithet. In her laughter, however, Andy implicitly agrees with Alex and the sexist point
of view that women who engage in casual sex with multiple partners are non-normative and
must be cast aside through the abjection “whore.” Andy’s lukewarm excuse that Lily is “free-
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spirited,” often a genteel synonym for sexual promiscuity, is also undercut by her dismissive
laughter, and Lily’s deviance is further emphasized by the fact that her one-night stand does
not have a “real name.”
There is no need for Lily’s sexuality to be judged in this novel—or even for it to be
part of the narrative. If the story is about Andy, her struggles in the workplace, and finding a
balance between work and relationships, then why bring in Lily’s sex life at all? The answer is
the same one offered years ago by Richardson in Pamela: we need a female character who is
more sexual than the heroine who can be punished for varying from the prescribed gender
norms that dictate that female sexuality flourishes only within a heteronormative
relationship. Without defending Lily’s right to sexual freedom and pleasure, Andy silently
consents to Alex’s judgment and by implication agrees with the patriarchal double-standard
where it is acceptable for Max to want to “…”—that is, get laid without commitment—but
not acceptable for Lily to desire sexual pleasure through lovers who may be temporary. This
desire makes Lily a “whore,” rather than a subject who also just wants to “…” In other
words, Weisberger implicitly agrees with Alex and the outdated notion that men may fulfill
sexual desires that women may not. As Warner argues, “Sex has a politics of its own.
Hierarchies of sex sometimes serve no real purpose except to prevent sexual variance. They
create victimless crimes, imaginary threats, and moralities of cruelty” (25). Although
Weisberger attempts to use humor here, she fails to mask her own hegemonic tone and
implicit judgment of women who are sexually active.
Lily is punished for her sexuality, just as Sally Godfrey is punished in Pamela. In
Richardson’s novel, B confesses to multiple sexual liaisons, telling Pamela there are “other
Liberties I may have taken; for perhaps some more I have” (432). These affairs do not
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negatively impact B, however, nor do they resonate in any significant way with Pamela, who
obsesses about Sally Godfrey’s fate even as she seems to promptly move on from the other
naughty episodes in B’s past. The same double standard that allows for B’s sexual appetite is
still present in The Devil Wears Prada with Alex’s horny friend Max, who suffers no
consequences for his desires. Yet Sally and Lily are penalized for their transgressions with
bodily pain and humiliation. Sally must endure pregnancy out of wedlock, secreted away by
Lady Davers and then separated from her child (481) before moving to Jamaica, where she is
permitted to pursue a new identity and life.
Lily is also offered redemption, but first she must also endure an escalating sequence
of upsets that primarily result in humiliation but no long-term consequences: vomiting on
herself after a night of drinking (159), and being arrested for publicly flashing “Her bottom.
Her lower half. Like, all of it. Front and back” (191) to her boyfriend and then making out
with him on the street (192). Toward the end of the novel, Lily’s punishment is more brutal:
after a night out drinking she causes a car accident, which results not only in physical injuries
but also a temporary coma. Richardson instructs his readers by punishing Sally Godfrey with
a pregnancy—a consequence that is a direct result of her uncontrolled sexuality. But
Weisberger’s punishment for Lily is not so direct, for Lily is not just sexually promiscuous
but also an alcoholic whose drunk driving episode lands her in the hospital.36 According to
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Although there does appear to be a causal relationship between Lily’s drinking and her
promiscuity, Weisberger offers an explanation for Lily’s non-normative sexuality. In yet
another cliché, Weisberger portrays Lily’s uncontained sexuality as a response to infidelity,
making Lily a victimized woman who was “done wrong.” Andy explains that Lily had “really,
genuinely liked” (125) her college boyfriend, but had unfortunately walked in on Benjamin
having sex with two girls from their a-cappella group. After that, “Lily had sworn to never let
herself really fall for another guy, and so far seemed to be keeping her promise. She slept
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Alex, “If—when—she wakes up, she’s going to have even more to deal with than her health:
she’s in a lot of trouble” (334).
Weisberger’s use of the virgin-whore binary relies on norms of gender and gendered
sexuality that do not question the sexual double standard but rather accept it. As Butler
reminds us with her theory of performativity, the “ritualized repetition of conventions”
creates the illusion that gender is natural rather than “socially compelled” (Bodies 144). But
because gender is discursively constructed through language and then projected as “natural”
onto bodies and behaviors, it has to be constantly rearticulated in order to maintain its
ideological power. Thus, the narrative of female sexuality in The Devil Wears Prada—and in
chick lit more generally—becomes conflicted and problematic in its drive to be both
traditional and progressive at the same time. Weisberger depicts Andy as a woman who
pretends to her parents that she is not sexually active with her long-time boyfriend, and in
doing so reveals the ambivalence about female sexuality that this genre expresses. If Andy is
the virgin figure and Lily is the whore, then The Devil Wears Prada is repeating a gendered
characterization that endows Weisberger’s fiction with the naturalness of truth. Although
obviously gender norms have shifted and changed dramatically, especially since the sexual
revolution, chick lit and The Devil Wears Prada in particular demonstrate that we still are not
certain that we are comfortable with women fulfilling their sexual desires. Repeating the
sexual double standard as a norm within this novel reinforces an ideology that relies on a
masculine-feminine binary to structure the way we think about gender and sexuality.

with plenty of them, but she sure didn’t let them stick around long enough to actually run
the risk of discovering something likable about them” (125-126).
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Respectable Sexuality
It is unquestionably a positive trend that chick lit allows its heroines to be sexual and
to desire sexual fulfillment. In fact, considering the era of chick lit’s emergence, readers
assume the heroines are sexually active and expect that the heroines will have good sex with
their heroes. However, the number of sexual partners a woman should enjoy provokes
anxiety, both in authors like Lauren Weisberger and in Western culture at large. The
exception to this is the sub-genre of Christian chick lit, where heroines protect and revere
their chastity, no matter their age.37 In many ways, Christian chick lit conveys the least
conflicted interpretations about female sexuality, and, especially, the appropriate amount of
sexual experience a woman should have before marriage. In Christian chick lit, respectability
still equates to virginity (even when the heroine is 32 years old!), but in mainstream chick lit
there are not such clear markers, and this leads to the virgin/whore dynamic that Weisberger
is working through in The Devil Wears Prada. Because notions of respectable sexuality depend
on context, the notion remains vague.
The first-person confessional form, whether it is Bridget Jones’s diary or Andy
Sach’s confessional musings, becomes crucial to the textual space chick lit is creating—a
space where myriad issues surrounding female sexuality can be negotiated. The chick lit
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For instance, in Kristin Billerbeck’s 2004 novel What a Girl Wants, 31-year-old heroine
Ashley Stockingdale is still a virgin. (She remains a virgin throughout two subsequent
sequels, as a 32-year-old engaged woman in 2005’s With This Ring I’m Confused.) There is no
question that Ashley will remain a virgin until her wedding night. In many ways Ashley is a
typical chick lit heroine: successful career, penchant for designer clothing, living in the urban
sprawl of Silicon Valley. Ashley is a fashionista who prides herself on her designer clothes,
ability to put together outfits, and knowledge of how to exploit the sales at department
stores like Bloomingdale’s. She has a successful job as a patent attorney at a high-tech firm.
She co-owns her home with a female friend from church. So with a few modifications,
Ashley would easily fit in with most mainstream chick lit heroines.
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heroine can be a symbolic virgin, like Andy in Weisberger’s The Devil Wears Prada. Or she can
be a woman who finds her orgasm only after losing weight (an admittedly problematic
characterization), like JJ in Jane Green’s Jemima J. The heroine can be a woman who sleeps
with her best friend’s fiancé, but who is ultimately absolved because she secretly loved the
hero first, like Rachel in Emily Giffin’s Something Borrowed. (It helps that Rachel’s best
girlfriend Darcy also had an affair while engaged.) The success of Christian chick lit
demonstrates the flexibility of the genre with regard to female sexuality. After all, a chick lit
heroine can even be a Christian like Ashley Stockingdale who remains a virgin yet also
actively voices “electricity pulsing” between her and her date (Billberbeck What 140). In fact,
she voices her sexual desire substantially more than most mainstream chick lit heroines, who
have to worry about managing the virgin/whore dichotomy. In spite of this variety of sexual
experiences, the genre has no questions about heterosexual romantic love being the most
significant aspect of a heroine’s life. These narratives move toward long-term commitment,
with marriage implied even if it is never mentioned. When authors do pen sequels, they
often include a marriage ceremony (Kinsella with Shopaholic Ties the Knot and Giffin with
Something Blue, though notably not Fielding with Bridget Jones: The Edge of Reason).
Chick lit is progressive in so much as it assumes that its heroines are sexual subjects.
Unlike Pamela or Jane Eyre, these contemporary heroines are not required to marry before
they can experience sexual fulfillment. But unlike the feminist novels that Whelehan
discusses, such as Jong’s Fear of Flying, chick lit offers a sentimental, over-simplified portrait
of sexual subjectivity. For instance, chick lit heroines are always sexually fulfilled by their
heroes. And none of them are questioning their heterosexual impulses either; we see no
same-sex desire in this genre. While the gay male friend appears regularly and is not seen as a
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threat to the heterosexual romance narrative, same-sex female desire is utterly absent from
chick lit. When Jong strives to explore the difficulties of heterosexual relationships, she
shows Isadora Wing’s sexual frustrations: male partners who struggle with impotence or
achieve orgasm too quickly. In the new millennium, chick lit heroes are all (to borrow from
Jennifer Weiner’s book title) Good in Bed. At times, as with Jane Green’s Mr. Maybe, the
heroine may be temporarily unfulfilled sexually, but that lack of sexual satisfaction serves as a
clear indicator that the heroine is with Mr. Wrong. Easy and uncomplicated sexual
fulfillment with the hero is part and parcel of the chick lit world: the heroes are all capable
male lovers who need no instruction by their heroines into the specifics of connecting
sexually or achieving female orgasm.
Chick lit’s retrograde narratives of sexuality are all the more powerful when
compared against the advances of the second wave of feminism in the 1970s and 1980s.
Characters like the slutty best friend reflect an embrace of traditional gender roles and
conventional sexual norms. As Susan J. Douglas argues, “Enlightened sexism is feminist in
its outward appearance … but sexist in its intent … While [it] seems to support women’s
equality, it is dedicated to the undoing of feminism” (10). While The Devil Wears Prada
attempts to pass off judgments about non-normative female heterosexuality with supposedly
humorous expressions such as “whore,” the novel reveals that cultural ambivalence about
containing female sexuality is as important today as it was in the eighteenth century.
Warner and Douglas each separately remind readers how we endure a barrage of
(hetero)sexualized images every day, with media representations of sex part of our daily diet
of media and culture. As Warner argues, “although sex is public in this mass-mediatized
culture to a degree that is probably without parallel in world history, it is also true that
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anyone who is associated with actual sex can be spectacularly demonized” (23). Every day we
pass public displays of sex in advertising, film, and media culture—not to mention the public
images we consume in the privacy of our homes through the internet and television. Yet we
still express major anxiety when it comes to the lived sexual experiences of female subjects.
Chick lit captures this contemporary ambivalence about female heterosexuality, and provides
a cultural point of reference through which readers can negotiate constructions of female
sexuality and subjectivity. Reading these heroines as a barometer for contemporary attitudes
about sexuality reveals that we are still stuck in binary thinking—that we are just as bound as
Pamela and Sally Godfrey to patriarchal notions of virgins and whores.
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CHAPTER 3
PASSING AND PERFORMANCE IN THE
GENDERED WORKPLACE: SISTER CARRIE AND
I DON’T KNOW HOW SHE DOES IT
Both Theodore Dreiser’s Sister Carrie (1900) and Allison Pearson’s I Don’t Know How
She Does It (2002) examine how internalized, patriarchal ideals about work, gender, class, and
race inform the construction of female subjectivity and mediate access to the “good life.”
Each heroine tests the limits of work and its ability to guarantee the “good life.” In Sister
Carrie, Carrie may build a successful career for herself, with purchasing power and a place in
the upper middle class, but she lacks the ability to escape the world of commodification that
necessarily accompanies her profession as a stage actress. I Don’t Know How She Does It’s Kate
Reddy does not want to choose between love and career, and then between children and
career. She complicates the argument that women will find access to the “good life” through
work. Indeed, Pearson asks us to think about whether in the current economic and social
arrangement, women are able to access the “good life” if it includes children and work-life
balance. For Kate to have access to the “good life,” the workplace must change to
accommodate her.1
In its exploration of women and work, chick lit derives from the blend of realism
and sentimentalism in Dreiser’s Sister Carrie, where “sentimental language is divested of its
traditional familial ties and reinvested in market-engendered values and consumer goods”
1

Of course, some women (and men for that matter) do not have a choice to work or not to
work; socioeconomic forces remove such a choice for the many individuals who must always
work to support themselves. But, as I argue in Chapter 1, chick lit is addressing an educated,
upper-middle class, largely white audience whose “lives have been shaped by struggles
between various feminisms as well as by cultural backlash against feminism and activism,
[where] contradiction … marks the desires and strategies” (Heywood and Drake 2) of
women at the turn of the twenty-first century.
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(Kaplan 144). That is to say, Dreiser expands the emotional resonances typically associated
with the domestic sphere in nineteenth-century American literature to include affective
connections between human characters and consumer objects in the public sphere. In
Dreiser’s novel, protagonist Carrie Meeber leaves her small town life to dwell in the
possibility of the city. Although Carrie initially aims for a domestic identity as wife and
mother, through dalliances with lovers Charlie Drouet and George Hurstwood she gains
access to the theater, where she finds work and eventually builds a thriving career as a stage
actress. As many critics have noted, however, the novel’s ending is ambiguous. Because of
the eleventh-hour opinion of acquaintance Bob Ames, Carrie begins to question her career.
The novel’s final image of Carrie rocking in a chair as she looks out the window reflects the
novel’s ambivalence about the possibility of finding success in both her career and her
personal life. Meanwhile, her former lover Hurstwood sees his career fall to ruin and quietly
commits suicide. Dreiser challenges the ideology that will eventually come to be known as
the American Dream.2 In suggesting that even with a successful career, one might not find
contentment, Sister Carrie is haunted by silent, nagging questions about whether or not it is
possible to attain the ideals promised by American individualism.
Dreiser’s blending of the style and affect of both realism and sentimentalism enables
an important exploration of the role of work in the construction of female subjectivity, and
it establishes a narrative that chick lit will revise at the end of the following century. Carrie’s
narrative, of course, mimics the reality faced by so many workers in a capitalist system, male

2

In The American Dream: A Short History of an Idea That Shaped a Nation, Jim Cullen theorizes
that although the term “American Dream” initially came into usage in the 1930s, it is
understood to apply retroactively to prior eras, even as far back as the Pilgrim settlements
(5).
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and female. Certainly, much of Dreiser’s commentary on the role of work in identity
formation applies to both women and men. Yet he does choose to place a young woman,
one from a lower-middle class family and with no formal education, at the center of his tale.
Carrie reflects the changing status of women at the turn of the twentieth century, when
white, middle-class women were increasingly harnessing the power of capital. In fact, Rachel
Bowlby argues that consumption was essential for women’s success in turn-of-the-century
society, that women
were to become in a sense like prostitutes in their active, commodified self-display,
and also to take on the one role almost never theirs in actual prostitution: that of
consumer. This gesture reinforced and extended existing tendencies whereby
distinctions between “masculine” and “feminine” dispositions were constructed in
terms of oppositions between work and leisure, rationality and emotion, practicality
and the “instinct” for beauty. (11)
For the married women in Sister Carrie, their power to purchase and exhibit commodities
comes from their husband’s income. But for Carrie, her own labor fuels her buying power
and, therefore, her ability to participate in this new social and gendered economy. As this
chapter will argue, Carrie learns to effectively negotiate the marketplace by understanding the
gender dynamics of an urbanized gaze, as well as by assimilating into a higher class through
class-passing and accurately performing whiteness in a major urban center.
One hundred years later, chick lit heroines will also illustrate how female subjects still
struggle to define their identity within the gendered workplace, as well as within capitalist
economic and social structures. Pearson challenges traditional definitions of female labor
and introduces new mechanisms of agency by creating a protagonist who is a working
mother. In doing so, she emphasizes the tensions between women who work and women
who stay home with children. These tensions are certainly familiar to chick lit readers. In I
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Don’t Know How She Does It, protagonist Kate Reddy has stimulating work as a successful
hedge fund manager, a pleasant long-term relationship with a loving husband, a fulfilling sex
life, and two loveable but demanding children. But throughout the novel she struggles with
the choice facing many educated women at the turn of the twenty-first century: choose a
career or choose to stay home with children.
Both Sister Carrie and I Don’t Know How She Does It explore the roles of work, desire,
and success in the construction of female subjectivity in an urban center. Both novels engage
with cultural ideologies that women must learn to negotiate in order to succeed in
professional careers. Women must possess an ability to pass—that is, an ability to perform
gender, class, and/or race within distinct social and work spaces. For women to have access
to material culture and the financial successes promised by Western capitalism and the
paradigm of the “self-made man,”3 our heroines must read their social context and
appropriately tailor their performances for specific audiences. Through work, Carrie Meeber
and Kate Reddy gain access to the ideals and principles of the “good life,” including
happiness, self-respect, and consumer purchasing power. However, these female characters
must carefully participate within the affective economies of both work and social spheres,
and both novels question the efficacy of such an endeavor.
Although Marxist theory argues that workers become alienated from both their labor
and the products created through their labor,4 contemporary feminist philosopher Linda
3

I am deliberately applying this male-gendered notion because the notion of the self-made
individual would certainly have been a man in Dreiser’s time. But as we see in Pearson, the
term’s gendered ideological implications still apply at the turn of the twenty-first century, as
well.
4 According to Marx, the worker becomes estranged from both the products of his labor and
the labor itself, and this has a direct impact on the worker’s identity. Estrangement leads the
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Hirshman insists that educated, professional women will find the most direct route to
controlling their subjectivity and claiming agency through work, which, she asserts, provides
access to the “good life.” The thematic associations between Sister Carrie and I Don’t Know
How She Does It provide an opportunity to analyze cultural anxieties surrounding women and
work that stretch back beyond the turn of the twentieth century. This chapter will engage
these two texts and will examine whether the moments of criticism in Dreiser’s and
Pearson’s novels participate in productive cultural work, or whether these novels ultimately
function as “complaint narratives” that evoke an affective response but ultimately placate
readers with notions of belonging to a larger “intimate public” (Berlant viii). Both novels
depict heroines who arrive in the city as young women and, through entering the workforce,
fashion their agency and subjectivity. Yet they also dramatize that female subjects must
successfully class-pass and perform within standards of whiteness in order to participate in the
affective economies that prevail in a major urban center.

The “Good Life”
Paid work outside the home is crucial to constructing female agency, according to
Hirshman in Get to Work: A Manifesto for Women of the World. Within a Western capitalist
economy (or even the government that supports it), work is a route to more freedom and
worker to feel alienated, for he creates objects that exist outside himself. And, the more he
works, the more his labor becomes an object separate from himself. Through objectifying
the products and his own labor, the worker, therefore, endows the objects with existence and
power, and the objects then turn back against him as a force that is antagonistic, alien,
outside himself. If, according to Marx, our self-conception can be traced back to its
relationship with private property, this estrangement transforms a man’s “real life” (77)
relationship to everything—objects, civil society, nature, and fellow citizens. Since private
property fundamentally influences subjectivity, ultimately Marx hopes to negate the power of
private property as the controlling ethos of society.
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control for women. Hirshman’s appeal for work-based constructions of female subjectivity is
grounded in the epistemological tradition of the “good life,” dating back to Plato’s The
Republic.5 She contends that only through work outside the home can a human being achieve
his or her fullest self. Women, therefore, must engage in work that focuses on more than the
needs of their own family and carries a larger societal benefit. Pursuing qualities of goodness
and justice in life will potentially lead to intellectual development and fulfillment, as well as
creating community with fellow citizens. This, according to Hirshman, is the way to create
“flourishing lives” (30) for women. In particular, the “good life” demystifies nineteenthcentury, essentialist notions that female identity thrives within private, domestic spaces
where women are the protectors of emotional and moral development. Thus, the “good life”
modernizes conversations about female subjectivity and work for the twenty-first century. In
addition, the “good life” increases the value placed upon women’s intellectual capacities, as
well as on their engagement within public, political, and social arenas.
Feminists Charlotte Perkins Gilman, Olive Schreiner, and Emma Goldman
anticipated Hirshman’s argument by insisting on the importance of women exercising their
intellectual, social, emotional, and political agency. Indeed, what Hirshman calls the “good
life” resounds with the very hallmarks of American individualism and identity, for it
demands conditions that enable all citizens to prosper emotionally and intellectually, as well
as financially—for economic independence is crucial to the formation of contemporary

5

Hirshman’s use of Plato joins in a tradition of feminist scholarship that responds to
classical philosophy and ideals. See also Julia Annas’s essay, “Plato’s Republic and Feminism,”
in which she elucidates problems with Plato’s call for the “good life” and engagement with
work outside the home.
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female subjectivity (32-34).6 Fiscal autonomy is certainly one of the goals of Dreiser’s
heroine Carrie, too. Although the paradigm of the “good life” is not used overtly in Sister
Carrie, the heroine’s development depends upon participation in the capitalist marketplace.
Because consumer culture is so important to subject formation in Sister Carrie, Carrie’s
potential success depends on establishing agency through her own purchasing power. Her
notions of domestic bliss are quickly dashed when she witnesses the drudgery of her sister
Minnie’s married life in a working-class home. Nor does the novel locate the “good life” in
the domestic sphere of the upper-middle class woman. After all, Mrs. Hurstwood may have
purchasing power, conspicuous commodities, and a posh house in which to display them,7
but her agency is always defined by her husband’s earning power: her social and financial
security depend on Hurstwood’s dominance in the workplace. As we shall see, the “good
life” for Carrie is not defined by a romantic relationship with a man, and she does not
depend on someone else for financial security. Her agency does, however, depend on Carrie
actively participating—intellectually, socially, physically—with the world in order to flourish.
The “good life” in Sister Carrie may not be achieved, but Dreiser depicts an example of a
single, uneducated woman who rises into a higher class and eventually pursues the American
Dream. Carrie’s “good life” pointedly turns away from a heterosexual romance narrative that
includes marriage and children. For her, this is a tactic of self-preservation that indicates the

6

At the turn of the twentieth century, feminists Charlotte Perkins Gilman and Olive
Schreiner were also advocating for economic independence for women; see below.
7 Dreiser locates the Hurstwoods on Chicago’s wealthy North Side, “near Lincoln Park … a
brick building of a very popular type then, a three-story affair with the first floor sunk a very
little below the level of the street. It had a large bay window bulging out from the second
floor, and was graced in front by a small grassy plot” (59).
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difficult challenge, if not near impossibility, for a white, upper-class woman to have a career
and children at the turn of the twentieth century.
But for heroines of chick lit, work and heteronormative family structure both are
part of the “good life.” Within the rhetoric of choice that dominates postfeminist debates
about subjectivity, female subjects can choose to dedicate themselves to work outside the
home or choose to dedicate themselves to childrearing and managing the domestic sphere.
Pearson dramatizes this dichotomy in I Don’t Know How She Does It, in which heroine Kate
Reddy fears the lowered expectations and suburban malaise that limit her working-class
mother in the north of England. Instead, she puts herself through college and earns her
degree, demonstrating her intellectual ability to do good work—work that, according to
Hirshman, leads to the “good life.” Kate’s story illustrates the contemporary challenges still
in place that, inadvertently or not, restrict women’s access to the “good life.” She neither has
the time to devote herself entirely to mothering, such as baking gourmet treats for her
daughter’s multiple school functions, nor does she have the time to commit herself entirely
to work, travelling internationally with only one day’s notice. Kate struggles to be a good
enough mother at home and simultaneously struggles to be a good enough worker at the
office—but the challenges of trying to perfect both roles test Kate’s access to the “good
life.” Within a capitalist system that does not provide adequate accommodations for working
mothers, Kate flounders under the impossible expectations placed on working mothers.
Pearson’s text introduces serious concerns about how leaving the workforce impacts
constructions of female subjectivity. In one passage, Kate laments that as her friends
disappear from the paid workforce they transform into women she hardly recognizes:
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The rest of us [still working] held firm for a while to the conviction that we had been
educated for something better than the gentle warming of Barbie Pasta. But then,
one by one, we stopped. “Giving up,” isn’t that what they call it? Well I’m not calling
it that. Giving up sounds like surrender, but these were honorable campaigns,
bravely fought and not without injury. Did my fellow novice mothers give up work?
No, work gave them up, or at least made it impossible for them to go on. (97)
Pearson’s critique is unmistakable: the gendered workplace is a social and economic space
that actively discourages women once they have become mothers. The battle metaphor
implies there is a war being waged against women who want to maintain professional careers
and be mothers. Shifting the subject of the verb phrase “to give up” from mothers to work
demonstrates that for professional women, the workplace values certain kinds of labor:
specifically, labor without the intrusions of life and children. Kate insists that her female
colleagues who have stopped working are ethical and principled. She admires the courage
required to change a gendered workplace, the bravery needed to suggest work-life balance.
Pearson’s tone expresses frustration with the choices presented in the postfeminist
workplace—the work of child-rearing or the work of the public sector. For Pearson, the
marketplace creates an inhospitable environment for women who strive for the “good life.”
Chick lit heroines do not express an overt desire to become stay-at-home mothers or
housewives; for them, as for Hirshman, the “good life” clearly involves working in the
public sector. However, in these novels, work should be flexible; it should be a space that
acknowledges individuality and accommodates idiosyncrasies. Career paths are mutable, even
whimsical, and can include deus ex machina–style interventions that miraculously open up
career opportunities for its heroines. In addition, the “good life” in chick lit includes a
personal relationship to the consumer marketplace; as is the case with Carrie before them,
work provides a direct line from their labor to the commodities that chick lit heroines seek
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as rewards. Agency is expressed through consumer buying power and commodity fetishism,
especially through designer clothing.
Unlike Carrie, chick lit heroines prize a heterosexual romance narrative as an integral
component of the “good life.” As we shall see, at the turn of the twentieth century Carrie
feels that a romantic relationship will limit her agency. Work, for Carrie, is the route to
success and the “good life.” But a twenty-first century character like Kate Reddy has been
raised to believe that while career is a path to agency, a successful career is not completely
fulfilling without love. Certainly, chick lit characters flourish because work provides an outlet
for social, logical, and financial engagement. But for them, the “good life” must also include
great sex, designer-label commodities, and a romantic hero to achieve the heteronormative
dream of marriage and family.
The “good life” is a productive notion for framing the anxieties surrounding women
and work in these novels. Hirshman’s own conflicted and, at times, biased tone indicates the
moral judgment imbued in both sides of the rhetoric of choice.8 It reflects the ambiguities
and ambivalences that characterize the ideals of postfeminism. As its heroines demonstrate,
female subjectivity at the turn of the twenty-first century directly benefits from second-wave
advances; at the same time, heroines grapple with—and sometimes participate in—the late
twentieth-century cultural backlash against feminism. Women are no longer funneled into
pink-collar or working-class jobs, and ideals of liberal individualism drive Western
8

Hirshman and chick lit share a concern for educated, upwardly-mobile, white women.
Hirshman focuses on this group because from her purview they have already been in the
workforce; formerly-professional women have the potential to re-enter the workforce in
positions that will destablize our current ruling class that is predominantly male, white,
heterosexual, and privileged. It is significant that Plato also focuses on women who are of
the “Guardians” class, not the working class (Annas 37). In concentrating on educated,
professional women, Hirshman appears to be in keeping with Plato’s focus on elite workers.
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educational paradigms that encourage young women to pursue myriad courses of study and
career paths. But finding a place of professional acceptance and sustained support within
those fields does not always follow the rhetoric of choice that attracts women to certain
careers.

Sister Carrie, Flânerie, and Possibilities in the City
It is crucial that Sister Carrie and chick lit novels use urban settings as the context for
negotiating the role of work in constructing subjectivity because the city encourages, rather
than restricts, self-exploration.9 The city is a space of possibility, where an individual has the
freedom to define herself and the chance to differentiate herself from her family and
upbringing. Carrie’s development relies on urban spaces—Chicago and New York City—
with an entertainment industry that provides fulfilling work, allows her to support herself,
and ultimately empowers her to obtain financial and critical success. The city also offers
Carrie the anonymity to separate from her sister Minnie and a future as a working class, stayhome mother. Georg Simmel highlights the limitations of small-town life, asserting, “The
smaller the circle which forms our milieu is, and the more restricted those relations to others
9

For an analysis of urban settings in pre–twentieth-century American literature, see George
Arthur Dunlap’s The City in the American Novel, 1789-1900: A Study of American Novels
Portraying Contemporary Conditions in New York, Philadelphia, and Boston. In The American City
Novel, Blanche Housman Gelfant argues that Sister Carrie initiates the “American city novel,”
because no previous or contemporaneous novels “combined the major urban themes,
attitudes, and moods to create a new kind of fiction that clearly broke with nineteenthcentury literary tradition” (63). The American City: Literary and Cultural Perspectives, edited by
Graham Clarke, examines multiple American cities, including New Orleans and Chicago, and
their influence on American literature. Carlo Rotella analyzes changes to American cities
throughout the twentieth century, as well as the literary response to these changes, in October
Cities: The Redevelopment of Urban Literature. James L. Machor focuses on historical documents
and literary texts to explore the idea of “urban pastoralism” (xi) in Pastoral Cities: Urban Ideals
and the Symbolic Landscape of America.
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are which dissolve the boundaries of the individual, the more anxiously the circle guards the
achievements, the conduct of life, and the outlook of the individual” (54). In Chicago and
later in New York, Carrie discovers that she can reinvent herself; she is no longer bound by
narrow expectations of small town friends and family. Had Carrie remained in Columbia
City, her options would have been limited to small town industry (if it existed), or to
becoming a wife and mother without the option of working outside the home.
Throughout Sister Carrie, Dreiser explores the challenges surrounding the role of
work in constructing female subjectivity. When Carrie joins Minnie and her husband in
Chicago, she must find work immediately. She is appalled by her sister’s hard, working-class
life, and quickly becomes entranced by the splendor of the moneyed lifestyles of Chicago.
She falls into an affair with Charlie Drouet and moves in with him.10 His married business
associate George Hurstwood is instantly besotted with Carrie and eventually abducts her
from Chicago, fakes a marriage, and moves with her to New York City. Unfortunately,
Hurstwood no longer can rely on reputation or class, and he struggles to obtain satisfying
and secure work. Meanwhile Carrie keeps house and befriends a wealthy neighbor, Mrs.
Vance, who, along with her husband, revives Carrie’s taste for finery, the theater, and
affluent lifestyles. Hurstwood’s bar closes and his pride forbids him from pursuing lower
lines of work, and Hurstwood does not understand that he must change his gender and class
performances if he hopes to find any work at all. Unemployed and with no trade,
Hurstwood’s is a failed masculinity, for he cannot find a place in altered economic and social

10

While Carrie does not seem to be aware of deliberately using her sexuality to improve her
financial and class status (the way, for example, Daniel Defoe’s Moll Flanders does), Carrie
does seem aware of what she is leaving behind and what she is choosing when she decides to
live with Drouet.
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contexts. As Carrie becomes a financial and critical success as a stage actress, her rise in the
New York theater scene is juxtaposed with Hurstwood’s fall into poverty.
Carrie pursues the American Dream of reinventing herself through performing class,
gender, and, as we shall see, race. Yet Dreiser challenges the efficacy of such performances
to assuage emotional bankruptcy. Romance is clearly not part of the American Dream that
Carrie pursues. For example, when Drouet tries to reconnect with Carrie in New York, she
is no longer interested in an affair, for she is quite pleased with her own professional
successes. Instead, Carrie’s intellectual friend Ames, who previously recommended literature
for her cultural education, expresses reservations that her career is becoming rather shallow.
He encourages her to expand her theatrical range, moving from light comedy to “some
good, strong comedy-drama” (341). While Carrie is “thrilled to be taken so seriously” and
finds in Ames’s praise “what her heart craved” (341), Ames’s judgment forces Carrie to
question whether or not she is satisfied with her life. At novel’s end, Carrie is financially
successful and has a thriving career, but the text resists any easy conclusion about the extent
to which career and material objects can provide contentment. The final ambiguous image of
Carrie in that legendary rocking chair suggests the impossibility of a subject in a capitalist
system possessing full ownership over her labor and resisting the marketplace’s
commodification of labor.
At the time of Sister Carrie’s publication in 1900, prominent feminists such as Emma
Goldman, Olive Schreiner, and Charlotte Perkins Gilman were changing the socio-cultural
discussion about female subjectivity. Goldman was concerned about the way social norms
constricted female agency, especially within marriage. She claimed that marriage is no more
than an “insurance pact,” and cautioned that a woman “pays for [this security] with her
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name, her privacy, her self-respect, her very life ‘until death doth part.’ Moreover, the
marriage insurance condemns her to life-long dependency, to parasitism, to complete
uselessness, individual as well as social” (234). Edith Wharton’s The House of Mirth (1905)
dramatizes this dilemma with the life-long dependency of heroine Lily Bart, who is raised to
see herself as an expensive commodity, looking for the empty security of a wealthy marriage.
Lily never has the social or financial agency to construct an identity for herself, and dies
alone in a small room11 (much like Dreiser’s Hurstwood), having fallen sharply from her
social circle. By contrast, Kate Chopin in The Awakening (1899) depicts protagonist Edna
Pontellier as a woman who has acquired the putative apotheosis of wealth, family, and status,
but who no longer has self-respect and cannot find contentment. In a world in which she is
a wife and mother but longs to be a person, Edna finds there is no place for her to go,
except to swim out to sea to her death. Dreiser chooses a different tactic in exploring female
subjectivity, portraying a heroine who is willing to work. Carrie’s relationship to work, in
fact, allows her to assert her personhood and become independent from the
heteronormativity that limits Lily and Edna.
Schreiner categorizes this crippling dependence for women as “sex parasitism,” a
condition that arises when women are wholly dependent upon men economically and
sexually. She criticizes the “social conditions [that] tend to rob [a woman] of all forms of
active, conscious, social labour, and to reduce her, like the field-tick, to the passive exercise
of her sex functions alone” (293). Gilman, too, uses the language of Social Darwinism,

11

Although many critics refer unambiguously to Lily’s death as a suicide, I favor Lois
Tyson’s reading that “Lily doesn’t commit suicide in the deliberate and pre-meditated way
this term usually implies.” Calling it a “passive suicide,” Tyson argues that Lily “deliberately
refrains from considering the risk she is taking” with her nightly sleeping draught (8).
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somewhat problematically comparing women to animals. For Gilman, the crucial problem is
that women rely on men for food, shelter, and well-being, while females of the animal world
do not depend completely on the males. She notes that for “working peasant women or
females of savage tribes” (288), constructions of female subjectivity do include work, but
always work that is “the property of another: they work under another will; and what they
receive depends not on their labor, but on the power and will of another” (289). For
Progressive Era middle and upper classes, the gender norm was for women to rely absolutely
on the economic health and well being of the men to whom they were attached. Gilman
rejects this convention and argues that women must have economic independence to fully
develop as human beings. For Gilman, then, engaging work helps women to attain the
“good life.”
Like Gilman, Dreiser is also in the avant-garde in conceptualizing female subjectivity
outside of motherhood and the domestic sphere. His portrait of female sexuality is quite
progressive, for Carrie is not judged or punished because she cohabitates with Drouet and,
later, Hurstwood. Yet in spite of this bold plot development, at the novel’s beginning Carrie
holds traditional, gendered desires for marriage, heteronormative sexuality, and class
mobility. With Drouet she is acting the part of housewife, but without the “insurance pact”
of marriage. Hurstwood sees through this marriage performance, and becomes increasingly
infatuated with Carrie and his sentimental fantasies of rescuing her. However, when
Hurstwood proposes a full-fledged affair, Carrie insists that she will not “go away” and leave
town unless Hurstwood marries her (144). In this way, we see that Carrie initially hopes for
the conventional, gendered route to success for the sentimental heroine: marriage to a
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wealthy man. But whereas in Samuel Richardson’s Pamela, the heroine finds success marrying
the wealthy Mr. B, Carrie defines success differently: through work.
Carrie struggles for agency and strives to construct her subjectivity in an urban
American setting at the turn of the twentieth century, within a Progressive Era philosophy of
individualism. Pamela struggles for agency in an English country manor in 1740, within a
culture of a rising middle class and movement to overturn the aristocratic rules for love,
marriage, success, and female subjectivity. Carrie insists on her own value: if Hurstwood is to
be with Carrie, he must pay a price to obtain “his lovely prize” (144). Carrie inverts a
traditional gendered binary and makes a logical argument for their potential coupling. By
contrast, Hurstwood gets caught up in his sentimental romantic vision, an antidote to his
cold, businesslike marriage and insecure working situation: “His passion had gotten to that
stage now where it was no longer coloured with reason” (144). Hurstwood’s passion blinds
him to Carrie’s growing sense of agency; as with his wife, Hurstwood risks underestimating
Carrie’s intelligence and desires, instead luxuriating in fanciful amorous daydreams. Carrie’s
pragmatism suggests that she has learned from her apprenticeship with Drouet; she now sees
that agency can reside outside of a traditional, heterosexual romance narrative.
As Dreiser directs the novel away from the heroine’s sentimental journey, he
concentrates on the role of work in determining an individual’s path to independence. From
the beginning of the novel, Carrie’s labor is highly prized, for Minnie and her husband
initially welcome Carrie because of her ability to contribute financially to their household.
Carrie’s value as a worker is the primary value she holds at this point in the narrative and in
her life. Although a pretty girl, Carrie is not simply married off to do the unpaid and, during
that era, financially unacknowledged, domestic labor of keeping a house and raising a family
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for a husband who earns income outside of the home. In Dreiser’s millennial moment, some
women are perceived as workers, as human labor with monetary potential. Carrie is no mere
cipher, however, and she proves this by refusing the situation of her female coworkers at the
hat factory, who have become “clattering automatons” (26). Nor will Carrie surrender to a
Metropolis-like existence where workers are merely cogs in the machinery of the modern
factory (28). Dreiser chooses to focus on work as a path for middle- and upper-class women
to gain control in their lives. Thus Carrie is a critical precursor to the chick lit heroine, who
also searches for meaningful work—and the agency that accompanies a salary—as part of
the “good life.”
Carrie works in both Chicago and New York, urban spaces with polyvalent
economic, vocational, cultural, and discursive communities. Whereas a small town anxiously
maintains social norms and offers few career opportunities, especially for women, a thriving
city supports multiple industries and is home to diverse racial, ethnic, class, and sexual
identities. Within these dynamic urban spaces, therefore, the terms for negotiating identity
are flexible and varied. In contrast to the homogeneity of the small-town space, theorists
Robert E. Park, Ernest W. Burgess, and Roderick D. McKenzie argue that urban spaces are
comprised of
a mosaic of little worlds which touch but do not interpenetrate. This makes it
possible for individuals to pass quickly and easily from one moral milieu to another,
and encourages the fascinating but dangerous experiment of living at the same time
in several different contiguous, but otherwise widely separated, worlds. (40)
The city’s interconnected parts make the urban space ideal for negotiating the multiple
contexts that shape identity formation. For Carrie, these separate worlds include the posh
material culture of fashionable department stores, the architectural superiority of expensive
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Lake Michigan shorefront properties, the glamorous world of New York theater, the
beguiling backdrop of upscale restaurants and hotels, the manicured public green space of
city parks. From her rendezvous with Hurstwood to her shopping trips with Mrs. Vance,
Carrie passes among these little worlds as she increasingly engages in the experiment of
claiming agency and finding a career.
In a city setting, agency always unfolds against an urban backdrop, the “mosaic of
little worlds” that a subject learns to negotiate in order to successfully perform in each new
context. Walter Benjamin theorized a new kind of subject formation that relies on
movement within urban spaces and interactions with consumer culture: flânerie. In “On
Some Motifs in Baudelaire” from Illuminations, Benjamin asserts that the flâneur,12 an urban
wanderer and observer, thrives in the city because he takes pleasure in walking and watching:
from the crowds he moves through to the arcades displaying their consumer wares, the
flâneur comes to know himself in conversation with the city that surrounds him (167, 172174). Anne Friedberg further explains flânerie as “that fundamental paradigm of the subject
in modernity,” noting that the flâneur is “an urban phenomenon,” and the flâneuse is “the
female counterpart to the male subject in modernity” (3). The flâneur is a subject in motion,
a subject who is improvising his identity in response to the changing urban world through
which he or she meanders, contemplating the crowds, the marketplace, and the culture (both
high culture such as theater and low, or street, culture). The flâneur is an active participant in

12

I am following Anne Friedberg’s non-italicized usage of flâneur, flâneuse, and flânerie.
Exceptions are noted in Friedberg’s quotation, in which she initially introduces these
originally French expressions. Because Benjamin has always italicized flâneur, I will follow
that style in quotations from his writings.
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the public life that occurs on city streets, and his perspective is an urbanized perspective
attuned to his surroundings.
A crucial characteristic of the flâneur is that he has enough leisure time to look. As
Benjamin posits,
the flâneur … demanded elbow room and was unwilling to forgo the life of a
gentleman of leisure. Let the many attend to their daily affairs; the man of leisure can
indulge in the perambulations of the flâneur only if as such he is already out of place.
He is as much out of place in an atmosphere of complete leisure as in the feverish
turmoil of the city. (Illuminations 172)
Thus, for Benjamin not only is the flâneur a metropolitan onlooker who constructs his
subjectivity through the “gaze of the flâneur” (Arcades 10), the flâneur is also ultimately a
liminal figure who exists between the realms of leisure and of the crowd.13 He moves among
the crowd but never becomes entirely one of the crowd. He remains himself, but in
proceeding through such crowds he distinguishes his identity through the possibilities of the
city.
Flânerie, therefore, is also about self-invention, and this is precisely what Carrie does
when she arrives in the major urban centers of Chicago and New York. In her small home
town, she does not have the freedom to walk anonymously, to observe anonymously, to
learn from social cues of higher class individuals and pass successfully into a higher class
herself. In a small town, she is constrained by the restricted behavioral codes that reign, but
in the city Carrie may move between the different pieces of the mosaic, walking, watching,
and, eventually, learning to re-invent herself through her work.

13

Friedberg notes that for Benjamin, the gaze of the flâneur “relied on physical and
psychical mobility” (13).
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Regardless of the gender, race, and class expectations bestowed upon Carrie as a
small-town girl, in the city she will have a second chance to determine her identity through
newer and more modern urban discourses. No longer will Carrie be regulated by the
expectations for work, sexuality, motherhood, class, and whiteness that would have prevailed
in a small Midwestern town. Although she is initially outraged when Hurstwood deceives her
into leaving Chicago, soon she is intrigued by the promise of New York, for she will now
have the opportunity to experience more of the world than she had previously imagined. On
the train, Carrie becomes engrossed with the passing landscape and contemplates her
aspirations for urban life:
She quite forgot Hurstwood’s presence at times, and looked away to homely
farmhouses and cosey cottages in villages with wondering eyes. It was an interesting
world to her. Her life had just begun. She did not feel herself defeated at all. Neither
was she blasted in hope. The great city held much. Possibly she would come out of
bondage into freedom—who knows? Possibly she would be happy. These thoughts
raised her above the level of erring. She was saved in that she was hopeful. (195)
The promise of the city excites Carrie and endows her with desire.14 Already Hurstwood is
becoming irrelevant to her dreams: his importance begins to recede as Carrie shifts her focus
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Dreiser draws on urban-centric language to depict Carrie’s development in the city.
According to Gelfant, “In giving expression to the city as a place and a way of life, city
novelists have been concerned with the development of an idiom appropriate to their
material. Because the world they deal with is a mechanized world of man-made structures, a
language that draws heavily upon metaphors and symbols taken from nature seems
incongruous and outmoded. Rather, the city itself has provided a vocabulary for the urban
novel” (18). However, Arnold L. Goldsmith argues that throughout the twentieth century,
authors of the American urban novel utilize nature imagery to “express mood … reinforce
theme … [and contribute to] character delineation and social criticism” (11). Dreiser’s
descriptions of Carrie’s carriage ride along the Lake Michigan shore would fit into this
category. Diana Festa-McCormick proposes that the city becomes a protagonist in some
urban fiction, at its “most appealing … as a backdrop for the reveries, wanderings, thoughts,
feelings, and deeds of the characters” (12-13). If Chicago and New York serve as characters
in Sister Carrie, they complement Carrie’s struggles for agency through work and within a
dynamic urban setting.
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to the city as a space of potential where she can reinvent herself. The possibilities of the
“great city” include happiness and, even more importantly, freedom. Friedberg notes that
the flâneuse, “the female urban subject, [is] strikingly absent from accounts of modernity”
(9). Yet gender roles were rapidly shifting through the advocacy of feminists Goldman,
Schreiner, Gilman, and others. Friedberg continues, “The urban mobilities first available to
women in modernity are … a crucial determinant of the transformations of the role of
gender in post-modernity” (9). The liberation Carrie desires is not available to her sister,
tethered to the domestic sphere and unable to develop herself through urban perambulations
and work outside the home.15
Once in an urban space, however, Carrie may craft a performance of gender and
subjectivity;16 finding work of her own as an actress eventually empowers her to demand and
command agency without the sanction or approval of an intimate male influence. Her
profession as an actress, however, carries additional implications, for she is both aware of
15

This kind of freedom would also not be available to Jane Austen’s Elizabeth Bennet (Pride
and Prejudice), Emma Woodhouse (Emma), or any of Austen’s other female characters. With
their lives firmly grounded in country existences, these women did not have the chance to
“pass quickly and easily from one moral milieu to another” (Simmel 54).
16 Feminist and gender theorists throughout the twentieth century have destabilized
essentialist notions of gender as biologically determined. Simone de Beauvoir asserts, “One
is not born, but rather becomes, a woman. No biological, psychological, or economic fate
determines the figure that the human female presents in society; it is civilization as a whole
that produces this creature” (295). Second-wave feminists such as Anne Koedt (“The Myth
of the Vaginal Orgasm”) and Germaine Greer (The Female Eunuch) discuss how women fulfill
expectations for gendered behavior and sexuality by learning and repeating specific
behaviors that are culturally conditioned as “feminine.” Poststructuralist gender theorist
Judith Butler famously theorized gender performativity. In Gender Trouble (1990), Butler
argues that gender is not determined through a prediscursive, natural state, but rather
through a repetition of acts that constitute and construct gender. She declares, “gender is an
identity tenuously constituted in time, instituted in an exterior space through a stylized
repetition of acts. The effect of gender is produced through the stylization of the body and,
hence, must be understood as the mundane way in which bodily gestures, movements and
styles of various kinds constitution the illusion of an abiding gendered self” (179).
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her performance on stage as a professional and aware of her performance off stage as a
striving girl in the city. Unlike Pamela, who absolutely depends on marriage to Mr. B to
advance her station in life, Carrie may advance through her own work. And in this sense,
Carrie Meeber becomes a harbinger of the late twentieth century struggles and anxieties
surrounding women and work that persist in twenty-first century chick lit.

Gender Performance in the City
As her train approaches New York City, Carrie determines that “[h]er life had just
begun” (195). She expresses her hope that the city will be a redemptive space, both
personally and professionally. Her relationship with Hurstwood is rapidly changing, and
Carrie moves through the emotions of frustration, disappointment, and despair before she
realizes she must rely on her own gumption if she is to survive in the city. She cannot simply
be a flâneuse, nor can she be a housewife like Mrs. Hurstwood. Carrie wants agency, and so
she must enter the economic market. In the world of theater, Carrie turns herself into a
valued commodity to be consumed by the viewing public. According to Benjamin,
The flâneur … shares the situation of the commodity. He is not aware of this special
situation, but this does not diminish its effect on him and it permeates him blissfully
like a narcotic that can compensate him for many humiliations. The intoxication to
which the flâneur surrenders is the intoxication of the commodity around which
surges the stream of customers. (Charles Baudelaire 55)17
As one mere property of the mass, the flâneur must compete for his space and identity, just
as a commodity must compete against other commodities for the attention of consumers.
For Carrie this challenge becomes literalized as she transforms from small-town girl into
17

This excerpt comes from “The Flâneur” section of Benjamin’s essay entitled “The Paris of
the Second Empire in Baudelaire.” As noted in the citation above, this essay appears in
Charles Baudelaire: A Lyric Poet in the Era of High Capitalism.
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sought-after actress on the New York stage. To achieve commercial and critical success, she
must deploy the gaze of flâneur, which empowers her to read each new context and tailor
her performances to each new audience—both on stage and off. Audience, for Carrie,
eventually assumes the denotation of a gathering of observers who have purchased tickets to
see a public performance. But to initially gain access to the stage, Carrie first must
understand the rhetorical connotation of audience and craft her performances with
emotional, logical, and/or ethical appeals.
Carrie’s knowledge of gender norms, middle- and upper-class conduct, and
conventions for white behavior are critical to her being able to deploy the gaze of the
flâneur. Friedberg points out the problems this identity and philosophy pose to female
subjects, stating that the flâneur, for Benjamin (following Baudelaire), is
resolutely male, an observing ‘prince’ who was allowed the paradoxical pleasure: to be
at home away from home, in the midst of the world and yet hidden from it,
impassioned and yet impartial, here and yet elsewhere. … [His] mobility through the
urban landscape allowed him access to the public sphere of the streets and to the
domestic realms of the home. He had a fluidity of social position, a mutable
subjectivity. (29)
What Friedberg designates as “mutable subjectivity” implies an improvisational approach to
identity. The flâneur is passing:18 he is reading and assessing his social situation and then
performing appropriately to be either visible or invisible, depending on his preferences in

18

Passing is most often theorized as a conscious performance of race and/or gender enacted
to acquire rights and freedoms and to gain access to businesses operating with exclusionary
policies. Critics also theorize passings where a subject moves between social or legal
categories of class, ethnicity, sexuality, and/or nationality. As with racial and gender passings,
the goal is for subjects to move from an inferior, subjugated position to one that allows
more independence and access to the privileges. See Thadious M. Davis’s “Introduction” to
Nella Larsen’s Passing (especially vii-x) and Elaine K. Ginsberg’s “Introduction” to her edited
collection Passing and the Fictions of Identity (1-16).
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that moment. The flâneur is thus a liminal figure, constantly in motion as he wanders
through the city.
Applying the concept of the flâneur to a character like Carrie Meeber does have
complications, however; as Friedberg notes, a female flâneur—the flâneuse—was not
theorized by Benjamin. The flâneur, especially in Baudelaire’s nineteenth-century Paris, but
also in Benjamin’s early twentieth-century Paris, had freedoms not accorded to female
subjects of those time periods. Separate spheres philosophies of the nineteenth and turn-ofthe-twentieth centuries dictated that female development occur in the private sphere: the
domestic space of the home and the ideological realms of wifehood and motherhood. The
flâneur, by contrast, was not constructing an identity wholly in the public or wholly in the
private sphere. Certainly, he was associated much more with the public sphere, but Benjamin
explains that the male flâneur moves between these two worlds, always existing in a mobile,
liminal identity (Charles Baudelaire 37). He is never of one world, space, or identity for very
long before he ambles along to his next subject destination. His gender is a determining
characteristic, in that it opens possibilities for the flâneur rather than closing off courses of
action.
But the role of women was limited due to social and physical restrictions imposed
upon their movement in public during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. As Susan
Buck-Morss maintains, women who wandered the streets luxuriously gazing at crowds and
store windows would have been considered “streetwalkers, prostitutes, carnal commodities
on sale alongside other items in the arcade” (qtd in Freidberg 35). Friedberg argues a
different perspective: that the flâneuse inaugurates a new “female observer” (36), a woman
in public spaces who is not relegated to the category of carnal commodity. Rather, the
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flâneuse is a woman who can combine the respectability of being a married (sexually
legitimate) woman and the public exposure of being a “woman of the streets … The
flâneuse was the nineteenth-century version of the female observer, whose gaze was
mobilized in these new public spaces of modernity” (36). Learning to be a flâneuse—that is,
learning an improvisational, urbanized perspective—empowers Carrie to observe her
surroundings and the marketplace, to acquire cultural knowledge about class, race, and
gender behavior that empowers her to reinvent herself as a woman on a career path.
Carrie deploys the “mutable subjectivity” (29) of the flâneuse to practice the lessons
she learned from Drouet in Chicago. After all, Drouet does much more than offer Carrie a
place to live in the city; he also teaches her the urbanized perspective of flânerie, a privilege
accorded to them both through constructions of whiteness. Carrie carefully watches city
women and through them learns to perform upper-class femininity. As a white, male,
middle-class subject, Drouet correctly presumes that he may study the women of Chicago,
regardless of race or class. Carrie, in turn, relies on the same white privilege that engenders
such leisurely watching. She begins to understand that she must modify and control her
dress and behavior in order to pass as higher class. Drouet
insisted upon [Carrie’s] good looks. … Drouet had a habit, characteristic of his kind,
of looking after stylishly dressed or pretty women on the street and remarking upon
them. … He saw how they set their little feet, how they carried their chins, with what
grace and sinuosity they swung their bodies. … He would turn and follow the
disappearing vision with his eyes. He would thrill as a child with the unhindered
passion that was in him. He loved the thing that women love in themselves, grace. At
this, their own shrine, he knelt with them, an ardent devotee. (72)
Drouet models this style of urban observation for Carrie, pointing out to her something she
may not have previously been aware of. In dictating that she learn the elegant movements of
sophisticated, white, upper-class women in Chicago, Drouet unveils the art of gender
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performance and class passing, moving these skills from an unconscious to a conscious level.
He highlights how Carrie should conduct herself; how she should mark her gender, class,
and race with clothing; how she can master this “grace” and successfully perform in this
urban space, where first appearances are so important.
Carrie is quickly learning that the “urban world puts a premium on visual
recognition” (Wirth 155); in fact, Benjamin contends that the flâneur is “turned into an
unwilling detective” (Charles Baudelaire 40) in order to decipher the importance of the visual
in urban culture. As Drouet shows Carrie how to wander and watch the world, she steps into
the role of detective. She is not unearthing a crime, of course; instead, she is investigating
behavioral codes and norms for gender, whiteness, and class. As she watches Drouet
watching the women of Chicago, and then she begins to watch the women herself, she is
learning the gaze of the flâneur, and this detached mode of observation eventually will
enable Carrie to successfully pass when she arrives in New York.
The urban is an ideal space to negotiate such passings, for the city has a “superficial
and adventitious character [that] tends to complicate social relationships and to produce new
and divergent individual types” (Park, Burgess, and McKenzie 40). Class passing, even at the
turn of the twentieth century, is inherent in ideals of capitalism and individualism, such that
critics and readers often overlook its existence. So intoxicating is the paradigm of upward
mobility that “class performances and classed acts that appear right in front of our noses”
slip by without commentary “merely because the desire for class mobility seems as
normative and opaque as the American Dream itself. … Class-passing simply has been
normed so intrinsically that it no longer stands out, much like whiteness” (Foster ClassPassing 3). When a white woman like Carrie Meeber aspires to a higher social and economic
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class, she must operate within ideals for white female behavior to deliver her performance.
Carrie’s performances change depending on the space she occupies, and thus have different
behavioral shadings and variations in a theater, in a restaurant, or at a dinner in the home she
shares with Drouet, when she appears as his wife. Her performances of class, gender, and
race are always already in conversation with each other, and they rely on discursive and
embodied norms, stereotypes, and expectations that engender successful performances. Such
performances must be understood as contextual, dependent on space.19 As an aspirational
character, indeed as a flâneuse, Carrie must learn to negotiate myriad city spaces and craft
her performances to build a successful career and social life. In this way, she becomes a
proto-chick lit heroine, for Kate Reddy will also encounter challenges and negotiate gender,
class, and racial performances at the turn of the twenty-first century.
Judith Butler argues that we have seen certain gendered modes of dress, behavioral
cues, and attitudes repeated so consistently that we begin to perceive them as “natural” to
either the male or female sex.20 Once a subject understands the behaviors and physical
characteristics expected of an identity marked by class, race, and gender, she can engage in
the appropriate “psychological, social, and cultural movement” (Davis ix) to pass. For Carrie,
transforming her dress and behavior allows her to become a member of the white uppermiddle class after she learns the proper social behavior from Drouet. The urbanized
perspective she learns through flânerie allows her to move comfortably in the social sphere
19

Such performance, or passing, then, “is a movement in gesture as well as in space: a
psychological, social, cultural movement signaling both a reconfiguration of the self and a
consolidation of one’s cultural identity, but not a valuation of one’s physical body” (Davis
ix).
20 Butler discusses her theory of performativity and the notion of cultural intelligibility in
both Gender Trouble and Bodies That Matter.
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of restaurants, the cultural sphere of theater, and the economic sphere of department stores.
Having mastered these lessons, Carrie is then able to procure work in New York City that
allows her to construct her subjectivity outside of the domestic sphere, marriage, and a
romantic relationship with a man.
Indeed, the nuances of Drouet’s teachings lead Carrie to “perceive the nature and
value of those little modish ways which women adopt when they would presume to be
something” (75). Carrie’s imaginative power, as well as the power of her desire, motivate her
to manipulate racial, gender, and sexual norms to rise above her class. Kaplan highlights the
aspirational nature of performance and desire in the novel, noting that Hurstwood and
Carrie “continually pursue an image of themselves as they might be—not as they are. Carrie
is enamored of the theater for the same reason she desires clothes, because she believes that
by dressing or by playing a part she can actually be transformed into the glamorous creature
of her fantasies” (149). Carrie’s pursuit of an idealized version of herself, then, relies on her
ability to improvise. She is utilizing “womanliness,” in the words of Joan Rivière, which can
be “assumed and worn as a mask, both to hide the possession of masculinity and to avert the
reprisals expected if she was found to possess it” (133).21 No matter the degree to which a
woman is performing gender, she is always already citing some expected notion of femininity
as dictated within racial and class norms, as well as within specific socio-cultural and
historical contexts. Carrie is not positioned in the novel as a masculine woman; in fact,
Dreiser employs essentialist notions of gender when he emphasizes the emotional depth of
Carrie’s intelligence and frequently attributes her successes to seemingly unconscious
21

For Rivière, there is no difference between “genuine womanliness and the ‘masquerade’.
My suggestion is not, however, that there is any such difference; whether radical or
superficial, they are the same thing” (133).
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feminine and affective abilities.22 Still, Carrie is trying to find agency within highly structured
cultures of gendered, racialized, and classed behaviors; she must, therefore, ascertain when to
position herself as particularly feminine to achieve an aim. As she comes to understand how
to perform white, middle-class femininity, Carrie quietly accumulates the small triumphs of
altering the way wealthy and stylish men see her, such that they “now gazed into her face
with a soft light in their eyes” (172). In turn, she experiences the power of a beautiful woman
in control of her appearance and the deft performance of gender.
Carrie’s gender performance—her “masquerade,” to use Rivière’s term—
immediately communicates visible and implied associations with a sought-after life of leisure
at the turn of the twentieth century. As markers of conspicuous consumption, clothing
becomes especially important to signaling the “non-productive consumption of time … as
an evidence of pecuniary ability to afford a life of idleness” (Veblen 43). The idealized
version of Hurstwood, with his suburban house and expensively-attired wife, that Carrie
(and readers) see in Chicago is the model of leisure. He even makes work look pleasurable as
he dines with clients, meets them at the theater, and engages in flirtations with beautiful
women. In New York, when Carrie and Hurstwood settle into their first, six-bedroom
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After Carrie’s first tryst with Hurstwood, the narrator remarks, “She was no talker. She
could never arrange her thoughts in fluent order. It was always a matter of feeling with her, strong
and deep. Each time there had been no sentence of importance which she could relate, and
as for the glances and sensations, what would reveal them?” (84; my emphasis). When Carrie
vows to find acting work in New York, Hurstwood realizes, “he had not conceived well of
her mental ability. That was because he did not understand the nature of emotional
greatness. He had never learned that a person might be emotionally—instead of
intellectually—great” (261). Near the end of the novel, Ames attributes Carrie’s successful
acting career not to her abilities and hard work, but to biologically-determined (feminine)
qualities, stating, “I don’t suppose you’re aware of it, but there is something about your eyes
and mouth which fits you for that sort of work.” He continues that it is Carrie’s “natural
look,” and then reiterates, “You probably are not aware of it” (341).
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apartment and she befriends the wealthier Vances, Carrie observes a marked difference
between the two relationships, especially noticing the wealthier couple is “refined and in
comfortable circumstances” (Dreiser 215) and Mr. Vance exudes a “comfortable
matrimonial state” (216). When Hurstwood charms Mrs. Vance, Carrie realizes she has
“subconsciously missed … the adroitness and flattery of which he was capable” (216). She
now has visible evidence of Hurstwood’s lack of affection and the emptiness of their spousal
performance.
Carrie also begins to recognize her own concerted effort to “class pass” in the tony
circles of the Vances. As she watches the husband and wife in their apartment, the power of
gender and class performance crystallizes for Carrie:
She also saw that she was not well dressed—not nearly as well dressed—as Mrs.
Vance. These were not vague ideas any longer. Her situation was cleared up for her. She felt
that her life was becoming stale, and therein she felt cause for gloom. The old
helpful, urging melancholy was restored. The desirous Carrie was whispered to
concerning her possibilities. (216; my emphasis)
For Carrie, observing Mrs. Vance serves as an awakening first to her own lack of material
goods, and then to measures required to attain them in the urban sphere. Carrie longs to be
an insider in Mrs. Vance’s world of well-dressed women and leisure activities. She longs for
the world of flânerie, but she remains disconnected from the consumer purchasing power
that Mrs. Vance possesses. As Bowlby highlights, “There is the same division here between
access to view and access to possession and participation: Carrie can see but not have, see
but not ‘be seen’ as ‘an equal’ to her companion [Mrs. Vance] or anyone else” (59). Carrie’s
“urging melancholy” (Dreiser 216) emphasizes the distance between her economic and social
situation and that of Mrs. Vance, a true flâneuse. Carrie may accompany Mrs. Vance to the
pleasures of watching and wandering through the city, learning about the behaviors and
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norms of the upper class to which she aspires. But without finances of her own that she
controls—something she will never get from her relationship with Hurstwood—Carrie
cannot rise into the upper class, and will remain in her provisional state of class-passing.
In the movement from indefinite to clear notions of dress and gender performance,
Carrie now uses in New York the lessons Drouet taught her in Chicago. According to
Veblen,
Probably at no other point is the sense of shabbiness so keenly felt as it is if we fall
short of the standard set by social usage in this matter of dress. It is true of dress in
even a higher degree than of most other items of consumption, that people will
undergo a very considerable degree of privation in the comforts or the necessaries of
life in order to afford what is considered a decent amount of wasteful consumption.
(168)
Carrie understands that women perform and communicate through their clothing—that,
according to Deborah Tannen, every choice she makes “marks” her class, race, gender, and
sexual availability (Tannen). As her melancholy entreats her to move beyond her stagnant,
sham marriage, there is a split in Carrie in which her desiring self pushes her toward action.
Carrie must master these cultural markings to access work in the theater, for she must appeal
to the ladies and gentlemen of the white leisure class.
One role that Carrie refuses to perform is passive wife. What sets Carrie apart from
contemporaneous protagonists Lily Bart or Edna Pontellier is her drive to achieve these
goals on her own. Carrie will make her own future, her own fortune, without having to
marry to do so. While she was once content to feel the “power and satisfaction” of male
attention, now “it did not wholly reassure her. She looked for nothing save what might come
legitimately and without the appearance of special favour. She wanted something, but no
man should buy her by false protestations of favour. She proposed to earn her living
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honestly” (Dreiser 172). Carrie chooses to reconstruct her subjectivity outside of patriarchal
authority and the institution of marriage. In the world of growing American consumerism,
women themselves are commodities and the conspicuous display of adorned wives brings
attention to men of the leisure class (Veblen 179). She rejects this gendered power structure,
however, instead insisting that she alone will determine her agency. She commits to a
philosophy of honesty and pledges to make her own salary.23 Carrie illustrates a question that
Dreiser poses in interviews he conducted for Success magazine: does an individual’s success
ultimately stem from outside circumstances or inherent capacities? According to Kaplan,
Dreiser found “the solution of hard work to bridge any gap between those alternatives”
(126).24 It is Carrie’s hard work—and, indeed, her dedication to finding work—that sets her
apart from Hurstwood. As he fails week after week to obtain work that will support them
and raise them back into the middle class, Carrie understands her reality. As long as she
remains with Hurstwood, she will be falling, not rising. Carrie “did not forgot her own
difficult struggle in Chicago, but she did not forget either that she had never ceased trying”
(Dreiser 250). She refuses to surrender her agency and bind her future prospects to
Hurstwood. Unwilling to capitulate to the financial and emotional dependence criticized by
early twentieth-century feminists, Carrie maintains that her abilities will empower her to keep
trying for something better. With her sights set on upper-class comfort and independence,

23

Carrie initially asserts her desire to earn her own salary in Chicago, when she and Drouet
end their relationship (160).
24 Kaplan notes that Success magazine was targeted at younger men and included “examples
of public figures who rose to prominence through ‘application of industry and will-power’”
(125). Given Sister Carrie’s investment in tracing Carrie’s career, however, this philosophy
also applies to her efforts to find gainful employment and then build her career.
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Carrie strives for an outcome different from that of her working-class sister Minnie or the
upper-middle-class Mrs. Hurstwood.
All along, even from her early days in Chicago, Carrie “felt that she could do things if
she only had a chance” (112). When Carrie learns that she and Hurstwood are down to their
last $100, she “began to see that she herself had been drifting” (260). While hobnobbing
with the Vances, Carrie fantasizes about working as an actor; now, however, she understands
the gravity of her financial situation and sees paid work as essential. Thus, Carrie “secretly
resolved to try. It didn’t matter about him. She was not going to be dragged into poverty and
something worse to suit him. She could act. She could get something and then work up”
(261). Carrie imagines a new narrative for herself that is based in a career, a chance at the
“good life” in which she can flourish through public engagement, with her subject formation
located outside of heteronormativity and marriage. She does not project a vision of
entitlement; she does not need to be the star. Rather, she will commit to advancing in the
field and supporting herself. In this sense, she is both a classic Horatio Alger–style
individualist and a proto–chick lit heroine who believes in her capabilities and yet still fancies
a posh, successful future. Crucially, Carrie sees work as an escape from being trapped in a
(fictitious) marriage to Hurstwood, foreshadowing Hirshman’s argument in Get to Work that
the “good life” for women involves mentally-stimulating work, as well as prefiguring the
dilemma faced by chick lit heroine Kate Reddy. In realizing that she must own her labor,
Carrie steps outside of gender norms and disregards Hurstwood’s patriarchal authority—
particularly when she realizes that his anxiety about her potential successes drives his actions.
Through these two characters, Dreiser consistently puts women’s labor in
conversation with men’s, as he interweaves the Carrie and Hurstwood storylines. Especially
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after their arrival in New York, it is clear that Hurstwood does not possess Carrie’s ability to
successfully perform gender, class, and race in a new context.25 He lacks her fluidity, and his
static performance hampers effective movement between social and economic classes. He
also lacks Carrie’s ability to read an audience and deliver a winning performance that will
achieve intended results. Because of Drouet’s lessons in mastering the urbanized perspective
of the flânuer, Carrie understands how to behave within appropriate gender, class, and race
codes in a new urban space, with spectators perceiving her as a member of a higher class
until she arrives financially.26 In New York, Carrie constructs her subjectivity as a desiring
subject who finds rewarding work and gains the coveted status of sophisticated urban
dwellers like the Vances, who are free to pursue leisure activities and acquire leisure
commodities. For her, work becomes the route to both independence and consumer buying
power that will enable active participation in the public life of the city, as well as continued
personal and professional growth.

25

Hurstwood struggles to perform middle-class masculinity in a new urban context where he
has no marital contacts to fall back upon, no legitimate wife or family to utilize in his
performance. “His clothes were very good and his appearance still excellent, but it involved the
trouble of deluding. … Not that he wished to be less well-appearing, but that he was ashamed to
belie his appearance by incongruous appeals. So he hesitated, wondering what to do” (241;
my emphasis). Hurstwood resists taking the measures required to “delude” through his
gender and class performance. He is stuck in the past and in the image that people
perceive—he cannot see that he has the ability to control his prospects if he will only go to
the “trouble” of performing gender and class within a new context.
26 In Benjamin’s 1935 version of “Paris, Capital of the Nineteenth Century,” he describes
the reciprocity between the flâneur and the crowd: “The flâneur still stands on the
threshold—of the metropolis as of the middle class. Neither has him in its power yet. In
neither is he at home. He seeks refuge in the crowd” (Arcades 10). The mobility of the
flâneur allows him to move between social and economic classes; as a metropolitan onlooker
he becomes proficient in passing between different social contexts. Crucially, though, he
always maintains his independence, for neither the crowd nor the middle class “has him in
its power yet.”
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Of course, the fact that work—and not marriage to a wealthy man—is what finally
empowers Carrie to move up the economic and social ladder is crucial. For Dreiser, Carrie’s
construction of subjectivity is always in tandem with consumer culture, for access to and
display of commodities mark the subject formation of city dwellers at the turn of the
twentieth century.27 Carrie eventually earns her own salary and thus has authority over her
purchasing power, making her a clear forerunner to the chick lit heroine who playfully tries
to construct her subjectivity both within and against the dominance of the global consumer
marketplace. With the rise of the spectacle of the department store and urban commercial
activity during Dreiser’s time, owning this financial ability is significant for a woman.28 Carrie
has absorbed the importance of a flexible, metropolitan perspective, and she actively
fashions her class, gender, and sexual appeal, both on the stage and within the theater of the
street. Having learned from both Drouet and Mrs. Vance the role that clothing and
commodities play in joining the middle and upper classes, yet still wanting autonomy, Carrie
determines that work will be the most effective method of accessing the “good life” and its
attendant material rewards.

27

See Friedberg’s Window Shopping (34), Bowlby’s Just Looking (18-34), and Benjamin’s The
Arcades Project (446).
28 In Just Looking, Bowlby asserts, “What is by definition one’s own, one’s very identity or
individuality, is at the same time something which has to be put on, acted or worn as an
external appendage, owned as a property nominally apart from the bodily self” (28). In “Class,
Culture, and Capital in Sister Carrie,” Nina Markov argues that Carrie obtains economic
capital but struggles to properly display her financial success with the right objects of cultural
capital (5-6). See also Friedberg: “It was precisely while these changes in the observer were
occurring in the nineteenth century that women were changing their social role and were
allowed a new and more public access to mobility through urban space. As consumers,
women had a new set of social prerogatives in which their social powerlessness was crossed
with new paradoxes of subjective power” (35).
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Because of the material rewards she will attain, Carrie will no longer be
insignificant—she will have worth. At the beginning of her New York acting career, she is
amazed with the theater, but she quickly sees the potential it offers to raise her self-respect:
The wonder of it awed and delighted her. Blessed be its wondrous reality. How hard
she would try to be worthy of it. It was above the common mass, above idleness,
above want, above insignificance. People came to it in finery and carriages to see. It
was ever a center of light and mirth. And here she was of it. Oh, if she could only
remain, how happy would be her days! (269)
Carrie promises herself that she will work hard and, in turn, increase her value, both in her
own eyes and in the eyes of the audience and her managers. Dreiser stresses this idea by
inserting “above” four times in one sentence. She sees the luxury of her audience and vows
to rise to a new level of subjectivity. No longer will Carrie be idle like Hurstwood; no longer
will Carrie yearn for the items on display in department store windows. In seeing work as a
path to self-worth, Carrie heralds Hirshman’s argument that we must change the rhetoric of
debates surrounding women and work to highlight the idea of value that is so important to
constructing a flourishing female subjectivity. That Carrie arrives at this perspective on her
first day of work demonstrates the importance of something outside the domestic sphere—
centered around public engagement—to claiming agency.
In fact, Carrie is more energized mentally at the end of a hard day’s work than she
ever was when she was play-acting as Drouet’s wife or serving as Hurstwood’s domestic
support. One evening, after Carrie has received coaching on stage presence and dancing, she
“came away worn enough in body, but too excited in mind to notice it. She meant to go
home and practise her evolutions as prescribed. She would not err in any way” (270). She is
more intellectually alive than she was when she was socializing, lunching, and going to the
theater with her friend Mrs. Vance. As she builds a positive reputation, Carrie “was
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delighted. She began to feel that she had a place in the world. People recognised ability”
(283). Her sense of identity and confidence are growing through her work. She begins to
understand that she has the power to develop a legitimate career, in which she can work
toward the “good life” ideals of freedom and liberty. No longer under paternalistic authority,
Carrie gains more control over her life, all of which she comes by honestly through hard
work and talent. Carrie has found a place where she can pursue the kind of flourishing life
called for by Hirshman. Furthermore, she separates herself from a life of what Olive
Schreiner called sex parasitism (293) and commits to herself, her career, and a future of her
own making, outside of the domestic sphere and traditional gender roles.
Dreiser is careful to construct Carrie’s commitment to her career through the
sentimental trope of helping a friend in need. As she prospers emotionally, intellectually, and
financially, Carries attracts the devotion of her friend Lola Osborne, who observes Carrie’s
rising star and hopes to gain access to the “good life” with Carrie’s help. The narrator notes,
Little Osborne could never of herself amount to anything. She seemed to realise it in
a sort of pussy-like way and instinctively concluded to cling with her soft little claws
to Carrie. … Timid as Carrie was, she was strong in capability. The reliance of others
made her feel as if she must, and when she must she dared. Experience of the world and of
necessity was in her favour. No longer the lightest word of a man made her head
dizzy. She had learned that men could change and fail. Flattery in its most palpable
form had lost its force with her. It required superiority—kindly superiority—to move
her—the superiority of a genius like Ames. (303; my emphasis)
What is fascinating here is the idea that Carrie needs a reason to “dare” to succeed in her
career. The narrator emphasizes that Carrie is not simply succeeding because of her looks,
but because she possesses the talent and drive to do so. Carrie feels the burden of
supporting herself, and she still feels the burden of supporting Hurstwood. In Dreiser’s use
of the word “dare,” he suggests that Carrie must have both courage and fortitude to rise to
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the challenges presented to her. The young girl from Columbia City, “full of the illusions of
ignorance and youth” (1), could not have dreamed of such a successful career on the stage
and such a thriving independent life in New York City.
Equally as important to this passage is Carrie’s growing lack of concern over the
opinions of men. Carrie continues to turn away from patriarchal approval. As she gains
confidence in her career and abilities, she doubts the sincerity of men. She doubts the ability
of a man of average intelligence to make a positive impact on her life. Whereas male
attention was something Carrie craved when spending time with Mrs. Vance, she
understands that Hurstwood’s attention—and his projections onto Carrie as an object he
must possess—has “lost its force” (303). She simply does not look to a romantic male
companion for approval any more. Hurstwood has shown Carrie how far a man can fall, and
his failure is disagreeable. Yet, ironically, his unpalatable state is also what motivates Carrie to
pursue stage work in the first place. Carrie’s shift is characteristic of realistic fiction,
according to Eric J. Sundquist, which depicts the “agitation over the breakdown of
traditional sexual roles” (17). In addition, Hugh Witemeyer notes that Dreiser revives the
military imagery from earlier in the novel to emphasize Carrie’s movement away from
traditional gender roles: “after her period of relative quiescence with Hurstwood, Carrie has
once more taken up arms in the struggle for fortune” (237). Once Carrie realizes that
Hurstwood (and to a much lesser extent Lola) is depending on her, she dares to construct
her subjectivity outside of the confines of marriage. Cast as a soldier on stage, Carrie
becomes her own hero offstage, rescuing herself when Hurstwood cannot.
However, the fact that Carrie cannot satisfy her desires, the fact that Carrie ends the
novel rocking in her chair by the window, suggests the cultural ambivalence toward work as
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the salve for questions about female subjectivity.29 According to Leslie Fiedler, “Even Carrie,
though she has the kind of success denied her seducer, and achieves the material comforts of
which she once scarcely knew how to dream, cannot find happiness in her career as an
actress or in herself” (Love and Death 252). This issue is seen most poignantly in Sister Carrie
through the heroine’s acquaintance with Ames. Although this character occupies only a small
place in the novel, like Sally Godfrey in Richardson’s Pamela and Lily in Lauren Weisberger’s
The Devil Wears Prada, Ames’s influence over the narrative is irrevocable. Carrie has reaped
the rewards of her successes: stylish living arrangements, well-received performances in
London, steady work upon her return to New York, favorable reviews from critics. She has a
true friendship with Lola and genial relationships with colleagues. Moreover, Carrie has
attained enough success in her career so that she does not need to have a husband (or lover)
who will support her or provide legitimacy.
Although Carrie no longer needs validation from Drouet and Hurstwood, ultimately
her career success is still dependent on male approval. It is Ames (and the patriarchal
authority he represents) who changes Carrie’s opinion of her circumstances:
She could hardly tell why the one-time keen interest in him was no longer with her.
Unquestionably, it was because at that time he had represented something which she
did not have; but this she did not understand. Success had given her the momentary
feeling that she was now blessed with much of which he would approve. As a matter
of fact, her little newspaper fame was nothing at all to him. He thought she could
have done better, by far.

29

According to Philip Fisher, the rocking chair is a “miniaturized and domesticated”
expression of technology. This “American object domesticated and routinized the steady
motion of work, turning it into a lulling relaxation … [It] permits one to rest and move at
the same time, canceling motion’s effects by allowing it to recur in the same fixed spot. …
The state is one of striking in-betweenness” (260). Carrie is a liminal figure who learns to
pass among different cultural and socio-economic contexts, and thus embodies the “inbetweenness” required of an improvisational character.
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“You didn’t go into comedy-drama, after all?” he said, remembering her
interest in that form of art.
“No,” she answered; “I haven’t; so far.”
He looked at her in such a peculiar way that she realised she had failed. It
moved her to add: “I want to, though.”
“I should think you would,” he said. “You have the sort of disposition that
would do well in comedy-drama.” (Dreiser 339-340)30
With Ames, there is not the dramatic difference between female success and male failure that
exists between Carrie and Hurstwood. Nor is there the anxiety that arises within the CarrieDrouet relationship, in which the woman no longer needs the man’s social and financial
support for her identity. Ames voices an anti-consumerist, anti-capitalist perspective: mere
financial success will not ensure the “good life.” A thriving career does provide material
comforts, but it does not guarantee flourishing will happen for Carrie. Interestingly, Ames
appraises Carrie’s career through an aesthetic register; he does not judge her success as a
woman, but rather judges her success within the “lighter” fare of comedies. To Ames’s
mind, Carrie should be engaged in more serious, dramatic productions. In short, Ames
functions as a voice that questions Carrie’s successes so much that she reverses the
“momentary feeling” of being one of the fortunate ones who has worked hard and have
been rewarded in the capitalist system for their successes.

30

It is clear that Ames considers comedy-drama superior to, and more serious than, comedy.
Witemeyer refers to comedy-drama as “melodrama”— a “woman’s” genre that is itself often
maligned for its overly sentimental characters and plots—and claims Ames’s preference for
comedy-drama over comedy is “a serious reason for doubting the wisdom that Dreiser
imputes to him” (238). Arguably, comedy-drama is no more or less problematic than the
comedies in which Carrie has previously acted. Comedy-drama would, however, allow a
more emotional treatment of serious social issues, which supports Kaplan’s assertion that
Sister Carrie is a sentimental novel: “Sentimentality in Sister Carrie does not simply lurk as a
vestige of a residual convention, it is recontextualized and given new life in Dreiser’s
aesthetics of consumption” (140).
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All along, Carrie’s survival has depended on her ability to accurately read a particular
context and tailor her performance of class, race, and gender to that audience.31 She has
honed her ability to read and negotiate her new contexts from Chicago to New York City,
and this ability allows her to class pass and elevate herself beyond the barriers of a smalltown mindset, beyond the working-class domestic servitude her sister Minnie endures.
Gwendolyn Audrey Foster highlights the crucial intersections between gender and class
passing: “In a gendered context, the class-passing subject is seen as a threat to the social
order,” even if the narrative on some levels extols the heroine’s triumphs. “Issues of
fragmentation and one’s identity are not always easily glossed over. The class-passing identity
can come apart easily if just one thread is pulled from her newly constructed self” (ClassPassing 42). Carrie has fashionable clothing, a carriage to transport her around the city,
friendship, and critical triumph (Dreiser 353).32 She has accumulated the objects and
acquired the situation that should signal the pinnacles of American individualism: success,
reputation, and financial security.
But through Ames, Dreiser rejects such a facile conclusion in which Carrie is
perfectly contented, fulfilled by making her way in the great city. There is no clichéd “happy
31

Sundquist argues that a number of authors, including Dreiser, James, and Wharton,
emphasize that conscious performance is crucial in an “environment in which one lives and
expresses the necessity of masks and disguises in mastering that environment,” for the
subject “is at constant risk of surrendering its powers of will and is therefore willing to
perform the many roles necessary to survive in the theater of social manners” (14).
32 According to Fisher, “The importance of clothes in Sister Carrie arises from the choice that
one can exercise over clothes as a conspicuous performance of prospective being. Drouet
seduces Carrie by buying her the clothes that would be the appropriate costume only for the
role of his mistress. The clothes are ones that she could not even explain let alone wear were
she to stay in her role of working girls at her sister’s flat. Similarly, Carrie’s first acting jobs in
New York translate into the paradoxical ability to buy the clothes for the role of a young
actress. … Because clothes can be changed more rapidly than apartments, they become a
more sensitive index to changes of state. Clothes are one’s address” (270).
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ending” for Carrie; rather, “In her rocking-chair she sat, when not otherwise engaged—
singing and dreaming” (Dreiser 353). Finally, it appears that Carrie no longer possesses the
ability to read her new context. Dreiser’s conclusion suggests that one must continue
improvising the construction of subjectivity, deploying the detached, urbanized gaze of the
flâneur to accurately read each different context anew and perform class, gender, and race
successfully to survive in a capitalist society. What could have been a tale of happiness and
achievement—indeed of the American Dream—is thus tempered by the presence of Ames,
who complicates Carrie’s rise and reminds readers that prosperity and career are not quick
fixes for this heroine who is challenging social conventions.33
Philip Fisher argues, “At the peak of the hierarchy of work that Dreiser has
constructed is the actress. Her self, her inner emotional being, is what is sold to the ticket
buyers. The objects have vanished entirely. The personality and vitality alone remain to sell”
(266). Carrie may be at the pinnacle of the work hierarchy, and she may have a successful
career and independence—qualities of the “good life.” Yet the novel still questions the
notion that work will provide fulfillment for its heroine. In this way, Sister Carrie serves as a
prescient model for chick lit, foreshadowing anxieties surrounding women and work that
appear in the genre. Carrie lays the groundwork for chick lit heroines (both American and
British) through her willingness to fend for herself in the great city. In her desire to construct
her subjectivity through work, Carrie prefigures the dilemma of the chick lit heroine through
her understanding that for a woman to succeed, she must be able to successfully perform
33

Reflecting that in the end even Ames cannot bring about contentment in Carrie, Fred See
comments, “No object of desire is significant; desire alone has meaning; and the meaning of
this desire is that it cannot signify a final goal. Carrie at the end of the novel is no different
from Carrie at the beginning, ‘responding with desire to everything most lovely in life, yet
finding herself turned as by a wall’” (135).
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gender, class, and race, as well as discern how crucial these modes of performance are for
potential access to happiness and the “good life.”

I Don’t Know How She Ends Up Saving A Dollhouse Factory
Although the art of flânerie and the gaze of the flâneur are crucial to Carrie’s
development in Sister Carrie, they prove to be less relevant to Kate Reddy in I Don’t Know
How She Does It. Flânerie is a phase in Carrie’s development, a technique she learns from
Drouet in Chicago and hones with Mrs. Vance in New York. Especially before she embarks
on her successful career, Carrie possesses the leisure time that a flâneuse requires to stroll
along city streets and observe her urban domain. Working mother Kate Reddy does not have
the free time required of the flâneuse; in fact, she has no time for wandering and watching,
for she is constantly dashing from commitments at home to work appointments. Although
she does shop occasionally, she is always rushed, and rarely has downtime alone in the city in
which she could adopt the detached, unhurried gaze of the flâneuse.
As a working mother, Kate’s dilemma illustrates the double-bind that many
professional women have been struggling with for decades.34 Like Carrie Meeber, Kate grew
up in a working class home outside a major urban center in the north of England.35 Now
relocated to a stylish North London neighborhood with her husband and two small children,
Kate’s story is a sometimes-humorous first-person account of the attempt to balance
motherhood and career. At home she feels pressure to keep up with “perfect” stay-at-home
34

Literary explorations of this double-bind stretch back at least as far as 1871 with Elizabeth
Stuart Phelps’ The Silent Partner.
35 As with previous chapters, I have deliberately selected texts from both the United States
and the United Kingdom in order to highlight the transatlantic nature of the chick lit genre.
See Stephanie Harzewski’s Chick Lit and Postfeminism (17).
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mothers who bake homemade sweets for the school bake sale, while at work she feels
pressure to hide her home life in a masculine office where “Money doesn’t know what sex
you are” (Pearson 26), a philosophy Kate finds liberating given the importance of gender
performance to her job.36 As one of only three women working in a firm with over sixty
fund managers, Kate must fashion her gender, class, and race performances to fit the
aggressive, white patriarchal culture of Edwin Morgan Forster (EMF). As her friend Debra, a
lawyer and mother, admonishes, “they don’t want to be reminded that you have a life,
stupid” (20). At home, Kate’s marriage to Richard, a gentle, lower-earning architect, is falling
apart, and her guilty conscience keeps her up at night making “MUST REMEMBER” lists so
that she can fulfill the ideal promised by the stereotype of the superwoman working mother.
The novel approaches the realm of social critique only to retreat because, as a complaint
narrative, it can come close to the political sphere, but it cannot genuinely engage with social
commentary.
As it does with Carrie, urban space proves important to Kate’s successes, to her
ability to move between her work and personal lives, and to her ability to effectively pass at
work. Kate’s gender, class, and race performances do not end when she leaves work for the
day, however. She must pass as a worker—not a mother—within the world of work. And
when she returns to her North London home she must then also pass as a mother—not a
worker—within a domestic ideal worshipped by the mothers whose children attend Kate’s

36

Kerstin Fest argues that in chick lit, “the heroine’s femininity in the workplace is a
concern” (44). She demonstrates the postfeminist nature of chick lit, situated within the
rhetoric of choice that demands women choose either work or motherhood. Fest continues,
“The ‘good’ woman is expected to neglect her work and prioritize her private life. Women’s
professional success is very often linked with a lack of femininity and presented as a threat to
the heroine and to her private personal relationships” (45).
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daughter’s school. Because of her salary, Kate has access to the resources of a major urban
center: gourmet goods for birthday parties and school functions, in-home nanny, personal
relationship with her cab driver, consumer buying power to outfit herself with designer
clothing for work. The fact that the “mosaic of little worlds” in London “touch but do not
interpenetrate” (Park, Burgess, and McKenzie 40) works to Kate’s benefit, for it allows her
to correlate different sectors of the city to different aspects of her identity. So she dresses the
part of mother in North London in her Gap sweatshirts, and then she puts on her “finest
Armani armor: a crow-black suit” (Pearson 301) when she passes among the different ethical
and social spheres of the city.
Kate’s work atmosphere in the city also provides something that was lacking for so
many women of Kate’s mother’s generation: escape from domesticity. Pearson seems well
aware of the benefits Kate gleans from her time at work, noting that upon Kate’s return to
her office one afternoon, “Walking through the front door of Edwin Morgan Forster, I am
grateful for its cool echoing spaces, for the clip-clop of marble underfoot, for the way the lift
welcomes me without protest to its mirrored interior” (114). Kate finds comfort in this
public space; there is a calmness that soothes, even as she is entering the high-pressure world
of finance and hedge funds. The crisp emptiness of the foyer appeals to Kate; away from the
domestic sphere, she actually has time to relish these small details, to appreciate the noises
and spaces through which she moves without the constant demands of small children. There
is tranquility here, a space of intellectual engagement that helps Kate find access to the
“good life.”
Yet in spite of these “cool echoing spaces” and the promise attached to the
meritocracy of the corporate world, Kate still feels like an imposter, someone who
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consistently must deliver successful gender, class, and race performances in order to
maintain access to this world. Kate, like Carrie, is marked and unmarked simultaneously by
gender and class, race and sexuality, respectively. Both characters are heterosexual and white,
yet neither of these signifiers is explicitly discussed in the novels. Although both characters
must negotiate subjectivity within the registers of heteronormativity and whiteness, neither
register is clearly articulated.37 By contrast, constructs of class and gender are clear for Kate
and Carrie, and both authors candidly detail the methods of class-passing required for these
characters to rise above their working-class backgrounds, all the while managing their gender
performances to coalesce with ideologies of whiteness, work, and class. Foster refers to the
practice of obliquely conveying assumed categories like heterosexuality and whiteness as
“denarration.” Denarration functions through an absence of direct statements about
whiteness and/or class; instead, both are communicated through other present identifiers,
such that neither whiteness nor class is explicitly stated yet both are clearly communicated
(Performing 19).
Kate’s race and subjectivity are denarrated through Pearson’s simile comparing the
status of an unmarked white female worker to the status of an immigrant worker in London.
This underscores that Kate feels marked simply for circulating in a world that has
37

According to Ruth Frankenberg, “To speak of whiteness is, I think, to assign everyone a
place in the relations of racism. It is to emphasize that dealing with racism is not merely an
option for white people—that, rather, racism shapes white people’s lives and identities in a
way that is inseparable from other facets of daily life” (White Women 6). I would add that
heterosexuality functions in a similar fashion, and that heterosexism shapes subject
formation. An unmarked sexuality is certainly one powerful aspect of daily life that informs
the construction of identity. See also Frankenberg’s edited collection Displacing Whiteness:
Essays in Social and Cultural Criticism. For an analysis of the language of white racism and
notions of whiteness, see The Everyday Language of White Racism by Jane H. Hill. It is especially
helpful to think about how “white isolation” (2) functions in Sister Carrie, where there appear
to be no non-white characters.
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traditionally been the preserve of white male economic power. Kate has just received a lastminute assignment requiring her to represent EMF’s commitment to diversity in order to
win an ethical pension account. In her frustration, she reflects on the prevailing sexism that
makes her feel like a foreigner:
The way I look at it, women in the City are like first-generation immigrants. You get
off the boat, you keep your eyes down, work as hard as you can and do your
damnedest to ignore the taunts of ignorant natives who hate you just because you
look different and you smell different and because one day you might take their job.
And you hope. You know it’s probably not going to get that much better in your
own lifetime, but just the fact that you occupy the space, the fact that they had to put
a Tampax dispenser in the toilet—all that makes it easier for the women who come
after you. (Pearson 121)
By comparing the status of women to that of immigrants in a new country, Kate participates
in a hierarchy that constructs the London business world as the province of white males.
Pearson is trafficking in binary oppositions—immigrant versus native—as well as racialized
and classed stereotypes.38 The white male “natives” of the financial district are cleaner and
smell less; their bodies do not require sanitary products to manage corporeal excess. For
Kate, the “natives” conform to norms of sex and race and do not present otherness to this
urban space. She seems to take for granted that workers to whom she refers are white, for
38

Binary oppositions in twentieth-century critical theory derive from Ferdinand de
Saussure’s structuralist and linguistic theories. He argues, “Language is a system of
interdependent terms in which the value of each term results solely from the simultaneous
presence of others” (83). Binary oppositions rely on two components that can never be
separated: both parts must be present in order to understand the whole and to discover the
presence of truth. Poststructuralist thinkers Michel Foucault and Jacques Derrida further
develop conceptions of binary oppositions and work to destabilize them; later feminist
(Hélène Cixious), gender (Judith Butler), and critical race theorists (Paul Gilroy) work to
subvert binary oppositions and the hierarchies that accompany them. According to Rivkin
and Ryan, Derridean theory posits, “Everything that exists as an object or a thing, that can
be present to our minds and known, is so only in so much as it is different from something
else, and to think its identity as what it is (one of the tasks that philosophy sets for itself),
one must suppress and ignore the differentiating process that constitutes it” (Rivkin and
Ryan 339-340).
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nonwhite males would presumably be subject to a metaphorical or literal immigrant status.
Although problematic, Pearson’s critique does imply that women in the workforce can evoke
fear and anxiety in their white, male coworkers. Here, it is anxiety produced by the fear that
the “native” men are replaceable by “immigrant” women—which in itself relies on outdated
notions of separate spheres and biological determinism, such that finance and public trading
are exclusively the male sphere.
Kate’s gender and class performances in the workplace are markedly different from
Carrie Meeber’s, for Kate’s occupation does not revolve around an acknowledged
performance, as Carrie’s does on the stage. For Kate, the performance of class and gender at
work involves hiding the evidence of motherhood. She must, in essence, pass as a
nonmother in order to conform to the predominantly white, male world of finance at EMF.
By contrast, in her gendered, classed, and raced performance as a single woman, Carrie
remains unmarked by reproduction and the ties of domesticity that her sister Minnie, for
instance, hopes to escape because her own home life is so stifling. Kate must still negotiate
the (hetero)sexual dynamics of the workplace, where successful performances of whiteness,
class, and gender depend upon female subjects not being mothers. (Or, at the very least,
successful passing relies on there being no evidence of motherhood.) In chick lit, heroines
are free to pursue the “good life” through sexual relationships (even if they are fraught, as
we saw in Chapter 2), but Kate demonstrates that the “good life” depends on constructions
of female subjectivity that mask motherhood and the effects of procreative heterosexuality.
Many of the requirements for successful class passing at EMF are denarrated here. In the
following passage, Kate objects to the ways she must hide the evidence of her family life in
order to pass as a valued worked at EMF, where
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the desks of men with children are dense with photographs of their offspring. Before
you get to the computer and the blotter, you have to negotiate a three-day-event
course of family portraits: leather frames, mottled crocodile frames, double steel
frames with a copper hinge, witty Perspex cubes. A missing tooth here, a soccer goal
there; that skiing trip in February where Sophie wrapped her scarf around Dad’s
neck and they both turned to face the camera with Steinway smiles. A man is allowed
to advertise the fact that he is a father; it’s a sign of strength, a sign he is a good
provider. The women in the offices of EMF don’t tend to display pictures of their
kids. The higher they go up the ladder, the fewer the photographs. If a man has
pictures of kids on his desk, it enhances his humanity; if a woman has them it
decreases hers. Why? Because he’s not supposed to be home with the children; she
is. (261)
At EMF, individuals stage their identities as workers through a present/absent binary, where
certain attributes are made public and other attributes are hidden. As the passage indicates,
presences structure the male performances of whiteness and gender in Kate’s office, for men
“advertise” their families, which become status symbols, displayed as objects of conspicuous
consumption. Since the inception of Thorstein Veblen’s theory of the leisure class, wives
and children have served as representations of male wealth. While Veblen theorizes that
women are considered the “chief ornament” (180) of the household, the display of children’s
activities in Kate’s office communicates earning power. Framed photos on desktops, it
would seem, convey not only a male coworker’s “humanity,” but also hint that he is fulfilling
capitalist definitions of masculinity grounded in the financial marketplace (not to mention
his sexual potency).
However, if a woman has children at home, Pearson suggests, absences structure her
passing in order to emphasize her commitment to her employer. There is a second hierarchy
couched within these female performances, for women lower on the corporate ladder may
display photos on their no doubt smaller desks. But the more a woman gains power in the
workplace, the less she may broadcast her children and home life. According to Pearson,
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then, for women with children to climb the corporate ladder in finance, they must
demonstrate no evidence of motherhood, passing on some level as male workers. To thrive
at EMF and potentially maintain her access to the “good life,” Kate must perform gender,
whiteness, and class as if she is not responsible for pregnancy, childbearing, and nursing—
nor any substantial time away from the office required for childhood sickness.
The gendered double-standard in the office surfaces when Kate’s coworker Andrew
McManus announces he must leave midway through a meeting so he can attend his
daughter’s swimming competition. While everyone in the meeting—male and female—coos
over Andrew’s hands-on parenting, Kate knows better: that a female coworker would be
judged for this action while McManus is lionized.
Man announces he has to leave the office to be with his child for short recreational
burst and is hailed as selfless doting paternal role model. Woman announces she has
to leave the office to be with child who is on sickbed and is damned as disorganized,
irresponsible, and Showing Insufficient Commitment. For father to parade himself as
a Father is a sign of strength; for mother to out herself as a Mother is a sign of
appalling vulnerability. Don’t you just love equal opportunity? (Pearson 260)
Pearson’s blatant sarcasm aims to evoke commiseration from the reader—the cathartic snort
of recognition that momentarily transforms frustration with gendered double-standards into
the comfort promised by the shared affect of an intimate public. Her use of generic
signifiers—Man, Woman, Father, Mother—suggests the biological determinism that prevails
in her office, while the rhetorical question and unnecessary capitalization emphasize that
there is a hyperbolic understanding of gender roles at EMF. Pearson’s own rhetorical
choices emphasize that this novel is a “complaint narrative,” inviting sympathetic feelings
but stopping short of critique. Even more interesting is Kate’s usage of the language of
“outing,” typically invoked to convey the significant process of confessing sexual orientation,
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to suggest the inherent shame associated with motherhood. Kate later jokes in an email to
her good friend Debra that McManus is “practically knighted on the spot for services to
parenthood” when the same swim meet attended by a woman would incite the judgment of
being one of the “women slackers” (260). In both instances, Pearson is arguing that women
must consciously engage in class, gender, and race performances that are always managing
their appearance, outside activities, and family commitments to fit with the narrative of male,
middle-class whiteness that dominates this office culture.
Within the narrative, Kate’s successful performance of class, gender, and whiteness
allows her to gain access to the corporate ladder at EMF, opening up the chance for her to
pursue the “good life” promised through intellectual engagement in the public sphere.
Rhetorically, however, Kate’s whiteness is also performed—or denarrated—for readers
primarily in contrast to her young Sri Lankan co-worker, Momo Gumeratne. Momo is the
only nonwhite worker in Kate’s firm, and her subject location complements the novel’s main
action dramatizing Kate’s struggle between work and motherhood. Momo performs as a
“buddy, servant, and helpmate but also as a necessary ingredient in the … racial makeup to
fully mark the whiteness of the nuclear family” (Foster Performing 7). As an unofficial mentor
to Momo, Kate helps her learn the unspoken gender codes for EMF’s female employees:
dress stylishly in designer high-heel shoes that show off one’s legs; expect sexual innuendos
and verbal wordplay from male coworkers. Kate is torn between brutal honesty that risks
shattering Momo’s hopes about a gender-progressive workplace and tactical resistance that
eludes the proper channels but nets social and financial gains.
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Kate’s and Momo’s friendship complicates notions of work and choice and
demonstrates how anxieties about women and work are bifurcated.39 Earlier Kate has noted
the damned-if-you-do, damned-if-you-don’t mentality that prevails in postfeminist
discussions about work versus motherhood for middle- and upper-middle class white
women, an issue still being debated among third-wave feminisms.40 But race plays a crucial
factor here, for Momo, the nonwhite, single woman, voices the pro-work argument, while
Kate, the white mother, articulates the pro-stay-at-home-mothering argument. This aligns
with racialized ideologies about women, work, and motherhood; as Stephanie Coontz
highlights, some women have always been expected to balance work and motherhood (Strange
179).
Significantly, none of the stay-at-home mothers in I Don’t Know How She Does It
actively voice an argument in favor of leaving work. Instead the argument comes through
the example of Jill Cooper-Clark, the late wife of the EMF CEO, who left a civil service
career to stay home with three children. Jill cannot speak on her own behalf, having recently
died of cancer, so Kate serves as Jill’s mouthpiece: “She’d have been running the Home
Office by now, but she decided to run her own home instead. She just didn’t think that she
and [her husband] Robin could both have ballbreaking jobs without the children being
39

The Kate-Momo friendship recasts the Carrie-Lola Osborne friendship in several ways.
Most obviously, Carrie and Lola are both white, and thus participate in a similar racial
formation. I Don’t Know How She Does It portrays a cross-cultural friendship with Kate and
Momo, although race does not seem to be an overt factor in their relationship. In Sister
Carrie, Lola initially has more theater experience and gives Carrie career advice. Shortly,
Carrie’s career far surpasses Lola’s and Carrie eventually tends to Lola’s material needs. In I
Don’t Know How She Does It, Kate begins as Momo’s mentor and remains in that role
throughout the novel, upholding an age and experience hierarchy.
40 According to Fest, an “unease about women’s relation to paid labor [is] still palpably
present” in chick lit. “The implication that work and ‘true’ femininity don’t quite go together
is a major motif in today’s popular novels written for a young female readership” (43-44).
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affected. She said she tried to believe it was possible, but her heart wouldn’t let her” (219).
As Kate defends Jill’s decision to Momo (and to readers), Momo reacts with sadness,
commenting, “I mean, what a waste to end up doing nothing with your life” (219).
Kate’s and Momo’s dialogue crystallizes twenty-first century anxieties and judgments
surrounding women, work, agency, and subjectivity. Pearson’s language reflects the gendered
rhetoric utilized in the workplace, but shows how that rhetoric relies on sexist notions of the
domestic sphere, as well. “Ballbreaking” jobs, it seems, can only ultimately be handled by the
male in the heterosexual couple, while the woman defers to notions of biological
determinism because her heart—the emotional register of the feminine and domestic—
would not allow her to continue working. Although major ideological shifts have occurred
about women and work—particularly upper-middle class white women, like Kate and Jill—
Momo demonstrates the opinion that without paid work as validation, a woman’s existence
does not have value.
Of course, there is no easy solution to the dilemma illustrated by Kate Reddy and her
friend Jill Cooper-Clark. However, it seems that Pearson hopes to provide a dénouement
that will satisfy both the pro-working and pro-staying home factions. In this sense, the novel
enacts the contradictions embodied in postfeminist debates about constructions of female
subjectivity and work. The problem is that Pearson relies on what Diane Negra identifies as
a “retreatist” fantasy to solve Kate’s dilemma:
Over and over again the postfeminist subject is represented as having lost herself but
then (re)achieving stability through … ‘coming home.’ (Indeed, one of
postfeminism’s master narratives is that of ‘retreatism,’ which operates as a powerful
device for shepherding women out of the public sphere.) Popular culture insistently
asserts that if women can productively manage home, time, work, and their
commodity choices, they will be rewarded with a more authentic, intact, and
achieved self. (5)
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Paramount to the “coming home” narrative is that the female subject chooses this path. This
narrative speaks to a number of ideologies: biological determinism in childrearing, the
corporate world as a corrupt influence on morality, essentialist notions of women as the
moral center of family life. Retreatism is a fantasy that conveniently provides a counternarrative to the “good life” in which flourishing and happiness come through intellectual
engagement in the public sphere. In the counter-narrative of retreatism, female subjects
discover more “authentic” (Negra 5) selves when culture defines the “good life” as residing
almost exclusively in the domestic sphere. Research from sociologists like Pamela Stone
demonstrates that women who have left the workforce to raise children are “wistful” about
this decision, and feel obliged to narrate this decision as wholly their choice. But only sixteen
percent of Stone’s interviewees claimed that leaving work permanently was their ultimate
goal in life (Coontz Strange 182). In this debate, Pearson strives to create a satisfying affective
closure, such that the novel conforms to the chick lit master narrative of a happy ending.
Juliette Wells, however, notes that the ending of Pearson’s novel is “highly controversial
among readers,” who are not satisfied to see that Kate “almost completely renounces career
ambition in favor of rededicating herself to the welfare of her children and husband” (54).
As much as I Don’t Know How She Does It tries to reduce Kate’s needs and desires to a
retreatist fantasy, it fails. After all, the retreatist fantasy cannot accommodate the
professional and personal growth Kate experiences as a worker and as a mother. No longer
able to negotiate the balance of work and motherhood, Kate moves with her husband,
Richard, and their two small children to Derbyshire, to a small town where her mother and
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sister live.41 Although Richard finds fulfilling architectural work, Kate must abandon her
career for this retreatist fantasy to operate. As a stay-at-home mother, Kate finds fleeting
pleasure in tending to her children’s daily routines, but she notes, “I was bored to the point
of manslaughter. … my cheeks ached from trying to keep my face looking friendly and
interested. Queuing in the local bank, I would find myself sneaking looks at the foreign
exchange rates. I have an awful feeling they thought I was planning a robbery” (Pearson
335). Pearson’s inability to envision a successful retreatist fantasy for Kate is indicated by the
brevity of this plot development. Kate’s post-work life is relegated to an epilogue, meriting a
scant eight pages of the novel.
Although Pearson does not fully implement the “choosing home” (Negra 34)
scenario, she nevertheless does not want to transgress it too radically; she does not want to
deliver a narrative that “operate[s] as [a] subversion[] of the approved social script” (Negra
34). Pearson’s solution to the failure of retreatism is to emphasize Kate’s role as a nurturer.
Just as Carrie Meeber feels that her work thrives because her friend Lola needs her, Kate
rejects retreatism because her little sister Julie desperately needs business expertise to save
the unprofitable dollhouse factory where she works.42 Ever the class, race, and gender
41

Pride and Prejudice fans will remember that Derbyshire is the county where Mr. Darcy’s
estate, Pemberley, is located.
42 Kate’s subjectivity, as well as that of Momo, her sister, and the other female factory
workers, is again structured by space. In the financial sector of London, Kate’s and Momo’s
intellectual labor is firmly situated in an urban center, where they can circulate among the
different spheres of the city, constructing subjectivity through the improvisation required of
different performances in different contexts. By contrast, the dollhouse factory is located
outside an urban space. In this factory-oriented small town, Kate is marked by class, race,
and education—all factors that work to her benefit in this context. But her sister and the
other female factory workers do not have the benefits of moving between different sectors
of the city, nor do they have the same options for the improvisation required to challenge
conventions of class, race, and gender that structure their work and home lives.
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performer, Kate exhumes her Armani business suit from the depths of her closet, because
she “wanted to look like the woman Julie had described to her colleagues. When I slipped
the jacket on, it was like being back in uniform: the gray wool impregnated with the smell of
power, of money being made and things getting done” (Pearson 335). Kate is grateful to
have this reason to re-engage with the world. Ultimately, she is saving the jobs of workingclass and immigrant women—the women who historically have been expected to work,
regardless of family commitments. Yet Kate must resume the nurturing role that she upheld
years ago when her parents were fighting. This keeps Kate in a maternal position, so that
even though she possesses the business acumen to potentially save Julie’s dollhouse
company, readers can still see Kate through a nurturing lens.
All of the performances that Kate turned away from in London—the passing
required of a working mother in the corporate world—seem forgotten. Kate can now swoop
in to save the day. To be sure, whiteness is part of this rescue fantasy, and Kate’s current
class status and educational background are denarrated in this final scene. After all, Kate will
not only save the jobs of white, working-class women like her sister, but she will also save
the jobs of Julie’s immigrant coworkers, “about forty seamstresses, many wearing the most
amazing saris … [who] parted as I arrived, and it was like walking through a flock of tropical
birds” (335). Wearing her armor of designer fashion and wielding a luxury American Express
card, Kate walks godlike through this workforce, parting the sea of nonwhite, non-middle
class women. Apparently, Pearson’s earlier critique that Kate Reddy is an immigrant outsider
in male-dominated London does not translate outside an urban center. But here, where Kate
is the white center and the Indian factory workers are decorative birds, Kate’s whiteness,
education, and work experience dominate. She has, in a sense, become the male model she
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aspired to when she passed at EMF. Of Kate’s heroic rescue of this dollhouse factory,
Heather Hewett asserts, “For the reader, it’s a relief to know that our heroine hasn’t
changed; the smart, unstoppable Kate Reddy is going to take the world by storm once more,
albeit on the slightly smaller scale and in the more feminine sphere of dollhouses” (125). But
Kate has changed, for Hewett neglects the importance of Kate leaving her beloved job to
narrow her focus to the needs of her husband and children. Prioritizing their concerns over
her own desire for a flourishing career that, for Kate, is absolutely part of the “good life”
contributes to the failure of the novel.
In addition, the fact that Kate will save a dollhouse factory is extremely problematic, for
it implies that Kate will now take an active role in reproducing the very gendered fantasies of
domesticity and retreatism that she has been fighting against throughout the novel. As a
microcosm of traditional, patriarchal fantasies of the “good life,” dollhouses introduce little
girls to domestic management as a form of gendered play. Through the pleasure derived
from this object, girls project fantasies of adulthood and a future of domestic bliss, such that
the dollhouse itself becomes always already endowed with ideological norms. The dollhouse
becomes a receptacle for gendered ideals about family and, by extension, work. Play,
domesticity, and pleasure become intimately intertwined. After all, someone has to take
charge of caring for the dollhouse, and Kate will eventually bear some responsibility for
reproducing and disseminating gendered ideologies about female subjectivity, work, family,
and agency.
Thus, the novel’s ending ultimately is frustrating, for it “does not provide any
answers or get us closer to thinking about work and family in new ways” (Hewett 130). Most
women cannot rely on the deus ex machina ending that Kate receives; business opportunities
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in general, much less those that conform to gendered ideals about women and work, do not
regularly drop into one’s lap. Nor do many women want to be relegated to gendered
businesses for their professional development. And that is what is most disappointing about
Pearson’s novel—it tries to create a disingenuous solution that oversimplifies the
complicated challenges and profound ideological beliefs with which Kate has struggled so
valiantly. Rather than challenging hegemonic notions of motherhood, work, and family, the
novel’s resolution is “juxtapolitical,” (Berlant 3); any of the moments of genuine political
critique that have occurred in the novel are now subsumed by this overriding drive toward
appropriately feminine dénouement represented by that quintessential childhood symbol of
domesticity: the dollhouse.

Work and Agency
At the end of Sister Carrie, Dreiser complicates Carrie’s pursuit of the “good life”
through the character Ames, whose presence signals Dreiser’s doubt that work alone can
provide the answer to questions about constructions of female subjectivity in a capitalist
society. In many ways a very progressive novel, Sister Carrie does not provide an easy
terminus for Carrie’s journey toward agency and identity. So while the novel introduces
questions about what makes a “good life,” and wonders if it is possible to achieve the
American Dream, it never provides any answers. Dreiser does not try to solve Carrie’s
problem of desiring something she may not be able to name. The final scenes reveal
anxieties about women and work, and about work more generally as a guaranteed promise of
financial success and personal fulfillment. In the end, readers are left waiting with our
heroine, feeling as confused and ambivalent as Carrie, who sits in her rocking chair looking
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out the window. We never know whether Carrie’s pursuit of the “good life” will yield the
promises of feminist theorists from Charlotte Perkins Gilman to Linda Hirshman. Mere
access to her own buying power in the consumer marketplace, Dreiser implies, is not enough
to completely construct a thriving female subjectivity.
One hundred years later, Pearson’s I Don’t Know How She Does It dramatizes one
woman’s struggle for agency through work and shows that anxieties surrounding women and
work must still be negotiated. This novel is a prime example of the way chick lit narratives
cope with anxieties but ultimately abandon critical assessment of the contemporary status of
women, class, gender, race, sexuality, and power. As Pearson shows through Kate Reddy’s
story, the capitalist workplace remains uncertain about whether or not it truly wants to
support women having careers, especially if women also have a family with children and do
not want to be solely defined by either career or motherhood. The bind of the rhetoric of
choice means that adult women must choose sides—even if only temporarily for some—
about what “choice” they value as more worthy. The fact that men do not have to choose
between the happiness that attaches to intellectual engagement and the happiness that
attaches to fatherhood indicates that internalized notions of biological determinism still
frame the construction of adult female identity—even when the issue on the table is the role
of work in constructing female subjectivity.
Together, Sister Carrie and I Don’t Know How She Does It reflect the complicated
discourse surrounding women and work. Both question if it is possible for women to
achieve the “good life,” or if that notion is in conflict with norms of female subjectivity in a
capitalist society. Both propose the urban sphere as a space of possibility for reinvention and
improvisation. Through character development, the heroines’ career choices, and the
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depiction of places of employment, both novels also document the challenges that detain
women from finding a work environment that truly values female labor without the requisite
demand for passing and performance, even in dynamic urban centers like New York and
London. In spite of the rhetoric of choice and paradigms of individualism, these two texts,
written one hundred years apart and bearing so many similarities, provide a firm recognition
of the anxieties and deep cultural ambivalences about women and work that persist in
Western culture.
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CHAPTER 4
DESIGNER IDENTITY: FEMALE SUBJECTIVITY AND
THE GLOBAL CONSUMER MARKETPLACE IN BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY’S
AND CONFESSIONS OF A SHOPAHOLIC
For Holly Golightly, the heroine of Truman Capote’s novella Breakfast at Tiffany’s
(1958) and Blake Edwards’s film adaptation (1961), the key to achieving the myriad aspects
of life that connote success is distilled into one symbol: luxury jeweler Tiffany & Co. This
venerable retailer conveys something quite specific to its 1958 and 1961 audiences, for
whom “breakfasting at Tiffany’s” means visiting New York City and “glamorous Fifth
Avenue.” Unlike today, when Tiffany1 still clearly connotes class status or gendered
behavior, in Capote’s and Edwards’s texts Tiffany also absolutely connoted geographic
location and place (Lehman and Luhr 27).2 Specifically, for Holly and her contemporaries
Tiffany always means New York City, a major metropolitan center where, the novella and
film suggest, romantic dreamers come for a taste of urban sophistication and a chance to
reinvent themselves. And in Edwards’s film, Tiffany and New York are “clean, well-lighted
places,” to borrow from Hemingway: safe, stylish, and relatively uncrowded, with few
citizens who are non-white and non-middle class. As the title of both novella and film
indicate, Holly hopes to achieve happiness through a commodity-based construction of
identity, located specifically in relationship to Tiffany.
1

Although Holly refers to the luxury jeweler as “Tiffany’s” and so do many critics, I will be
using the non-possessive “Tiffany” to refer to the store unless it is a direct quotation from
the novella, the film, or a secondary source. In using the possessive “Tiffany’s,” Capote is
communicating Holly’s poor, rural upbringing and a consumer mentality honed in five-anddimes like Woolworth’s, rather than an upper-class, urban childhood developed in posh
Fifth Avenue boutiques. Edwards, of course, follows Capote’s original intention in his use of
“Tiffany’s.”
2 Tiffany currently has 87 locations in the United States alone (Tiffany & Co.).
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That Tiffany symbolizes so many things for Holly indicates the extent to which she
is attempting to construct her subjectivity in relationship to the consumer marketplace. This
is true not only of Holly’s relationship to Tiffany, but also to her clothing, for as Capote’s
narrator notes, “she was always well groomed, there was a consequential good taste in the
plainness of her clothes” (14). However, Capote subtly draws attention to Holly’s savvy
knowledge of the importance of designers and brand names throughout: she gives the
narrator a “grand-luxe Charles & Co. basket” (28), she owns a designer gown from
Mainbocher (101), and at one point she acquires a “stag-at-bay hunting tapestry” at a “ParkeBernet auction,” as well as modish chairs from the “William Randolph Hearst estate” (80).3
If there seems to be no question that Capote is suggesting the crucial link between female
subjectivity and consumer culture, then Edwards’s film makes the case even more blatant
through its visual representation of Holly famously dressed in Hubert de Givenchy’s
designer gowns.
In Edwards’s Breakfast at Tiffany’s, Holly Golightly (Audrey Hepburn) constructs her
subjectivity through style even more profoundly than the character does in Capote’s novella.
Because the film provides a visual illustration of Holly, with specific clothing choices, it
literalizes her effort to “class-pass,” for as Gwendolyn Audrey Foster notes, “Class is not
only about wealth, status, and birth but also about everyday performed behavior. How one
does everything from eating to speaking to any kind of behavior is classed or troped by

3

Charles & Co. was a distributor of exotic and extravagant foods and edible delicacies
(“Charles & Co.”). Mainbocher was a well-known American high-fashion designer with
couture outlets in Paris and New York City. Known for his evening gowns and other posh
clothing, his designs were worn by the wealthy New York socialites of Holly’s era
(“Mainbocher”). The prominent American art auction house Parke-Bernet was acquired by
Sotheby’s in 1964 (“Sotheby’s”).
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class” (Class-Passing 8). What has changed is that Edwards utilizes mise-en-scène, specifically
concretizing Holly’s tasteful and stylish presentation, to intimately connect the character to
her designer clothing. In addition to Holly’s relationship to Tiffany, Edwards’s Holly creates
a visual spectacle of female subjectivity, bringing to the screen a heroine with a new style
sensibility and a prototype for future generations of women—especially the heroines of
chick lit.4 Part of what is fresh and revolutionary about Hepburn’s Holly is that she blends
high and low culture in her effort to construct subjectivity. Like Carrie Meeber in Theodore
Dreiser’s Sister Carrie (1900), Holly engages in class-passing, particularly through her
deployment of style. According to Sam Wasson, Holly uses her style
to overcome the restrictions of the class she was born into, [and] Audrey’s Holly
showed that glamour was available to anyone, no matter what their age, sex life, or
social standing. Grace Kelly’s look was safe, Doris Day’s undesirable, and Elizabeth
Taylor’s—unless you had that body—unattainable, but in Breakfast at Tiffany’s,
Audrey’s was democratic (Wasson Fifth xviii).
In its democratic nature, then, Holly’s style embodies the ideals of the American Dream5 and
individualism. Her style also proposes that women (at least, white, middle-class, gender4

Wasson notes that there were questions about Hepburn’s beauty during the casting process
for her breakout role in Gigi. Although now largely revered for her beauty and grace, before
she was Audrey Hepburn, celebrated costume designer Edith Head questioned whether or not
she would be able to hide all of Hepburn’s flaws under clever costuming (Wasson Fifth 3233). Hepburn was the anti-bombshell, without curves like Elizabeth Taylor or Jane
Mansfield. In fact, before the French author Colette selected Hepburn to play the lead in
Gigi, Hepburn’s looks were considered eccentric or strange. “Her legs were too long, her
waist was too small, her feet were too big, and so were her eyes, nose, and the two gaping
nostrils in it. When she smiled (and she did often), she revealed a mouth that swallowed up
her face and a row of jagged teeth that wouldn’t look too good in close-ups. She was
undoubtedly not what you would call attractive. Cute maybe, charming, for sure, but with
only the slightest hint of makeup and a bust no bigger than two fists, she was hardly
desirable. The poor girl was even a bit round-faced” (Wasson Fifth 8).
5 In The American Dream: A Short History of an Idea That Shaped a Nation, Jim Cullen asserts that
there are any number of interpretations of the “American Dream,” a term that entered into
circulation in the early 1930s. Cullen also notes the most resonant connotation of the
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conforming women) may exercise agency through sartorial mastery. This is one of the key
factors to Holly Golightly being a proto-chick lit heroine, for she strives to actively
manipulate material culture to mark her identity, class, race, and gender performances.6 In
point of fact, Holly is actively seeking agency from luxury culture; she hopes to access
happiness through mere proximity to an upscale brand such as Tiffany, believing this
association will allow her to ascend socially.
Another factor that makes Holly an antecedent to chick lit is that she is not perfect,
but rather is quirky and flawed, and yet all the more charming because of these
imperfections. As previous chapters indicate, one of the hallmarks of chick lit is that its
heroines are far from perfect; yet chick lit authors still depict their heroines finding success
in their work and personal lives. As consumer culture continued to grow during the postWWII era, Holly became an excellent illustration of creating a relationship between the
consumer marketplace and one’s own identity formation.7 According to Chantal CornutAmerican Dream is one of “upward mobility, a dream typically understood in terms of
economic and/or social advancement” (8).
6 Deborah Tannen theorizes marking primarily in terms of gender, where men are unmarked
and women are marked. Similar to Simone de Beauvoir’s famous theory of the Self (male)
and the Other (female) from The Second Sex (1949), Tannen’s theory of unmarked and
marked subjects accounts for both physical and linguistic markings. When Tannen theorizes
that a person is marked, she is describing aspects of human behavior that “pick up extra
meanings that reflect common associations with the female gender” (Tannen). Race and
class are also both marked and unmarked, with the unmarked signifying the privileged
position.
7 Anne Friedberg argues that female consumers “may have had a new mobility in the public
sphere and may have been enthralled with the illusion of power in consumer choice, but
these freedoms were only possible at a price. Power was obtainable only through a
triangulated relation with a commodity-‘fetish’” (58). Rachel Bowlby echoes Friedberg’s
analysis of the gendered nature of consumer culture: “The commodity makes the person and
the person is, if not for sale, then an object whose value or status can be read off with
accuracy in terms of the things he has and the behavioral codes he adopts” (26). Both critics
indicate that relying on consumer culture for subject formation is a fraught project, bound to
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Gentille D’Arcy, “a new definition of perfection emerged to make sure that the growing
number of women who combined their jobs with the home would keep consuming at the
levels they had been accustomed to when they had little else of interest to occupy them”
(381). In this way, Holly serves as a prototype for constructing female subjectivity through
the consumer marketplace. In Capote’s novella and Edwards’s film, the character Holly
seeks fashion to transform her. Yet because Edwards’s film produces visual documentation
of Holly’s character development, Audrey Hepburn as Holly transforms fashion and style
into reflections of her character, just as they are intended to be with contemporary chick lit
heroines.
This blending of style and characterization is one of the hallmarks of chick lit, in
which heroines consistently strive to construct their subjectivities within the global consumer
marketplace. From media specialist Bridget Jones (Bridget Jones’s Diary) to financial analyst
Kate Reddy (I Don’t Know How She Does It) to lawyer Ashley Stockingdale, who is also a
devout Christian (What a Girl Wants), chick lit proposes that in twenty-first century Western
popular culture, women require a shrewd assessment of consumer fashion to successfully
negotiate their career, regardless of their profession. No heroine demonstrates this more
than Becky Bloomwood from Sophie Kinsella’s Confessions of a Shopaholic (2000), whose entire
identity revolves around fashion and designer labels. Becky is a writer for the fictional
Successful Saving magazine, offering advice every month on investing, saving, and financial
management. But when she is off the clock, Becky cannot restrain herself from the lures of
the consumer marketplace. Her crowded closet overflows with designer clothing and
encounter at least some level of frustration. But Holly’s story, especially in Edwards’s film, is
a romantic fantasy of consumer-oriented identity construction, and thus she became a role
model to many.
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publicly Becky appears the picture of success. Becky is so steeped in consumer culture that
she considers the Financial Times the “best accessory a girl can have” (Kinsella 13), and
associates every event in her life with the commodities she will purchase. For instance, when
she believes she is going to receive a raise at work, Becky tries to maintain her composure,
but is “already planning what I’ll buy with my raise. I’ll get that swirly coat in Whistles. And
some black high-heeled boots from Pied à Terre” (11-12). For Becky, who rents a room
from her wealthier friend Suze, such a stylish coat and boots are part of an affective
investment plan, where the right commodity-based construction of identity will bring her
happiness, success in work, and romantic fulfillment.
Although the novel attempts to show that the heroine is trying to playfully exercise
agency with and against the dominance of the marketplace, Becky’s opening line—“OK.
Don’t panic. Don’t panic” (5)—reflects the anxiety that surrounds the construction of female
subjectivity within the capitalist world of commerce. Behind the veneer of her Hermès scarf
or Marks & Spencer sweater, Becky is staggering under a mountain of debt from her
shopping addiction. Three letters from her bank manager open the novel and establish that
her debt with the bank alone has reached nearly thirty-eight hundred pounds (roughly six
thousand U.S. dollars)—and that doesn’t factor in Becky’s credit card debt. Whereas Holly
can satiate her fashion desires by entering the Tiffany store and browsing, Becky must fight
against her shopping addiction. Within a culture that repeatedly demonstrates that material
objects are the gateway to a unique identity and to happiness, Becky struggles to define
herself outside of the discourse of fashion—or, at alternatively, to acquire an income that
allows her to participate in that discourse.
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Possessing objects from Tiffany, Hermès, or another high-end retailer thus signifies
not just the object itself but also the ideological connotations and affective attitudes that
surround that object. For Holly, Tiffany is associated with the good life, with tranquility,
with alligator wallets, and freedom from financial woes. For Becky, the Denny and George8
scarf she covets becomes an emotional repository for happiness, success, and future
marriage prospects. For both characters, “What is around an object can become happy: for
instance, if you receive something delightful in a certain place, then the place itself is
invested with happiness, as being ‘what’ good feeling is directed toward” (Ahmed 33). As the
following discussion will show, late twentieth- and twenty-first-century heroines construct
their identities within a global consumer marketplace that marks them with designer labels
and their correlative feelings. Objects become endowed not only with happiness, but with
other affective and aspirational qualities, such as success or the achievement of
heteronormativity (with an engagement ring, for instance, or an expensive kitchen item). But
when one’s identity is a consequence of an always-changing commodity culture, the process
of subject formation can never be complete. The dominance of object fetishism that
descends from post–World War II domestic consumerism reaches its apotheosis in
postfeminist culture. No longer confined to domestic commodities, in the twenty-first
century every commodity becomes another opportunity for self-marking, self-definition, and
self-policing. This exhausting, consumer-friendly construction of female subjectivity
provokes cultural anxiety because it never ends, and chick lit authors address this
phenomenon in nearly every novel in the genre.
8

Denny and George is a fictional design company created by Kinsella. Although for the
most part Kinsella refers to recognizable British designers and clothing manufacturers, in a
couple of instances (Denny and George, Octagon) she creates imaginary designers.
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Karl Marx theorized commodities and commodity fetishism in Capital, Volume One:
“A commodity appears, at first sight, a very trivial thing, and easily understood. Its analysis
shows that it is, in reality, a very queer thing, abounding in metaphysical subtleties and
theological niceties” (319). Fetishism, Marx continues, adheres to products such that the
value does not come from the labor or laborer that produced the object, but rather value
seems rooted in the object itself. He argues, “The character of having value, when once
impressed upon products, obtains fixity only by reason of their acting and re-acting upon
each other as quantities of value” (323). As a characteristic that expresses value, the affect of
happiness begins to adhere to certain objects, such that before a subject has even purchased
a commodity, it is already endowed with emotion and worth. The commodities that a subject
then deploys to mark agency and identity also connote the ability to master personal
finance—Becky’s expensive Whistles coat and Pied à Terre boots (Kinsella 11-12), for
instance, are supposed to communicate that Becky possesses the finances to purchase them
in the first place. At the very least, such commodities are utilized to class-pass by advertising
the designer brands that initially mark her body as market-derived.
Commodities carry a financial value, of course, but they also acquire cultural capital,9
so the value of both is conflated. As an affect like happiness adheres to specific objects,
commodities, and, especially, designer brands, happiness transforms from a simple emotion
to a method through which chick lit heroines negotiate self-worth vis-à-vis consumer

9

Through his studies in class, education, and subject formation, Pierre Bourdieu introduced
the theory of cultural capital. Unlike economic capital, which “can be immediately and
directly converted into monetary terms and easily institutionalized as a property right,”
cultural capital is “nonmaterialistic and subjective, thus difficult to accumulate and transfer”
(Kim and Kim 296-297). According to Bourdieu, cultural capital refers to the value that
“comes to be set on ways of using knowledge and less on merely knowing” (80).
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culture. But happiness itself is full of “metaphysical subtleties and theological niceties” (Marx
319), for there is no one definition of happiness. Happiness for Holly and Becky is very
much of the material world, but it is religious only if some aspects of commodity culture
might be considered spiritual. As we shall see, both characters hope that commodity culture
will be transcendent and elevate them to a higher class. When self-worth is defined primarily
within the consumer marketplace, commodities rhetorically connote what a subject
“deserves.” Characters like Holly and Becky thus evolve to measure themselves in terms of
the commodities they possess, creating an ideological system in which consumer culture is
always already intimately linked to subject formation.
Breakfast at Tiffany’s (both versions) and Confessions of a Shopaholic demonstrate how
female subject construction operates through affect; specifically, ideas of happiness become
attached to designer labels and consumer goods. In pursuit of these feelings, protagonists
Holly and Becky subsequently negotiate subject formation and strive to achieve it in the
marketplace, through a commodity-based construction of identity. Capote’s Breakfast at
Tiffany’s initiates the conversation and introduces Holly Golightly as a female subject able to
improvise her subjectivity in a sanitized, romantic version of New York City. Edwards
makes Holly’s subject formation visual—and arguably more concrete—marking the
character Holly forever with actress Audrey Hepburn and designer Hubert de Givenchy.
Kinsella’s text suggests that when subject formation is grounded in the consumer
marketplace, this will ultimately be a failing venture, because an individual can never fully
possess or own the brand name, and commodities are only temporary signifiers of
happiness.
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A Woman You Wanted To Be
Breakfast at Tiffany’s introduces readers to Holly Golightly, a fascinating, endearing,
and stylish young woman who has run away from her poor, rural upbringing and aspires to
live among the upper class in New York. Holly is orphaned as a youngster and, still a girl,
marries the kindly Doc Golightly, who seems to be more of a father than a lover. In spite of
her impoverished childhood, Holly can re-imagine herself in the urban sphere: she leaves
behind her Texas name (Lulamae Barnes) and accent, learns French, and eventually reinvents
herself as Holly Golightly. Holly’s quirky charm expresses itself through her mailbox
nameplate that reads, simply, “Miss Holiday Golightly / Traveling” (Capote 11). Holly lives
on the income she earns from her euphemistic trips to the powder room, and from her
weekly visits to Sing Sing prison, where gangster Sally Tomato pays her one hundred dollars
for posing as his niece and “innocently” transmitting coded messages—the weather report—
to his putative lawyer, Mr. O’Shaughnessy. As Helen S. Garson notes, “The elusive Holly is
depicted as someone balanced between childhood and womanhood. In spite of her
numerous lovers, she appears untouched by sordidness, and is surprisingly naïve in many
ways” (39). Holly’s appeal, then, is that she exists in liminal spaces—between the past and
the present, the rich and the poor, the avant-garde and the conventional, the legitimate and
the criminal, the truth and fiction.
The title Breakfast at Tiffany’s immediately conjures images in the popular imagination
of Audrey Hepburn in her iconic Givenchy little black dress, standing outside Tiffany, gazing
longingly through the beautifully-detailed windows. Even those who have never seen the
film, even those who do not know that the film is an adaptation of a novella penned by
Truman Capote, even these people have some idea about Audrey Hepburn, New York City,
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the luxury jeweler, and perhaps even that famous black dress. Jacki Lyden remarks that when
she thinks about “that free spirit from Tulip, Texas—for whom life wasn’t exactly care-free,”
it brings a smile to her face, because “Just saying her name makes me feel happy” (Wasson
“Interview”).10
The Holly Golightly of Truman Capote’s original 1958 novella is quite different from
the Holly whom most viewers know from Blake Edwards’s 1961 film. In fact, Capote
pictured Holly as stylish but messy, not altogether as refined as Audrey Hepburn. He
originally pictured Marilyn Monroe when he imagined Holly Golightly (Wasson Fifth 75);
later, in the 1980s, Capote thought Jodie Foster would be “ideal” for the role (qtd in Grobel
157).11 As the dreamer who embodies the “urban chic” (Friedman 132) of Capote’s

10

While Lyden refers to the character Holly Golightly, I deliberately use the actress’s name
Audrey Hepburn and not the character’s name Holly Golightly, because these two figures have
been conflated in the cultural imaginary. Holly Golightly is Audrey Hepburn: small, gamine,
charming, effortlessly stylish, and always innocent enough to be sweet and nonthreatening,
in spite of being a professional call girl.
11 In actuality, the character was modeled after New York socialite and style icon Babe Paley.
Married to William, “Bill,” Paley, the man who built CBS into a major broadcasting network,
Babe first met Capote when he joined the couple at their Jamaican estate for a vacation.
Capote would begin working on Breakfast at Tiffany’s shortly thereafter. According to Sam
Wasson, Babe represented to Capote the kind of New York high life that was never
accessible to Capote’s own mother—and was the dream of Holly Golightly. While Capote
was fascinated with a “tight-knit coterie of Manhattan divas” that he “flagrantly adored” and
referred to as “his swans” (Fifth 49), Babe was the clear prototype for Holly Golightly.
Although Capote served as a confidante to a handful of stylish, tony women, Babe Paley
captured both the joie de vivre and the lonely sadness that accompanied the lifestyle of the
affluent, midcentury woman of New York City. Wasson identifies several other women who
palled around with Capote: Oona O’Neill Chaplin, Gloria Vanderbilt, Carol Marcus, and
Gloria Guinness (Fifth 50). Indeed, Capote considered Babe to be “absolutely fantastic …
one of the two or three great obsessions in my life … the only person in my whole life that I
liked everything about” (qtd in Wasson Fifth 53). Capote’s affection for Babe animates his
characterization of his heroine; the relationship between the unnamed narrator and Holly
captures the non-romantic, non-heterosexual love Capote felt for Babe. In fact, part of what
captivated Capote was the notion that these women were turning themselves into works of
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midcentury New York, Audrey Hepburn also embodies the “chic thinness” of Capote’s
characterization, with Holly’s “breakfast-cereal air of health, a soap and lemon cleanness”
(12). Yet Capote’s Holly is also street-smart, crafty, and able to meet her own needs; there is
an edge to the character that is absent in the film. The original Holly is decidedly not the
shiny perfection Audrey Hepburn embodies as Edwards’s sweetened-up version of the
character. In fact, in the novella Holly’s apartment has a “camping-out atmosphere …
everything packed and ready to go, like the belongings of a criminal who feels the law not far
behind” (52). She has a slightly unkempt air about her, from the “ragbag colors of her boy’s
hair, tawny streaks, strands of albino-blond and yellow” to the “rough pink darkening in the
cheeks” (12). Yet she can still mine the “wreckage” of her apartment and charm the narrator
by creating the effect of being “pampered” and “calmly immaculate” (53). The narrator
reveres Holly’s ability to exist between worlds: from “cleanness” to “wreckage,” Holly
delivers a performance of self that is together and polished. Capote’s descriptions reinforce
that Holly is a fluid character: she is boyish and girlish, embodying a productive and
appealing queerness in her liminality.
In point of fact, romantic love is not primarily what defines the story or Holly,
whose independence is emphasized throughout Capote’s text. In the novella, the unnamed
narrator is queer and shares no romantic love with Holly—though he does admit to an
unconventional love: “I was in love with her. Just as I’d once been in love with my mother’s
elderly colored cook and a postman who let me follow him on his rounds and a whole family
named McKendrick” (76). Comparing his love for Holly to a child’s love for a domestic

art; in essence Capote saw Babe as an artist who used herself as the raw material, for her
“sole creation was her perishable self” (qtd in Wasson Fifth 53).
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servant and a civil servant places the narrator outside of a heterosexual romance narrative.
This enriches the story, as well as Capote’s exploration of female identity, for the author is
asking readers to conceptualize love more broadly. That the narrator trails the postman on
his route indicates an admiration that also transfers to Holly. When Holly leaves New York
City at the end of the novella, she subsequently becomes a legend to the narrator and his
local barkeep, Joe Bell. Certainly, this impacts reader’s impressions of Holly, for it
destabilizes a subject formation based primarily in Holly being a sexualized love object for
the narrator.
The film, meanwhile, changes the story substantially, losing Holly’s fierce
independent streak and replacing Capote’s commentary on sexual freedom with a
milquetoast commentary couched in a heterosexual romance narrative. Edwards’s 1961 film
portrays Holly befriending and eventually falling in love with her neighbor Paul Varjak
(George Peppard), a budding writer and kept man/gigolo. Along with her eponymously
named Cat, these three become a happy heterosexual family unit at the film’s end. The film’s
final scene occurs in a gritty alley and “celebrates Paul and Holly turning away from a chic,
urban lifestyle … toward becoming a middle-class couple on the way to having a family”
(Lehman and Luhr 30-31). Regardless of the film’s conventional ending, both versions of the
story maintain Holly’s love for Tiffany. Her consumerism, the site of her subject formation,
is one of the indelible images from both the novella and the film because it communicates
the idea that happiness can be attained through commodities.
The textual and filmic interpretations of Holly highlight key thematic issues:
independence and nonconformity for Capote; romantic love and conventionality for
Edwards. Capote’s Holly jokes that she wants to find a lesbian for a roommate because they
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are “wonderful homemakers” (22); she sits on the fire escape with her model friend Mag
Wildwood, talking frankly about having sex with men. When Mag replies that her Brazilian
lover does not bite her during sex but does laugh while making love (49), Holly replies,
“Good. That’s the right spirit. I like a man who sees the humor; most of them, they’re all
pant and puff” (50). Capote’s Holly is funny and brash, loyal and creative—and she has that
edge. There is an honesty and a lack of sentimentality to this woman. She takes responsibility
for herself and her actions, and doesn’t need a heterosexual romantic hero to take care of
her. By contrast, the appeal of Edwards’s Holly is that she “cannot take care of herself.” As
Leslie Clark notes, Hepburn’s Holly
is just so vulnerable, so waiflike. Instead of the boyish elegance of Capote’s heroine,
her particular attraction is the fragility of Audrey Hepburn’s acting. Accordingly,
there is considerably more discretion about exactly how she collects her nightly fiftydollar “powder room” tips in posh restaurants. (238-239)
In both book and film Holly is a party girl who earns fifty dollars for going to the powder
room. What this means, of course, is that Holly is a sex worker, though neither text provides
explicit details. With Edwards’s Holly, however, it is nearly impossible to imagine that
Audrey-as-Holly ever really does anything more than visit the powder room. Capote aims to
provoke readers with a progressive heroine who represents eccentricity and individualism,
while Edwards aims to comfort viewers with a quirky, familiar, and, ultimately, unchallenging
portrait of female identity. Holly’s subject formation, therefore, is always mediated through
either a conformist or nonconformist lens; or, put another way, a queer or straight lens.
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By foregrounding Holly and heterosexualizing the narrative, Edwards’ Breakfast at
Tiffany’s removes the story’s queerness,12 both philosophical and enacted. More importantly
to the story’s trajectory, Edwards removes Holly’s passionate independence, which itself
might be read as queering the gender norms of the time period. Capote’s Holly asserts her
needs and goes after her desires without apology. She may joke about marrying a rich man,
but Holly rejects any form of patriarchal, heteronormative romance narrative where she
settles down and marries, with domesticity becoming her whole life. By excising these crucial
qualities from Capote’s original characterization, Edwards and screenwriter George Axelrod
replace Holly’s independence with a romantic dependence on consumerism that is as
indelible—if not more so—as the love story between Holly and Paul. Alexrod knew that a
portraying Holly as a call girl—even an upwardly mobile, extremely stylish one—was a risk.
It was also a risk to depict a love story between two sex workers (Wasson Fifth 84-85). But a
young woman’s love affair with a luxury retailer was safe territory. By opening the film with
Holly gazing lovingly at Tiffany windows and including a scene where Holly enters the
Tiffany store, Edwards creates an intimate connection between the female consumer and
retailer that distracts from the unseemly qualities of Holly’s and Paul’s professions and
relationships.13

12

Critics agree that although it is never clearly stated in the story, the narrator in Capote’s
Breakfast at Tiffany’s is gay. Capote’s Holly advances a very progressive theory on sexuality.
For instance, Holly tells the narrator that when she had a lesbian roommate at one point,
“Of course people couldn’t help but think I must be a bit of a dyke myself. And of course I
am. Everyone is: a bit. So what?” (22).
13 Wasson notes that Capote informed producer Marty Jurow that he hoped to play the role
of the narrator in the film version of Breakfast at Tiffany’s (Fifth 76). Jurow and co-producer
Richard Shepherd wanted a commercial hit, however, and felt that the story was “at its heart
a love story and could even become a marketable romantic comedy” (qtd in Wasson Fifth
72). (They mean heterosexual love story, of course.) When Capote sold the rights to the
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Both versions connect a consumer brand with happiness, which emphasizes the
extent to which female subject formation can be constructed through the consumer
marketplace. Once the affect of happiness attaches to a consumer brand, Holly believes that
simply being in proximity to Tiffany will bring pleasure, security, and a stronger sense of
identity. Capote’s text, however, complicates Holly’s characterization because consumerism
is only one quality linked to her ideology of happiness; autonomy, travel, and sexual freedom
also play crucial roles in Holly’s subject formation. The prominence of Tiffany in the story
title elevates the role of consumerism. Yet Edwards’s film, with its visual representation of
Holly inside the actual Tiffany store, further exalts the importance of commodities in the
construction of female subjectivity. Such a bond between the consumer marketplace and
subject formation implies that Holly’s identity and potential for happiness are always
fashioned within the register of commodity culture. This dynamic will play itself out in a
more profound way at the turn of the twenty-first century in chick lit.
Breakfast at Tiffany’s and Confessions of a Shopaholic demonstrate that the mere idea of
certain brand names and designer objects—whether fashion-, home-, or business-oriented—
can create a sense of calm assuredness that Holly Golightly and Becky Bloomwood crave.
These texts suggest that a happy ending is tied to consumerism just as much, if not more
than, a happy ending is tied to a heterosexual romance narrative. Consumer objects become
screenplay, he relinquished any authority over its development, casting, and production.
Alexrod was initially disregarded because Jurow and Shepherd believed him capable only of
“lowbrow” fare like The Seven Year Itch (Fifth 79). Instead, Jurow and Shepherd originally
hired a “serious writer” (Fifth 80), Sumner Locke Elliot, but they hated his treatment of the
story because he stayed true to Capote’s novella. Shepherd’s memo to the Paramount studio
chief leaves no room for error: “The young man he has written is petty and unattractive in
character, borders on the effeminate, which we all detest, and is almost totally devoid of the
humor and contemporary flavor that is absolutely vital for this picture” (qtd in Wasson Fifth
81-82).
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endowed with the feeling of “happy,” such that the object acquires the quality even before it
has been purchased. Holly and Becky rely on the language and products of consumer culture
to form their subjectivities as white, feminine, and class-aspirational characters who believe
commodities are the path to an identity endowed with happiness. In fact, a happy ending is
such a pivotal part of chick lit’s overarching master narrative14 that one can read happiness as
rewarding the relationship that the heroines form with commodities and designer labels. Not
only is commodity fetishism not critiqued in Confessions of a Shopaholic, it is valorized through
multiple sequels.
The affect, or feeling, of happiness thus becomes a crucial framework for Holly’s
and Becky’s white, middle-class female subject formation. Affect theorists Melissa Gregg and
Gregory J. Seigworth propose that an affect like happiness acquires its own emotional power
and resonance that becomes attached to specific objects or spaces: “Affect, at its most
anthropomorphic, is the name we give to those forces—visceral forces beneath, alongside,
or generally other than conscious knowing, vital forces insisting beyond emotion—that can
serve to drive us toward movement, toward thought and extension” (1).15 Consequently,
when happiness attaches to the physical space of Tiffany or adheres to a cashmere scarf
from Denny and George, Holly and Becky begin to expect that the feeling of happiness is

14

In The Political Unconscious: Narrative as a Socially Symbolic Act, Fredric Jameson explains a
master narrative as a central and “more ‘fundamental’ narrative” (28). In a popular genre like
chick lit, the master narrative functions as a set of guiding principles that shape the genre
and establish its tropes, recurring characters, and, most importantly, the ideological and
political issues it will address.
15 For more on the origins of affect theory, see Affect, Imagery, and Consciousness (1962) by
Silvan Tomkins and Affect, Cognition, and Personality: Empirical Studies (1965), edited by Silvan
Tomkins and Carroll E. Izard. Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick and Adam Frank lead readers
through Tompkins body of work and explain affect in Shame and Its Sisters: A Silvan Tompkins
Reader (1995).
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inherently part of the space or object. According to Sara Ahmed, when an affect like
happiness is produced by objects, the affect also, in return, begins to produce objects that are
endowed with the feeling of happy. Notions of happiness attach to objects such that there is
a cultural understanding of “happiness as a happening, as involving affect (to be happy is to
be affected by something), intentionality (to be happy is to be happy about something), and
evaluation or judgment (to be happy about something makes something good)” (29). We
orient ourselves toward objects, actions, institutions, citizens, and spaces based on how we
are emotionally impacted by the affect, or the qualities of “what sticks, or what sustains or
preserves the connection between ideas, values, and objects” (29).
Reading Breakfast at Tiffany’s and Confessions of a Shopaholic (and the genre of chick lit
more generally) through the interpretive lens of the affect happiness allows us to see how a
heroine’s supposedly spontaneous, “happy” emotional reaction is rather a predetermined
circuit of affect that interacts with other systems of power, such as gender, race, or class.
Happiness, therefore, is not merely an innocent, unstudied reaction to events or objects in
life. Instead, the feeling of happiness can become a political and affective economy that
circulates in culture, marking some objects, actions, people, and situations and endowing
them with ideological power and goodness. In the case of chick lit, happiness stereotypically
attaches itself to different objects based on gender conditioning and expectations for uppermiddle class, white behavior. The object acquires the ability to seemingly always already
produce happiness. Or, as Ahmed puts it, “Affect is what sticks, or what sustains or
preserves the connection between ideas, values, and objects” (29). In Breakfast at Tiffany’s, the
luxury designer becomes a repository for such affect. In Confessions of a Shopaholic, as Becky
grapples with her mounting financial debt, she ironically looks to the consumer marketplace
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to assuage her anxieties. Like Holly, Becky constructs her identity through objects that
putatively possess happiness and will help her become a newer, better subject.

Nothing Very Bad Could Happen To You There
Edwards’s 1961 adaptation of Capote’s novella foregrounds Holly Golighty’s
relationship to consumer culture by opening the film outside of the luxury jeweler on Fifth
Avenue. Holly is the focal point of the first scene, enjoying her solitary breakfast at sunrise
while gazing into the shop windows of Tiffany. Upon introduction, Holly is already a
consumer of the fantasies promised by the Tiffany window displays. She is also a potential
consumer of the objects simultaneously exhibited and protected behind the glass and marble
separating passersby from Tiffany customers. Holly is part of an urban landscape that frames
her and immediately places her in proximity to an upscale marketplace, making her a part of
the commodity display of Fifth Avenue. This connection between identity and consumer
culture is not the way the novella begins, however. In fact, the opening of Capote’s text
revolves around the narrator, Holly’s neighbor, whose construction of self initially
concentrates the story on himself. It is retrospective, with the narrator steeped in nostalgia as
he reflects on his first New York apartment.16 As he recalls, the accommodations were
cramped, appointed with old and “itchy” furniture, walls the color of “tobacco-spit,” out-ofdate pictures of “Roman ruins freckled brown with age” (3). Although there was only one
window (with a view of the fire escape), this space still possessed the power to raise the

16

Garson notes that nostalgia for the past is one of the distinguishing characteristics of
much of Capote’s short fiction, including Breakfast at Tiffany’s, The Grass Harp, A Christmas
Memory, and “Children on Their Birthdays” (32). Nostalgia is a fundamental affect that
connects chick lit to its literary forefathers and is a basic structuring principle of the genre.
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narrator’s spirits, for it was—and Virginia Woolf would approve—a room of one’s own. The
apartment was a space where the narrator cast his romantic dreams of becoming a writer.
His subject formation is intimately connected to place, then, with the apartment serving as a
blank slate upon which he can write his story, with his sharp pencils and personal book
collection as a backdrop (3).17
Both texts foreground New York and, each in their own way, establish this urban
center as a place for first opportunities and second chances, a place where unconventional
dreamers like the narrator and Holly can find a home. The narrator’s tone is sentimental, and
that sentimentalism is grounded in the metropolitan atmosphere, as evidenced from the
novella’s first line: “I am always drawn back to places where I have lived, the houses and
their neighborhoods” (Capote 3). In fact, Capote himself found both first opportunities and
second chances when he left behind his Southern upbringing and moved to New York City,
evolving to be considered by many a quintessential New Yorker (Lehman and Luhr 24). Not
to be outdone, Edwards’s film exceeds Capote’s sentimentalism through the nondiegetic
instrumental version of Henry Mancini and Johnny Mercer’s “Moon River” that begins
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Pamela Robertson Wojcik posits the apartment as crucial to a wide selection of midtwentieth century films. Her book The Apartment Plot: Urban Living in American Film and
Popular Culture, 1945-1975 argues for the “apartment plot” as a genre of its own,
encompassing films from more traditionally established genres, such as film noir, romantic
comedy, musical, horror, and melodrama. As such, the space of the apartment is essential to
both plot and thematic issues in these films. She writes, “Like props, characters, and other
semantic elements, space and place are more than just one lexical choice among many; they
are imbricated in signifying structures that are historically determined and that carry
tremendous connotative and ideological weight related to issues of sex, gender, class, race,
the body, individuality, family, community, work, pleasure, and more” (8). The narrator’s
apartment in Capote’s novella, as well Holly’s and Paul’s apartments in Edwards’s film,
represent the characters’ constructions of self outside of the dominant discourses of
marriage, family, and home ownership in a suburban or non-urban space.
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playing in concurrence with the Paramount Pictures banner.18 Wojcik points out that the
song “musically associates Holly’s vague longings, Tiffany’s, [her brother] Fred, and her rural
past through its diegetic and nondiegetic placement in the narrative” (141-142). Beyond their
sentimental beginnings, however, the two openings part significantly: Capote’s focuses on
the neighborhood connections that serve as the backdrop for a fruitful exploration of the
construction of identity, while Edwards’s focuses on the posh Fifth Avenue storefronts that
situate Holly as a consumer, first and foremost. In fact, the Tiffany & Co. name appears
before Audrey Hepburn’s name, or the film’s title, or indeed before a straight-on angle shot
of Holly Golightly.
Capote’s text, which is recounted by a gay friend, relates a first-person narrative of
self-exploration and observations of Holly’s subject formation. These unfold against the
backdrop of their urban apartment living and mutual search for independence. In Edwards’s
text, the third-person, unframed story is still an observation of Holly’s subject formation.
But this film progresses through a linear narrative within the context of a heterosexual
romance plot, and the backdrop shifts to consumer culture and Tiffany, with the prominent
placement of its name alongside Holly’s head and shoulders in the film’s opening shot. The
establishing shot depicts Fifth Avenue at daybreak. In the extreme long shot, the camera is
positioned in the middle of Fifth Avenue, with Holly’s cab approaching the camera. The
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Lehman and Luhr note that the lyrics to “Moon River” have no mention of New York
City. Ironically, the music “invokes a rural rather than an urban landscape” (23). This
moment of pastoral longing is unique in a story about New York City. Although the song is
different in the novella, for Capote’s narrator the song nevertheless also expresses “words
that smacked of pineywoods or prairie. One went: Don’t wanna sleep, Don’t wanna die, Just
wanna go a-travelin’ through the pastures of the sky” (Capote 16-17). In both cases, the song
highlights the existence of the sentimental and the nostalgic that persist within the urban
sphere.
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same shot briefly pans while Holly steps out of a taxicab, with a long shot emphasizing her
smallness in this urban landscape. From the moment she steps out of a cab, Holly is part of
the landscape of the city. A low-angle shot highlights the architectural nature of her hair and
shoulders, as well as the architectural perfection of Tiffany & Co. The lines of Holly’s black
Givenchy gown mirror the lines of the clock above the Tiffany entrance. That Holly is
wearing black suggests an urban sophistication, but also connotes “power, sexual knowing,
and reversals of traditional passivity” (Wasson Fifth 128). The shiny marble framing the
jeweler’s door reflects other city buildings and establishes a sense of depth and perspective.
The mise-en-scène positions Holly as part of the cityscape, a nameless and faceless girl who
blends in with Fifth Avenue, just as Dreiser’s heroine Carrie Meeber joined the crowds of
New York circa 1900. Although the film later reveals Holly’s rural background, the primary
understanding of this filmic character is as a modern, urban woman.
By the time Holly first faces the camera, nearly two minutes have passed. This
deferral reinforces Holly as part of the fabric of the city. It also generates a sense intrigue:
who is this woman nibbling a pastry outside Tiffany at dawn?19 Edwards frames Holly in
profile as she sips her coffee and eats her Danish while peering at Tiffany merchandise, her
image reflected in several storefront windows. This emphasizes “the assumption that the
body is a fiction, a decorporealized subjectivity sliding fluidly among a variety of positions”

19

In addition to donning a black evening gown, elaborate pearl necklace, and small tiara,
Holly is also wearing dark sunglasses for her sunrise visit to Tiffany. This is a nod to the dark
glasses that Capote’s Holly wears during most of the novella, which are corrective lenses for
her poor vision. Edwards’s Holly, of course, does not wear the glasses throughout, for the
obvious cinematic reason that a director would not want to obscure Hepburn’s expressive,
beautiful face. That Holly does wear sunglasses in this opening scene, however, foreshadows
the sleep mask that she wears later in the film, a motif that demonstrates Holly’s different
performances of gender and class.
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(Friedberg 33). As Holly voyeuristically surveys the diamonds and chandeliers, the camera is
also outside on the street for these initial shots: first is a medium shot with Holly on the left,
the window and reflection on the right. The subsequent shot is only Holly’s reflection in a
Tiffany window. Then, the first shot where Holly faces the camera occurs, but it is from the
interior of Tiffany. Now the camera is inside the store Holly idolizes, filming her from the
jeweler’s position of upper-class privilege, and situating her as another Tiffany bibelot. This
shifts the narrative perspective to highlight that Holly is an outsider, someone that Capote
describes as having a nose pressed against the glass, “seeing something that he wanted to be
inside of” (qtd in Grobel 88).20 This shifts the power from Holly possessing a consumer gaze
to Holly as part of the display, framed as she is by the curtains at the edge of the window
arrangement. Placing Holly between a chandelier and a reflection of a chandelier, this medium
shot suggests the levels of representation inherent in consumer culture and highlights Holly’s
relationship to Tiffany. Female identity and consumer branding are immediately, and
intimately, connected, further emphasized by inscribing Truman Capote across Holly’s chest,
much as designer names are now incorporated into the fabric patterns of today’s couture. As
the multiple reflections of Holly suggest, identity—especially a consumer-oriented identity
like Holly’s—is a constant negotiation, with the body facilitating improvisation by “sliding
fluidly” (Friedberg 33) between different subject positions.
The actual designer’s name attached to Holly’s famous black gown, of course, is
Hubert de Givenchy, the French wunderkind who had been designing all of Hepburn’s
costumes ever since she famously wore his couture designs in the Billy Wilder films Sabrina

20

Although Grobel specifically asks Capote about Holly, Capote responds using a masculine
pronoun.
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(1954) and Love in the Afternoon (1957). Featuring clean, modern looks that did not try to hide
Hepburn’s unique physical characteristics, Givenchy’s designs helped to create an image for
Hepburn in which she “was forever branded, on screen and off, a young woman who asserts
her individuality through her taste—and that, in an age of big breasts in big brassieres, was
an altogether novel spin on her sex” (Wasson Fifth 45-46). So Hepburn comes to Breakfast at
Tiffany’s with a close personal, and yet publicly acknowledged, connection to fashion. As a
lower-middle-class character living in New York, however, it was not necessarily logical that
Holly would wear clothing from a French designer; renowned costume designer Edith Head
objected to Givenchy dressing Hepburn on these very grounds (Wasson Fifth 120). Still,
what is important here is that Hepburn’s personal style and designer clothing eventually
brand Holly Golightly. In Edwards’s film, therefore, Hepburn and Givenchy are essential to
Holly’s characterization. This point is underscored in the opening credits of the film, where
the credits prioritize “Miss Hepburn’s wardrobe principally by” Hubert de Givenchy, with
“Costume Supervision” relegated to Edith Head.21
Despite Hepburn’s connections to Givenchy, Holly’s associations with Tiffany are
the ones developed in both Capote’s novella and Edwards’s film. With its promises of
happiness, the upper class, and the good life, Tiffany represents a subjectivity that Holly
hopes to construct for herself through commodity culture. Helen S. Garson describes
Capote’s Holly as “searching for love, for a home, for a happy and safe life—all symbolized
in her mind by Tiffany’s” (39). Even if Holly does find it “tacky” to wear diamonds before
the age of forty, she concedes that diamonds are “divine” on older women—just not right
21

It is interesting to note that the Patricia Neal character, who plays Paul Varjak’s
benefactress/lover, named only 2E, also has her own principal wardrobe manager, Pauline
Trigere.
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for a younger woman.22 At the beginning of both texts, the only Tiffany objects that Holly
possesses are her calling cards that announce she is “Travelling” (42). She does not need to
own any actual jewelry from Tiffany, for she can access happiness merely by putting herself
in proximity to the luxury retailer, which legitimates her identity and confirms her
aspirational goals for material success. Still, Holly’s calling cards are evidence of her desire to
join the upper class and are her attempt to use commodities to forge a connection to a
wealthy lifestyle that will bring happiness.
We clearly see how happiness shapes Holly’s subjectivity when she describes the
feelings that she attaches to this designer brand. In the film, Holly divulges this information
to Paul when they first meet, in the third scene, which begins only five minutes into the film.
This occurs shortly after the opening scene of Holly outside Tiffany, and thus further
strengthens the relationship between female identity and consumer culture. In the novella,
however, Holly tells the narrator about her relationship to Tiffany in the middle of a party
she is hosting at her apartment; this occurs approximately thirty percent through the novella.
The passage is worth quoting at length.
I don’t want to own anything until I know I’ve found the place where me and things
belong together. I’m not quite sure where that is just yet. But I know what it’s like.
… It’s like Tiffany’s. … I’m mad about Tiffany’s. Listen. You know those days when
you’ve got the mean reds? … No, the blues are because you’re getting fat or maybe
it’s been raining too long. You’re sad, that’s all. But the mean reds are horrible.
You’re afraid and you sweat like hell, but you don’t know what you’re afraid of. Except
something bad is going to happen, only you don’t know what it is. You’ve had that feeling? …
I’ve tried aspirin, too. Rusty thinks I should smoke marijuana, and I did for a while, but it only
makes me giggle. What I’ve found does the most good is just to get into a taxi and go to
Tiffany’s. It calms me down right away, the quietness and the proud look of it;
22

In both the novella and film, Holly asserts diamonds are “tacky” on young women (39);
only in the film does Holly insist that diamonds are “divine” on older women. Capote’s
Holly argues that diamonds “only look right on the really old girls. … Wrinkles and bones,
white hair and diamonds: I can’t wait” (39).
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nothing very bad could happen to you there, not with those kind men in their nice suits,
and that lovely smell of silver and alligator wallets. If I could find a real-life place that made
me feel like Tiffany’s, then I’d buy some furniture and give the cat a name.” (Capote
39-40; my italics)23
The passage depicts Holly’s desire for self-discovery, as well as her desire for reinvention, for
a second chance—both recurring themes in Capote’s fiction (Hassan “Daydream” 50;
“Birth” 109). She begins and ends this speech talking about how she is feeling and
mentioning the importance of “place.” Although uncertain about where to find this elusive
place of happiness and belonging, she “know[s] what it is like.”24 Holly positions her identity
entirely around Tiffany, which soothes her with its muted peacefulness and its pleasing, selfimportant manner. A place where “Nothing very bad could happen to you” is certainly a
place endowed with promises of happiness and the good life. Holly is chasing that feeling of
security, hoping to find that it is easily attached to consumer objects from Tiffany.
Capote suggests that through a relationship to consumer culture, Holly’s subject
formation is not fixed, but rather improvisational and open to multiple significations. Her
vague desire is then attached to Tiffany, as if happiness can be manufactured, packaged, and

23

NB: I have used italics to confer the differences between the novella and film script; all
italicized language has been deleted in the screenplay. There are some other minor language
differences between the novella and film versions; in the film, for instance, Holly says she is
“crazy” about Tiffany, not “mad”; in the film Holly will “jump into a cab” to go to Tiffany.
While these changes affect the tone, they do not change it substantially, and thus I have only
noted the major changes in this excerpt.
24 Wojcik argues that apartment living is crucial to Holly’s development as a single, midcentury female character. She contends that the space of the apartment “functions as a
particularly privileged site for representing an important alternative to dominant discourses
of and about America in the mid-twentieth century, and as a key signifier of an emerging
singles discourse. The apartment plot offers a vision of home—centered on values of
community, visibility, contact, density, friendship, mobility, impermanence, and
porousness—in sharp contrast to more traditional views of home as private, stable, and
family based” (5).
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sold in robin’s-egg blue boxes on Fifth Avenue. Critic Irving Malin objects to Capote’s
suggestion that the marketplace is a fruitful site for subject formation, denouncing Capote as
“giving us false religion” (97). Malin believes one cannot construct subjectivity, or realize a
sense of belonging, simply by entering a consumer-oriented spectacle, even if it is as
fabulous as Tiffany. But Capote wants to complicate this notion, and his use of the adjective
“mad” (“I’m mad about Tiffany’s”) suggests one might discover polyvalent significations in
the marketplace. Here, of course, “mad” conveys devotion and passion. However, preceding
dictionary definitions of “mad” communicate mental illness or psychosis, an unreasonable
nature, anger or rage, and foolishness or stupidity—all before defining “mad” as enthusiastic
or infatuated.25 All of these definitions are in some way applicable to Holly, whose
unconventional lifestyle is completely out of character with 1950s-era, middle-class standards
for gender and race. Holly is attaching happiness to Tiffany, but it remains a substitute while
she continues her search for a more meaningful “real-life place” that will provide the
calmness and freedom she seeks.
Edwards fashions a more definitive relationship between Holly’s happiness and
Tiffany through mise-en-scène and cinematography. He also foregrounds Holly’s devotion
to Tiffany by introducing this monologue much earlier in the narrative. Paul is moving into
the building but doesn’t have his key yet. He awakens Holly, who invites him into her
apartment to use her telephone. Edwards utilizes several long takes to linger in Holly’s
personal space and compare the austerity of her apartment to her lush description of
Tiffany. A muted, white-and-cream palate dominates, the only splashes of color coming

25

Dictionaries consulted include online editions of Oxford English Dictionary, Merriam-Webster
Dictionary, and American Heritage Dictionary.
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from the purple cushions on the “couch” (a converted claw-footed bathtub) and a peculiar
red weather vane. A zebra rug and moving crates contribute to the eccentric atmosphere.
But Holly’s shelves are bare, for indeed she does not have “things” just lying around. Her
kitchen, for instance, contains a simple toaster and coffee maker on the counter. Recently
awakened, Holly is wearing a white, tuxedo-inspired nightshirt that blends in with her
surroundings. As Edwards cuts from an establishing, long shot of Holly’s apartment to
medium shots he highlights Holly’s vibrant turquoise sleep mask balanced upon her
forehead. This whimsical touch emphasizes Holly’s quirky yet stylish side: even when
sleeping she is fashionable. When Holly pours milk into a martini glass, the action combines
her innocent girlishness with unconventional sophistication.
As the textual passage excerpted above indicates, Holly’s dialogue in the film nearly
matches her speech in Capote’s novella. So Edwards’s use of mise-en-scène must also
visually dramatize Holly’s desire that Tiffany will assuage her fears and bolster her identity
formation. The close-up shot of Holly sitting on her bathtub-cum-sofa reveals the
adornment on the sleep mask. The glittery gold eyebrows, eyelashes, and trim mirror Holly’s
own facial features, while also symbolizing the mask she must wear in order to “class-pass”
into the good life at Tiffany.26 Most importantly, the robin’s-egg blue of the mask itself is the
color of the Tiffany & Co. iconic blue packages. In presenting this color match, Edwards’s
film highlights the crucial aspect of film adaptation, where the primary narrative thrust
moves from telling to showing. According to adaptation theorist Linda Hutcheon, in a telling
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According to Gwendolyn Audrey Foster in Class Passing: Social Mobility in Film and Popular
Culture, “If anyone can be a ‘class act,’ it stands to reason, then, that class, at least removed
from actual, tangible real wealth or lack thereof, is all about performance and performativity”
(8).
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mode, literature must “describe, explain, summarize, expand,” while a showing mode, such as
film, “involves a direct aural and usually visual performance experienced in real time” (13).
In Edwards’s film, the showing mode invites an affective response, for the visual
presentation of the story “in real time” creates a sensation of simultaneously enduring the
same events as the characters, of sharing Holly’s happiness.
Edwards emphasizes this affective investment through a layered visual match:
Holly’s face is doubled with her sleep mask, and her reliance on Tiffany is visually
symbolized through the mask’s hue. The bedazzled mask is visually playful and humorous,
the light touch of romantic comedy. However, the fact that Holly wears this mask in her
home, while she is sleeping, suggests that her construction of self is both public and private.
She consciously announces her identity in relationship to Tiffany when she gazes in the
storefront at dawn or peruses the display cases to stave off malaise. Yet this Tiffany-blue
sleep mask indicates that her self-fashioning has an unconscious element as well, an
evolution that occurs in the privacy of her bedroom while she slumbers.
Edwards’s portrait of Holly as a conventionally sweet, romantic dreamer nevertheless
retains traces of Capote’s characterization. According to Hutcheon, as a “palimpsestuous”
text, the film is “haunted at all times” by the novella. In other words, readers of Capote’s
novella watch Edwards’s film while invariably discerning Capote’s creative achievement,
whose “presence [is] shadowing the one we are experiencing directly” (6). Capote was an
established author at the time of the film’s release, having already published the well-received
Other Voices, Other Rooms (1948) and The Grass Harp (1951), as well as numerous stories in
major magazines. As Leslie Fiedler commented in The Nation, Capote has “an ability to
control tone, an honest tenderness toward those of this characters he can understand … and
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a splendid sense of humor” (“Capote’s” 79). In point of fact, Capote’s “presence” in
Edwards’s film, emphasized through the prominent placement of the author’s name
superimposed over the first straight-on shot of Holly (as discussed above), would certainly
have stressed this point.
However, in spite of—or perhaps because of—the palimpsestic nature of adaptation,
there is something lost in translating this scene from novella to screen. The complexities of
subject formation that Capote explores are reduced to a heteronormative plot and
conventional subjectivity in Edwards’s more traditional rendition of the story. After all, we
learn a considerable amount about Holly’s free-spirited, experimental nature in the italicized
portions of the passage above. When Capote’s narrator suggests that having a drink combats
the “mean reds,” or what he calls “angst” (40), Holly confesses to having tried booze, aspirin,
and marijuana—all of which have failed to take the edge off her existential blues. Capote’s
Holly demonstrates the contemporary sources of affective happiness. But Holly’s
experiment with mood-altering substances fails to help her find the part of herself—the
calm, the security—that she can access at Tiffany.
More tellingly, Holly confesses that her unidentified anxieties lead to her “sweat[ing]
like hell” and having the eerie sense that something bad might happen (40). That she cannot
pinpoint the source of her anxiety suggests the cultural anxieties about changing roles for
women, particularly the containment of middle-class women’s labor that occurred postWorld War II when women were expected to embrace an aggressively domesticated vision
of femininity and gender norms.27 In fact, the angst that surrounds Holly’s subject formation
motivates many characters throughout Capote’s fiction (Hassan “Daydream” 50); although
27

Betty Friedan exposes these anxieties in The Feminine Mystique (1963).
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Holly is a dreamer, Capote illuminates the darkness underneath Holly’s putative lighthearted
romanticism.28 Freedom—both sexual and philosophical—is crucial to Capote’s exploration
of female subjectivity and the ideology of happiness the character pursues. It is easy to
ignore this darkness in Edwards’s film version, with Hepburn’s shiny costumes and
Mancini’s sentimental “Moon River” glossing over the queerness and underlying dread
present in the novella. Capote’s characterization of Holly suggests the drive for freedom and
a chance at upward mobility are serious concerns that exist alongside Holly’s party-girl
performances of gender and class.
In deleting the passage’s italicized portions, George Axelrod’s screenplay presents a
more sanitized and less introspective version of Holly than Capote intended. Capote thought
it “the most miscast film I’ve ever seen.” Although he was friendly with Audrey Hepburn
and was even warmly affectionate toward her, he “was shocked and terribly annoyed when
she was cast” as Holly, and considered it “high treachery on the part of the producers” (qtd
in Grobel 157).29 But for producers Marty Jurow and Richard Shepherd, the goal was to cast
28

Hassan observes the structuring presence of fear in much of Capote’s fiction, including
the line, “All our acts are acts of fear” from the story “Shut a Final Door” (“Daydream” 50).
29 Capote was also incensed over the casting of Mickey Rooney as Japanese photographer
Mr. Yunioshi. According to Capote, “It made me want to throw up” (qtd in Grobel 157).
Capote is not the only one disgusted by Rooney’s racist portrayal of Yunioshi; this is one of
the most controversial and polarizing aspects of the film, and one which most viewers would
like to erase entirely. George Axelrod did not include this racist stereotype in his screenplay;
Blake Edwards acknowledges that he added the character in order to add broad physical
comedy to the film—an element Edwards preferred in his oeuvre (Lehman and Luhr 29).
Producer Richard Shepherd tried to convince Edwards to change the scenes and cast a
Japanese actor, stating “It disgusts me to think about” Rooney’s performance (qtd in
Wasson Fifth 177). Yunioshi’s presence in the novella was expanded significantly in film,
supporting Edwards’s desire for comic relief. However, the film’s Yunioshi also functions as
the “other,” or the nonwhite buddy whose nonwhite racialized (and here, racist) behavior
emphasizes both Holly’s and Paul’s whiteness. (See Gwendolyn Audrey Foster’s Performing
Whiteness: Postmodern Re/Constructions in the Cinema for her analysis of the role of the racialized
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an actress whose public persona was not automatically associated with sexiness—ruling out
Marilyn Monroe or Elizabeth Taylor—and then accentuate the character’s sexiness (Wasson
Fifth 97). Hepburn was, in this light, the ideal actress for the role, for she brought with her a
reputation for wholesomeness and propriety, both of which would sanction Holly’s behavior
and clean it up for a broad cinematic audience. She was sweet, chaste Princess Ann in Roman
Holiday, after all!
Mainstreaming Holly for a Hollywood audience, however, undermines and
oversimplifies Capote’s investigation of subjectivity. Edwards’s film provides not only a
concrete visual representation of the character, but also provides a concrete visual
representation of Holly searching for happiness as a consumer in the marketplace—
something Capote’s novella never does. In the move from telling to showing, Edwards’s
Breakfast at Tiffany’s puts Holly visually inside the “quietness and the proud look” (Capote 40)
of the original Tiffany & Co. store on Fifth Avenue—the very space in which Holly posits
her happiness and security. Indeed, as soon as Holly and Paul breeze through the
storefront’s revolving door, she enthusiastically asks, “Don’t you just love it?” A high-angle
establishing shot of the Tiffany interior immediately follows, presenting a downward-slanting
view of the glass display cases, wood-paneled walls, recessed window displays, and affluent
shoppers, including two women wearing fur stoles. This point-of-view clearly differs from
the narrator’s first-person perspective in Capote’s novella; in fact, the film’s perspective
“buddy” character in constructing whiteness; 7-8). His buffoonery serves to make Holly and
Paul seem more normal, in spite of the fact that both of them are sex workers. Lehman and
Luhr observe that Rooney’s depiction of Yunioshi is “simultaneously a sign of ‘otherness’
and also of New York as ‘melting pot’; he lives in the same apartment house as Holly and
Paul. The racism in the film at one and the same time celebrates his otherness and mocks
it—he is part of the film’s sadly limited notion of ‘diversity’ in New York and ridiculed for
that very diversity” (29).
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highlights the shift in narrative point-of-view from page to screen. Capote’s narrator always
positions Holly’s subject formation in relationship to his construction of self, while
Edwards’s film presents a putatively omniscient and objective story about Holly’s search for
identity and, more importantly, for love. Throughout, Henry Mancini’s sweeping score
emphasizes the heterosexual romance plot; here when Holly and Paul enter Tiffany the
music drops the cheery, up-tempo “do-do-do” singing that accompanied their previous stop
on their adventure day; it is replaced with swelling strings that quiet into a more sedate
piano. The sixties hip music vibe matures for the Tiffany crowd.
This scene, which does not appear in the novella, perhaps best illustrates the crucial
differences between the novella’s and the film’s interpretations of Holly’s subjectivity and
her desire to find happiness in designer commodities. In Capote’s novella, Holly never goes
inside Tiffany. Holly always remains an outsider, which is essential to Capote’s exploration
of female personhood. Capote’s Holly is an example of a loveable outsider, a nonconformist
who utilizes fashion and designer brands to access style, but who is never beholden to them.
After all, Capote is clear that Holly creates her own style (14). The fact that Holly never
actually joins the shoppers inside Tiffany—each in his or her own way constructing self, if at
least temporarily, in relationship to material culture—means that for Holly, Tiffany always
remains a fantasy. Although Holly asserts that Tiffany is a place “where nothing very bad
could happen to you” (40), Capote provides no concrete details of the store. Tiffany is a
signifier of happiness and the good life, a phantasmagoric space of possibility. Because Holly
never enters Tiffany, her subjectivity remains improvisational, which Capote highlights by
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having her exact physical location unknown at the end of the novella (110). She is, and ever
will be, as her calling cards indicate: travelling.30
But in the film, Edwards removes any ambiguity about Holly’s relationship to
Tiffany by invading her fantasy space. By including this scene, the film changes Tiffany from
a space of possibility to a primary site of heteronormative bonding, where consumerism
facilitates Paul’s influence over Holly when he chooses a gift for her. According to D’Arcy,
Tiffany becomes for Holly “a sanctuary of investment and consumption—as a haven of
peace and security,” while in a broader cultural sense Tiffany is “a symbol of the ‘dream era’
when the economic upsurge was slowly blotting out the deprivations and sacrifices of the
war period” (D’Arcy 381). Edwards symbolizes the “dream era” by moving the adapted
narrative from the “imagination to the realm of direct perception—with its mix of both
detail and broad focus” (Hutcheon 23). As Holly and Paul admire the one-of-a-kind yellow
Tiffany diamond, the camera first pans from a medium shot of Holly and Paul to a jewelry
display case, where it zooms in for a close-up shot of the signature yellow gemstone.
Although Tiffany is Holly’s place—the site of the construction of her subjectivity—Edwards
emphasizes Paul’s growing impact on Holly when Paul offers to buy her a present. Up to
this point, Holly only owns calling cards from the store. When Paul offers to purchase a gift
for her, the film’s heterosexual romance narrative erodes Capote’s story of female
independence.31 It displaces Holly as the agent of her subject formation and inserts Paul as a
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While Holly’s calling cards suggest that she might have entered the store at some point to
purchase them, the crucial point is that Capote never shows Holly inside the store to readers.
31 In the novel, the narrator does purchase a Christmas present for Holly from Tiffany, but it
is a St. Christopher’s medal (59), typically worn by travelers to protect them on their
journeys. Capote’s novella spends very little time on this object. In addition, the medal is not
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representation of the patriarchal institution of marriage and, indeed, of the diamond
engagement ring as signifier of Holly’s sexual status and commodification.
When Holly and Paul interact with a middle-aged, balding store clerk (John
McGiver), the film proposes the marketplace as a site for community, a space where people
can find happiness through connecting across generations and classes—especially in a
sympathetic consumer outlet like Tiffany. This scene demonstrates Paul’s desire for the class
status that would empower him to purchase a Tiffany bauble for Holly. But, perhaps more
importantly, it emphasizes how Tiffany confirms Holly’s belief that brand is more important
than object. Holly has previously insisted that Paul adhere to a ten-dollar budget, although
she wonders if they will be able to find a Tiffany object in that price range. Paul explains to
the white, middle-aged, balding clerk that “the lady” finds diamonds “tacky” for her, a
sentiment that Holly expresses to the narrator much earlier in Capote’s novella. The clerk
balks at Paul’s budget, and informs them that in their price range “the variety of merchandise
is rather limited,” but the clerk does not turn them away, nor does he outwardly judge them.
Although both Holly and Paul are charmers and accomplished performers who achieve
some level of class-passing, without the income to back up their performance, they are
always and only performing.
The “Tiffany’s” fantasy, of course, relies in part on the idea that luxury retailers
impose restrictions because of class. Indeed, the clerk at first seems a stuffed shirt,
proposing a sterling silver telephone dialer (for a rotary phone), “strictly as a novelty, you
understand, for the lady and gentleman who has everything.” Naturally, Holly and Paul are

meant to control Holly, as Paul’s ring is in the film. Nor is the medal intended to “mark”
(Tannen) Holly’s sexual and/or romantic status. It is a gesture of friendship, not possession.
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not interested in this object, for clearly they are not a lady and gentleman who already have
everything. Holly and Paul certainly look the part of middle-class strivers: she with her chic
and sophisticated orange overcoat and fur chapeau, he with his navy blazer and rep tie. But
the “Tiffany’s” fantasy is pierced with the reality of the actual class status required to do
more than window shop. In fact, this utilitarian object, no matter how luxurious, is
particularly pedestrian to Paul, who wants an object more “romantic in feeling.” As this is
the only object the clerk proposes, the couple prepare to leave with no Tiffany item to bring
Holly happiness and celebrate Paul’s success. Holly will have to be satisfied with preserving
the “Tiffany’s” fantasy and using it to further construct her subjectivity in relationship to the
happiness that Tiffany commodities signify.
However, Paul suddenly remembers a novelty ring stashed in his pocket, the free
trinket that accompanies a box of Cracker Jack.32 Holly’s smile widens when Paul presents
the “very smart” ring to the clerk, who examines it skeptically and surmises it has not been
purchased at Tiffany. Paul stumbles over his confession that the ring was “purchased
concurrent with … uh … well, actually came inside of … well, a box of Cracker Jack.” Ever
the professional, the clerk examines the ring as he would an object of much greater value.
Finally, all three bond over the shared nostalgia for the innocent childhood pleasures and
happiness associated with a product like Cracker Jack:
Clerk: Do they still really have prizes in Cracker Jack boxes? … That’s nice to
know. Gives one a feeling of solidarity, almost of continuity with the past, that sort
of thing.
32

In a scene that Axelrod modified for the screenplay, Paul meets Holly’s ex-husband Doc
Golightly (Buddy Ebsen), who has come from Tulip, Texas, to retrieve Holly. As Doc
follows Paul through Central Park, he purchases a box of Cracker Jack in his effort to pose
as an impartial tourist. Doc shares the Cracker Jack with Paul as they sit on the empty
benches in front of the Central Park band shell.
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Holly: Do you think Tiffany’s would really engrave it for us? I mean, you don’t
think they’d feel it was beneath them, or anything like that.
Clerk: Well, it is rather unusual, madam. But I think you will find that
Tiffany’s is very understanding. If you will tell me what initials you’d like, I think we
could have something ready for you in the morning.
Hepburn’s Holly flashes a brilliant smile; her happiness is palpable. Holly’s ideology of
consumer-derived happiness solidifies as the clerk confirms her belief in Tiffany. When she
turns to Paul and exclaims, “Didn’t I tell you this was a lovely place?” Holly transfers her
happiness about an object, the Cracker-Jack ring, to the institution and space of Tiffany. She
substantiates Ahmed’s assertion that “Certain objects become imbued with positive affect as
good objects. After all, objects not only embody good feeling, but are perceived as necessary
for a good life” (34). Tiffany has created this happiness for Holly, and now she will have a
ring that will always be endowed with the affect she had previously projected onto a
phantasmagorical “Tiffany’s.”
In transitioning a narrative from the telling, literary mode—where the sensation of
entering Tiffany must always remain imaginary—to the showing, cinematic mode, the way
the narrative is dramatized changes and “there is inevitably a certain amount of reaccentuation and refocusing of themes, characters, and plot” (Hutcheon 40). This is
especially true in this scene, with its concrete visual details of the actual store’s interior. In
addition, Holly will soon have a Tiffany object around which she may construct her
subjectivity—or, at least she will have an object engraved by, and thus marked by, the brand
Tiffany. While she can cling to the idea of the happiness “Tiffany’s” represents in the novella,
with this physical object she will invest happiness in a ring that will always be imprinted with
Tiffany workmanship. Edwards’s most important refocusing, of course, is that this ring
represents Paul’s heterosexual commitment to Holly. This pseudo-engagement ring re-
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signifies Holly’s fierce independence from Capote’s novella and instead concentrates on her
dependence on a loving male authority, now represented by Paul in Edwards’s film.
The affect of happiness, therefore, as a structuring ideology changes from Capote’s
novella to Edwards’s film. In both, Holly derives happiness from an upper-class fantasy
associated with the mystique of Tiffany. While Holly forms an attachment to the idea of
“Tiffany’s” and constructs her happiness in relationship to her future class status, this
subject formation remains psychological. With no visit to Tiffany, she maintains her outsider
status. Although she receives a Tiffany St. Christopher’s medal from the narrator (59), this
trinket is not in conflict with Holly’s independence, nor with her identity of traveler through
life. Happiness, for Capote’s Holly, remains outside a heterosexual romance narrative; for
that matter, it remains outside any binding relationship with another human being.
However, the end of Edwards’s film presents Holly’s glorious surrender to
heteronormative and patriarchal authorities, and thus the structuring affect of happiness
changes dramatically from unconventionality to conformity. After Paul has professed his
love for Holly and she rebuffs him, he chastises, “you call yourself a free spirit, a wild thing
and you’re terrified someone will stick you in a cage. You’re already in that cage. You’ve built
it yourself.” In her effort to live the life of a “wild thing,” Holly may confine herself by
assuming that happiness is derived through consumer culture, but this happiness still defines
a subject formation of her own making. By capitulating to Paul’s love and authority,
however, Holly is not free from a cage, as the film implies. Rather, she is agreeing to enter the
cage of heteronormativity. If the Tiffany St. Christopher medal signifies Holly’s independent
spirit, then the Tiffany-engraved ring signifies surrender to a heterosexual romance narrative
that includes the promise of marriage and children, symbolized by Holly’s and Paul’s
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embrace of Cat in the last scene. This is certainly the implication at the film’s end, even if it
is unlikely that two professional sex workers will settle comfortably into middle-class
respectability. This new, heterosexual marriage plot overrides Capote’s queer and truly
unconventional exploration of female subjectivity and independence.
In spite of the differences between these two versions of Breakfast at Tiffany’s, what
remains constant is the idea of Holly Golightly as a role model.33 As a literary character,
Holly inspires readers with her commitment to independence and her refusal to conform to
the gender norms of the post-World War II era. Capote’s Holly expresses a new desire to
develop her subjectivity in relationship to consumer culture, and in so doing anticipates the
overwhelming role of the consumer marketplace at the turn of the twenty-first century. Her
blending of casual style with a devotion to the affluent Tiffany foreshadows the identity
struggles that chick lit heroines will confront fifty years later. As a cinematic icon, Audrey
Hepburn’s Holly proves to be even more prescient to the thematic concerns of chick lit.
Imperfect but utterly loveable heroines of this twenty-first century genre strive for
perfection, but readers adore them in part because they know the heroines will never actually
achieve perfection.34 This creates an important affective connection with readers, who may
also be striving to have the perfect wardrobe, physique, job, and romantic partner. D’Arcy
33

Wasson notes that many women remember Holly Golightly as a role model. Specifically,
he cites Letty Cottin Pogrebin, one of the founders of Ms. Magazine; see the quotation
included below. Marvin Paige, the Casting Director for Edwards’s film, also recalls that
many audience members identify with Holly: “I think a lot of people have that kookiness,
whether they let it show or not. You know, I think a lot of people wanted to be Audrey
Hepburn in Breakfast at Tiffany’s” (“The Making of a Classic”). Although Pogrebin saw Holly
as a role model for women, it is interesting that Paige seems to believe that Hepburn’s Holly,
at least, was a role model for women and men.
34 See Suzanne Ferris and Mallory Young’s Chick Lit: The New Woman’s Fiction (3), Caroline J.
Smith’s Cosmopolitan Culture and Consumerism in Chick Lit (6), and Stephanie Harzewski’s Chick
Lit and Postfeminism (5).
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sees Hepburn’s waiflike physique as mutable, and “could therefore be translated as indirectly
assuring busy and tired working women, and bored and dispirited housewives that
‘achievement’ was within their scope if only they relied on the expertise of the cosmetics
industries and the fashion dictates of clothes manufacturers” (D’Arcy 382). Or, as Wasson
notes, Hepburn was “beautiful, but not the most beautiful. She was talented, but she wasn’t
brilliant” (Fifth 16). Hepburn may not have been brilliant, nor the most beautiful, but as
Holly Golightly—and with the help of Givenchy—she achieves the kind of imperfect ideal
of the Hollywood romantic heroine who would become an antecedent to chick lit heroines.
Holly may struggle against conformity, may even have moments when she is rebellious, but
she capitulates to gender norms and is thus rewarded by Edwards with a classic happy
ending, complete with a Tiffany-engraved ring to mark that happiness.
Happiness located in the consumer marketplace is an ideology that is appropriated
by chick lit and is embodied in the genre’s trademark happy endings. As Sophie Kinsella’s
Confessions of a Shopaholic demonstrates, however, this dénouement sacrifices a complex
exploration of the negotiations required in a playful relationship with consumer culture, in
which one might exercise agency both within and against the global consumer marketplace.
Because Kinsella’s novel, like other chick lit novels, conforms to the ideals of a “complaint
narrative,” the thrust of the novel is to resolve easily, rather than analyze and potentially
critique the dangers of happiness as a structuring, affective ideology. According to Carol
Memmott, what is most important in chick lit is that “By novel’s end, the heroine usually has
worked out all her problems and has learned important lessons about life” (D1). In other
words, heroine Becky Bloomwood’s trials are easily resolved by the novel’s end; her life
lessons conform to those prescribed by the culture industry so that the reader does not have
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to think independently (Horkheimer and Adorno 137). In contrast to the ambiguity readers
experience at the end of Capote’s Breakfast at Tiffany’s—an ending that challenges readers to
engage intellectually with the thematic content of the novella—Confessions of a Shopaholic lulls
its readers into a comfort zone of happiness where the pleasure of predictability provides an
affective reward, but where ambiguity ceases to exist.

“People will refer to me as the Girl in the Denny and George Scarf”
When Breakfast at Tiffany’s was originally released, Letty Cottin Pogrebin, one Ms.
Magazine’s founders, considered herself to be an “alter ego” of Holly’s, reflecting the extent
to which this character quickly became a role model for many (presumably white, middle
class) women in the early 1960s. For Pogrebin, it is because Holly
was so unlike the usual Hollywood caricature of a woman. She was a woman you
wanted to be. Of course, she didn’t have a profession and I was career oriented, so
that was a little troublesome, but the fact that she was living on her own at a time
when women simply weren’t, was very validating to me. It was very affirming. Here
was this incredibly glamorous, quirky, slightly bizarre woman who wasn’t convinced
that she had to live with a man. She was the single girl living a life of her own, and
she could have an active sex life that wasn’t morally questionable. I had never seen
that before. (qtd in Wasson Fifth 190)
If Pogrebin’s reflections on Holly Golightly sound like a description of a chick lit heroine
and her story, that is no surprise, for Capote’s Breakfast at Tiffany’s and Edwards’s film
adaptation both serve as essential precursors to the exploration of subject formation in chick
lit. In particular, Sophie Kinsella’s Confessions of a Shopaholic (2000)35 demonstrates the extent

35

The novel was originally published in England, with the title The Secret Dreamworld of a
Shopaholic (London: Black Swan, 2000). All quotations used here are from the U.S. version,
publishing by Dell/Bantam Dell in 2003. Changing the title to Confessions of a Shopaholic
overtly connects this novel to the first-person confessional diary form, which originates in
Samuel Richardson’s Pamela (1740) and is subsequently utilized in Helen Fielding’s Bridget
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to which the genre grapples with the dominance of the consumer marketplace in millennial
constructions of female subjectivity. At stake is the vision of postfeminist subject formation
produced through chick lit’s Cinderella narratives; here, the so-called “reality” that chick lit
readers laud depends on reproducing a narrative of female dependency.36 While Capote’s
Breakfast at Tiffany’s presents a vision of female subjectivity grounded in independence and
nonconformity, Edwards’s film promotes female dependency based upon a male lover’s
patriarchal authority and rewards Holly’s heteronormativity. Both, however, consider the
intimate link between designer brands and subject formation. At the turn of the twenty-first
century, Confessions of a Shopaholic suggests that heroine Becky Bloomwood’s dependence on
commodity culture achieves a magnitude that results in a shopping addiction and ensuing
financial debt. Kinsella’s novel portrays a female subject who like Holly believes she will
access happiness through an identity based in consumption. But in fact, Becky is defined—
and willingly marks herself—by a heteronormative, consumerist ideal of designer labels.
Ultimately, the novel must have Becky fail to manage her relationship to the consumer
marketplace (including her mounting credit card debt) in order to prolong the narrative arc.
Although Becky believes her reward is the ability to self-mark with designer labels and
Jones’s Diary (1996). Holly’s “Tiffany’s” dreamworld is not a secret, perhaps because she does
not incur the massive debt that Becky does in her pursuit of a consumer-derived notion of
self.
36 Diane Negra theorizes postfeminism in What a Girl Wants? Fantasizing the Reclamation of Self
in Postfeminism (2009): “postfeminism offers the pleasure and comfort of (re)claiming an
identity uncomplicated by gender politics, postmodernism, and institutional critique” (2). She
also edited the anthology Interrogating Postfeminism: Gender and the Politics of Popular Culture
(2007) with Yvonne Tasker. Included in this edition is Angela McRobbie’s influential essay
“Post-Feminism and Popular Culture,” originally published in Feminist Media Studies (2004).
Jennifer Baumgardner and Amy Richards evaluate late-twentieth century feminism in their
popular book Manifesta: Young Women, Feminism, and the Future (2000). Leslie Heywood and
Jennifer Drake edited Third Wave Agenda: Being Feminist, Doing Feminism (1997), which
provides an alternative perspective to postfeminism.
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display her commodities to strangers, in the end that reward is always just out of her reach,
for she cannot afford the subject formation to which she feels entitled.
The intimate relationship that the marketplace, and specifically explicitly-marked
designer brands, has fostered between subject formation and consumer culture is a crucial
aspect of postfeminist concepts of identity and agency. A female subject who possesses
disposable income may purchase commodities that will complement and construct her
subjectivity; the “figure of woman as empowered consumer” (Tasker and Negra 3) is a
dominant image in twenty-first century Western culture. Jennifer Scanlon notes, “What
marks Becky and her readers as postfeminist, perhaps, is that they transfer their primary
interest from a lover to the fruits of their engagement with capitalism” (10). Postfeminism’s
internal contradictions create an ideological space for a critique of consumerism and a
simultaneous attempt to manage a playful relationship with consumer culture. Indeed,
Scanlon argues that the postfeminist ideology in Kinsella’s Confessions of a Shopaholic is rooted
in shopping as an emotional salve; the narrative provides a “validation of shopping as a
pleasurable activity when other elements of contemporary women’s lives, including
heterosexual relationships and mandates about the female body, remain problematic” (5).
The rise of consumer culture—certainly its dominance in popular narratives at the turn of
the twenty-first century—means that ever greater aspects of subject formation and existence
are conceptualized as off-shoots of the consumer marketplace. Everything—and everyone—
can be potentially labeled by designer, brand, class, race, gender, and/or sexuality.
In Confessions of a Shopaholic, Rebecca, “Becky,” Bloomwood measures her self-worth
and happiness through her designer-label purchases and her credit card debt. Becky is a
twenty-five-year-old woman living in London and working half-heartedly as a financial
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journalist for the small trade publication Successful Saving.37 She earns a decent salary, but she
cannot stop using her credit cards to purchase unnecessary clothing and objects. Of course,
Becky’s unquenchable spending habits are ironic, given her work at a publication that
advocates thoughtful savings and investments. Unable to implement the strategies she covers
for the magazine, Becky’s typical method of dealing with her debt is to simply ignore it, and
she has numerous methods for doing so: shoving her unopened bills into a drawer, chucking
them into a dumpster on the street—anything that will allow her to deny the debt she
accrues. Soon Becky learns that her parents’ neighbors have been swindled out of a windfall
on their mutual funds, an investment they made based on Becky’s advice. Feeling guilty, she
writes an investigative piece for The Daily World and is subsequently asked to appear on a
popular TV show, Morning Coffee. There she debates with Luke Brandon, the thirty-first
most-wealthy bachelor in England (208) and her sometime work associate. Because of her
successful TV appearance, Becky is offered a lucrative position as a financial consultant on
the program. Meanwhile, wealthy Luke is so impressed that he invites Becky to dinner,
confesses his feelings, and they go to bed together that evening. Becky finally has the
financial security and the guy. Although Becky achieves financial solvency, she still cannot
stop herself from an impulse purchase in the novel’s closing scene.
Becky has come to construct her subjectivity so thoroughly within the consumer
marketplace that she cannot conceive of herself—or her happiness—without commodities.
In fact, the morning after she consummates her affair with Luke, she feels “like a completely
different person” (327), “very grown-up and responsible. Farsighted and sensible” (329). Yet
37

As with previous chapters, I have deliberately selected texts from both the United States
and the United Kingdom in order to highlight the transatlantic nature of the chick lit genre.
See Stephanie Harzewski’s Chick Lit and Postfeminism (17).
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moments later Becky descends from her post-coital bliss and impulsively orders three pairs
of designer sunglasses advertised on a QVC-type television program. As Cheryl A. Wilson
notes, “Rather than end the novel with the resolution of the romance, Kinsella allows Becky
one last act of shopping, which she performs while still in bed, blending the two plotlines—
romance and shopping” (222). Thus the novel ends on quite a contradictory note: although
Becky has coupled with Luke, although Becky is now successfully employed and soon-to-be
debt-free, she still maintains her shopping addiction. Even more importantly, Kinsella
justifies Becky’s questionable decision-making ability when it comes to consumer products
or “treats” that she feels she “deserves” (347). This consumer transaction diminishes the
novel’s romance narrative and highlights that Becky’s happiness is centered around her
primary love: commodity culture.
In Kinsella’s characterization, Becky defines female subjectivity and female agency by
the ability to purchase designer clothing for herself and land the rich guy. Becky does not
question how the power structure of the culture industry nurtures her appetite for
extravagant, redundant material objects because she has internalized a market-driven
definition of female subjectivity. Judith Butler argues, “Power that at first appears as
external, pressed upon the subject, pressing the subject into subordination, assumes a
psychic form that constitutes the subject’s self-identity” (Psychic 3). Butler is building on the
theory that commodities have power. And in Confessions of a Shopaholic, Becky assumes that
the power she sees in commodities will transfer to her. As she attempts to construct her
subjectivity through the acquisition of more and more consumer goods, she does not realize
that her happiness is controlled by the culture industry urging its predetermined tastes upon
her. Without thinking critically about the role of consumerism in her sense of self, Becky
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internalizes the notion of female success constructed by the culture of women’s magazines,
1990s–era “girl power,” and other postfeminist media and cultural representations that
communicate contradictory messages about contemporary female identity and worth.38 She
clearly embraces the widespread branding of turn-of-the-twenty-first century consumer
culture. In fact, Becky is so dependent on the consumer marketplace that it is impossible to
conceive of her character outside of it.39
In its use of designer labels, Confessions of a Shopaholic conforms generically to the
chick lit emphasis on fashion and branding: from high (Versace and Prada) to low (Gap and
Levi’s) fashion, chick lit authors deploy designer labels as a kind of shorthand that
oversimplifies the complexities of affective and ideological systems of power. Becky forms
what Butler calls a “passionate attachment” (Psychic 6) to her own subordination to the
marketplace.40 Becky needs her designer label clothing (and her ensuing debt) to understand
and define herself. Indeed, many of her rationalizations for her superfluous purchases could
be right out of the ad-sponsored copy for a women’s magazine. Becky derives a false sense
of identity from designer labels, and—more importantly—from the assumption that
38

In Cosmopolitan Culture and Consumerism in Chick Lit, Caroline J. Smith argues that Kinsella is
using her protagonist Becky, a regular reader of women’s magazines, to critique the
unrealistic consumption habits encouraged in such publications as Marie Claire and
Cosmopolitan (36-44).
39 Ironically, the character of Becky Bloomwood has become a commodified object through
Kinsella’s branding of “Shopaholic” and turning it into a book series, with six books
currently in the series. Subsequent titles include Shopaholic Takes Manhattan (2002), Shopaholic
Ties the Knot (2003), Shopaholic & Sister (2004), Shopaholic & Baby (2007), and Mini Shopaholic
(2010).
40 Butler discusses this desire to be subjected, stating, “power imposes itself on us, and,
weakened by its force, we come to internalize or accept its terms. … Subjection consists
precisely in this fundamental dependency on a discourse we never chose but that,
paradoxically, initiates and sustains our agency” (Psychic 2). In other words, subjectivity is
initially formed because of power that “imposes itself on us,” but paradoxically gives rise to
our agency and even ultimately “sustains” it.
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everyone will know what the designer labels convey regarding status, income, class, and taste,
as well as what the designer labels will convey about her personal success. For example,
Becky’s thinks her briefcase “looks the part,” of success, “And that’s what counts” (Kinsella
161). In a similar fashion, Becky measures others by their clothing: from Prada shoes to
Emporio Armani suits, Becky always judges a book by its designer cover. Of course, the
novel also assumes that readers will know these brand names and will therefore comprehend
what it means for Becky to possess the financial ability to purchase a suit from Agnes B.41
This willing embrace of designer labels as identity markers speaks to the crucial connection
between female subjectivity, happiness, and the consumer marketplace in chick lit.
That Becky is not concerned that her prêt-à-porter identity is driving her into debt
illustrates her personification of a drive for success marked by commodities. Becky is a
subject who has been disciplined by the culture industry to locate her happiness within
commodity culture, and to associate any change in her life with the clothing and objects that
she can immediately acquire. Whereas Edwards’s Holly Golighty defines herself with the
logic of consumerism and brand identification, Becky is a magnified version of this subject
who will risk financial failure in order to achieve the right superficial look. For instance,
Kinsella establishes dependence on designer labels early in the novel when Becky sees that
exclusive, fictive designer Denny and George is having a sale. Her attraction to these luxury
scarves operates on two levels, for Becky feels they will help her both assimilate and will
distinguish her as a unique subject. First she wails, “Everyone I know in the entire world

41

According to New York Times writer Jon Caramanica, design company Agnes B. mainstays
are “up-market basics with minor flourishes, one of them being an air of Gallic impossibility
that made a white button-up shirt so much more than just a white button-up shirt”
(Caramanica).
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aspires to owning a Denny and George scarf” (14), and thus feels she is entitled to one as
well. After shamefully admitting to herself that her “whole drawerful of Denny and George
substitutes” (15) will not project the image she desires, moments later she persuades herself
to purchase a scarf she cannot afford, even if it is on sale:
There is no question. I have to have this scarf. I have to have it. It makes my eyes
look bigger, it makes my haircut look more expensive, it makes me look like a
different person. I’ll be able to wear it with everything. People will refer to me as the
Girl in the Denny and George Scarf. (15-16)
Becky believes that this commodity will instantly transform her. It will not only turn her into
a “different person” psychologically and emotionally, but will also, remarkably, physically
transform her as well. Through this willing self-marking, Becky will be able to class-pass, for
even her hairdo will seem more upscale and fashionable. Most importantly, Becky
rhetorically re-constructs her subjectivity with the moniker “the Girl in the Denny and
George Scarf.” This renaming is significant in illustrating Becky’s fantasy of inclusion and
acquisition—she is always transformed into the girl with a new product, never someone
without. (This is an interesting illustration of Becky’s ideals, especially in our millennial time
period, in which “reduce, recycle, reuse” is a popular anti-consumerist ideology embraced by
many.) Several hours later, Becky represents her magazine Successful Saving at a press
conference, but she cannot concentrate, for she is “too concerned about [her] scarf” (23) to
devote any attention to work. Although she discovers the scarf mere hours earlier, she
rearranges her day and jeopardizes her work in order to acquire this consumer object that,
for her, signifies wealth and success. Even more, she projects that every random person
passing her on the street will now notice and understand her significance, simply because she
is wearing a designer scarf.
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Becky’s outrageous shopping structures the narrative, for as she moves from one
crisis to the next she always manages to create a relationship between herself and the
marketplace. Significantly, scenes in which Becky imagines herself as “The Girl in the …”
occur four times in the novel. She imagines she is smart and successful as “the Girl in the
Denny and George Scarf” (16), chic and elegant as “the Girl in the White Coat” (172). And,
at the end of the novel when she “invests” in three pairs of unnecessary sunglasses, she is
wise and fashionable as “the Girl in the NK Malone Shades” (346). Her primary association
is as a happy consumer, and not as the new girlfriend of the thirty-first richest bachelor in
England. In each of these scenes, the objects that engender Becky’s fantasy version of
herself are already endowed with feelings of self-esteem and happiness, for each item
promises automatically to mark Becky as special and immediately identifiable to passersby.
These objects participate within an affective economy for Becky, for according to Ahmed,
they
acquire their value as goods, insofar as they point toward happiness. … they become
happiness pointers, as if to follow their point would be to find happiness. If objects
provide a means for making us happy, then in directing ourselves toward this or that
object we are aiming somewhere else: toward a happiness that is presumed to follow.
(34)
The objects that Becky fetishizes—Denny and George scarf, white coat, and designer
sunglasses, but not her boyfriend—are examples of the way an affective economy can
function in subject formation. As “happiness pointers,” these objects are always already
invested with classed and gendered ideologies, carrying notions of female success for the
subject who can afford to willingly mark her body and subjectivity with such commodities.
Crucial to Becky’s subject formation is the assumption that others will not only notice her as
“The Girl in the …” but also that they will recognize the status signified by specific clothing
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designers. The presumption that happiness will accompany inanimate commodities is one of
the failings in Becky’s belief that subjectivity may be purchased in the marketplace, if only
she has the right knowledge and timing to support her shopping addiction.
These passages are part of the problematic negotiation of female subjectivity
portrayed in this novel, and illustrate how postfeminist ideology suggests that women are
“subjects only to the extent that [they] are able and willing to consume” (Tasker and Negra
8). Becky’s fantasy of public recognition based upon her sartorial choices excites her at the
same time that it cripples her with the desire for more commodities. For example, when
Becky is shopping for a birthday sweater for her roommate, she also purchases the sweater
in gray for herself, thinking it the “most perfect little cardigan in the world. People will call
me the Girl in the Gray Cardigan. I’ll be able to live in it. Really, it’s an investment” (Kinsella
68). Becky believes that she is acquiring an asset, an article of clothing that she will “live in,”
and, in theory, will be able to forgo future purchases because this sweater will be a
multitasking wardrobe staple. In this sense, Becky believes she is constructing an image of
success that will improve her business, social, and marriage prospects. But the logic is
flawed: this commodity can only be considered an investment if Becky resists other future
items. While she assumes this sweater (or the Denny and George scarf) is a good investment,
in reality it is a bad investment because Becky does not have cash on hand and already has
more than enough clothes.
Critic Caroline J. Smith argues that, in moments like this, Kinsella is deliberately
satirizing popular women’s publications, such as Marie Claire, Elle, Cosmopolitan, or Vogue.
According to Smith, Kinsella critiques the advice published in these magazines that
encourages readers to develop unhealthy consumer habits and a potentially self-destructive
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relationship to the marketplace. Smith writes that through representing Becky as “the ideal—
and often times extreme—reader of these magazines,” Kinsella humorously parodies a
consumer-oriented subject formation in which “buying a particular item of clothing” is
transformed into “a way [for Becky] to define herself” (39).42
While Becky is invested in a philosophy in which commodities are powerful enough
to permanently alter her subjectivity, Smith’s argument that Kinsella is deliberately critiquing
the advice in women’s magazines is flawed.43 It is true that the novel raises the question of
whether “female consumers are self-actualized agents or society’s victims” (Ferriss and
Young “Generational”). But because Kinsella’s narrative is so ambivalent about Becky’s
shopping habits, it offers no real critical inquiry into the role of consumerism in either
fostering agency or encouraging victimhood. For example, Kinsella repeatedly depicts Becky
engaging in outrageous fantasies about how her debt will miraculously disappear. On the
humorous end, Becky daydreams that she will score big on a televised game show and
convinces herself that she will win the lottery, “by far the best solution” to her debt problem
(30). Kinsella writes these moments as fanciful daydreams, but stops short of denouncing
Becky’s ignorance and her impulse to run away from her commitments. But the author
42

Scanlon also argues that Kinsella’s Confessions of a Shopaholic (and its sequels) and the act of
shopping itself can be read as oppositional practices (1). Through a discussion of reader
response feedback to an online survey, Scanlon posits that “tired of endless directives about
the importance of romance … shopping provides a compensatory exchange for the
pressures of contemporary life” (10).
43 Cheryl A. Wilson also argues that Kinsella is deliberately critiquing the line between
material culture and consumerism, particularly with Becky’s visit to the Victoria & Albert
Museum gift shop. But as with Smith and Scanlon, Wilson’s argument seems so invested in
asserting that Kinsella is satirizing contemporary culture that she overlooks the answer to her
own question: “Is [Kinsella] excusing Becky and asking readers to accept her habits?” (222).
Kinsella is excusing Becky and she does want readers to accept Becky’s habits. The fact that
Kinsella justifies Becky’s habits through the five sequels to this original novel indicates a lack
of satire and an endorsement of Becky’s shopping and consumerism.
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undercuts any individual moments of satire with the drive to provide easy solutions to
Becky’s problems—to ensure that Becky is rewarded with a happy ending that includes a
rich man and a new job.
As Kinsella makes clear, Becky is unable to honestly evaluate herself and her
addiction to consumerism, and thus cannot act as moral agent in this novel. Absent a thirdperson narrator to serve that function, the novel seems to be without a moral agent
altogether. This lack of moral center allows Becky’s self-deception to snowball throughout
the novel—a dynamic that is difficult to endure. Much more problematic, however, are the
lies that Becky tells to her bank manager, her parents, her roommate, her future beloved. In
fact, at some point in the narrative, Becky lies to everyone with whom she has a relationship.
Kinsella tries to balance this extremely negative side of her heroine with the cutesy
confessional catchphrases Becky declares ad nauseam throughout the novel: the most frequent
is the utterance “to be honest,” which Becky states over two dozen times. The fact is that
Becky consistently makes excuses for her shopping addiction, and she is never held
accountable for a very unhealthy relationship to consumer culture.
Ultimately, the novel does not question the contradictory and troublesome nature of
locating one’s subject formation and happiness within market-driven desires and designerlabel cachet. In this sense, Becky represents one of the “deceived masses [who] are today
captivated by the myth of success even more than the successful are. Immovably, they insist
on the very ideology which enslaves them” (Horkheimer and Adorno 133-134). The novel
never questions Becky’s willingness to mark herself through her consumerism and shopping
addiction, nor does it challenge the ideology of commodity-derived happiness that structures
Becky’s identity. The novel invites readers into the myth of happiness and success
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perpetuated by the culture industry, where one might make poor choices and still be
absolved of financial responsibility in the end. However, unlike Becky, most women will not
be freed from thousands of dollars in credit card debt; they will not be asked to appear on a
TV program and earn a very lucrative salary. Happiness will not operate as a deus ex machina
financial windfall to rescue them from a misplaced faith in the consumer marketplace to
ensure cohesive subject formation. Although a Cinderella syndrome may prevail within the
pages of chick lit novels, it is not a condition from which readers may expect realistic rescue.
In Kinsella’s construction of female subjectivity, Becky’s agency does not come from
her intelligence and abilities; rather Becky’s agency is questionable because it is dependent
upon a series of unlikely events that place her subject formation within the realm of fantasy.
Such far-fetched emplotment, therefore, moves the narrative away from critique and
“prevents readers from taking [Becky] or her problems too seriously … the novels [in the
Shopaholic series] are not particularly critical of such spending” (Van Slooten 220). Becky’s
faith in the ability of commodities to deliver her happiness participates in the chick lit genre’s
structuring affect of happiness. This affect encourages readers to substitute the fantasy of
Confessions of a Shopaholic’s easy, circumstantial solution to Becky’s debt and allows the fantasy
of identity-for-purchase to prevail.
Certainly female subject formation in the consumer marketplace is a substantial
existential concern for many feminist, postfeminist, and gender theorists, as well as for
authors of fiction. Consumer debt is no less serious, nor is the search for emotionally and
financially rewarding work. For critics like Smith, Kinsella supposedly addresses all of these
issues in Confessions of a Shopaholic (as well as its sequels). However, when she comments on
the generic label “chick lit,” Kinsella notes, “To my mind, [chick lit] means a fun, light book,
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often with humor, often featuring a contemporary heroine that women of today can relate
to, often addressing an issue of today” (qtd in Memmott D1). Kinsella’s vague rhetoric—
“woman of today” and “issue of today”—and assertion that her narrative goal is escape and
entertainment counter any argument that Confessions of a Shopaholic is providing a social
critique. Kinsella does not specifically mention what “issues” are addressed in chick lit. Her
commitment to “fun” and “light” books reveals that she “is not wholly indicting this culture
of conspicuous consumption that encourages and even demands” (Van Slooten 225) a
complete abandonment of fiscal responsibility, as well as an obsessive devotion to the
marketplace as the site of happiness.
When Kinsella does portray Becky’s attempt to address her debt, she depicts a vision
of female subjectivity that epitomizes the search for an easy answer. Lauren Berlant
describes this phenomenon as the desire to take a complicated and three-dimensional
character and transform her (and her story) into a more basic or watered-down version.
Crucially, this typically occurs through a romantic plot (7), and it is one of the distinguishing
characteristics of the “complaint narrative” (3). Such narratives are productions of women’s
culture that create a sense of belonging in their readership or viewership, or what Berlant
refers to as an “intimate public” (3). Complaint narratives engage with the political sphere
only to the extent that the narrative mentions, or comes close to, the political realm. The
goal is emotional catharsis, not cultural critique. And complaint narratives like Confessions of a
Shopaholic never truly provide a critique, for although they explore anxieties surrounding
contemporary female subjectivity, their drive toward happiness as a structuring ideology
forecloses meaningful engagement with politics and culture, or responsibility and reality.
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Becky repeatedly seeks an easy solution to her complicated negotiation of consumer
culture, the global marketplace, and subject formation. However, when her debt begins to
scare her, she decides she will try to control her finances. When Becky purchases a self-help
book on financial advice—the fictional Controlling Your Cash by David E. Barton—she is
primarily drawn to the promise that it will take only one week to see the results of a budget
(64), and Becky convinces herself it will be “easy and straightforward” to eradicate debt
(Kinsella 65). This is the case, in spite of the fact that Becky regularly reports on paying bills
on time, managing personal funds, and establishing financial nest eggs at Successful Saving. The
irony of Becky’s belief in the immediate rewards of the self-help advice market is thus
heightened by her foolish desire for a rather painless solution to a complicated financial
situation.
Becky now has a new reason to rationalize her relationship to commodities.
Although earlier in the novel she resists the idea of living within a budget, Becky convinces
herself that this is the route through which she will access happiness—but only because
brand new consumer goods supposedly will help her establish independence from
commodity-derived happiness. As part of her subscription to David Barton’s “savings plan,”
Becky will not get takeout Indian food but will instead learn to make homemade curry. Thus,
she justifies purchasing special spices and pans, rather than, for instance, cooking something
for which she already has the equipment and ingredients. It is this kind of shoddy logic that
positions her subjectivity as a commodity available for purchase. Becky will have a new
identity: frugal and successful cook—but only if she purchases the right pan and spice
grinder. Through these consumer goods she will endeavor to purchase her happiness, as well
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as ironically turning to the marketplace to construct her subjectivity and discover happiness
outside of it:
What I’ll do is quickly go to [department store] Peter Jones and buy all the
equipment we need for the kitchen, and then I’ll get the food and come back and start
cooking. The thing to remember is, we only have to buy all this stuff once—and then we’re
fully equipped to make delicious curries every night. I’ll just have to think of it as an
investment. (107; my emphasis)44
Kinsella’s switch from first-person singular to first-person plural is important here, for it
suggests that Becky is not shopping purely for her own happiness or for her addiction, but
for the greater good of roommate Suze, who “needs” Becky to acquire these items. Becky is
trying to define her happiness and subject formation within the “consume and achieve”
model espoused in popular women’s magazines (Smith 38). She further rationalizes her
future purchases as an investment—like the Denny and George scarf or the ideal cardigan
sweater, the kitchen equipment here is not an indulgence or a luxury, but something she
frames as an accomplishment. Becky tries to re-construct her identity as a thrifty person who
will successfully manage her finances, but this identity crucially depends upon spending money
on kitchen equipment that will not yield a profit, because she only uses it one time.
Ultimately it only sinks her further into debt. Yet Becky’s rationalization that the kitchen
equipment is an “investment” reveals a naïve construction of subjectivity that rests on
commodities.

44

Peter Jones is a luxury department store located in the popular London neighborhood
Chelsea. The Guardian’s John Glancey writes, “The famous Chelsea department store, owned
by the John Lewis Partnership, is the shop to which many smart Londoners come, as if by
instinct, to dress baby, buy school uniforms, make wedding lists, furnish homes and indulge
in frivolous gewgaws. In old age, they take lunch and tea here and watch succeeding
generations repeat the same comfortable exercises in the same comforting surroundings”
(Glancey).
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Kinsella uses this language of investment in a third instance, when Becky describes
the outfit she plans to wear on a date with roommate Suze’s geeky cousin, Tarquin CleathStuart.45 Tarquin has been ranked number fifteen in Harper’s and Queen on the “Hundred
Richest Bachelors” list—even higher than Becky’s eventual boyfriend, Luke Brandon (207208). As she prepares for her date, Becky admits,
I have never spent so long on getting ready for a date in my life. Never. … I’m
wearing all black—but expensive black. The kind of deep, soft black you fall into. A
simple sleeveless dress from Whistles, the highest of Jimmy Choos, a pair of
stunning uncut amethyst earrings. And please don’t ask how much it all cost, because
that’s irrelevant. This is investment shopping. The biggest investment in my life. (211; my
emphasis)
Becky has only grudgingly agreed to go on this date with Tarquin, and she has previously
declared no sexual attraction to him whatsoever. Yet Becky’s longing for the ideological
happiness she associates with the upper class is palpable here. It is something she is hoping
to “fall into” through the designer commodities she uses to measure her subject formation.
Her self-assessment is based almost entirely in the marketplace, with Whistles and Jimmy
Choo signifying her upward mobility. In this instance, Becky’s “investment shopping” will
produce a construction of self that projects confidence and communicates that she is a
polished, together woman. An additional return on investment is that these new purchases
offset Becky’s insecurities. Thus, the investment here is not just financial, material, or even
psychological, but it is also temporal. Her relationship to consumer culture is once again
rationalized within a register that commodifies and financializes her daily life as one big
investment opportunity. Of course, this kind of “investment” is one that hearkens back to

45

Tarquin, considered the final king of the Roman Empire, was a notorious tyrant in the
sixth century B.C. His horror-inducing sovereignty catalyzed citizens to revolt, overthrow his
reign, and banish his family from Rome (“Tarquin”).
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the pre-second wave feminist era, when women “married up” to improve their
circumstances in life.
Further, Becky does not seem able to direct her agency here, which she indicates by
ingratiating herself to readers, beseeching them, to “please” not judge her and to refrain
from questions. Her rationalization that the cost of her outfit is “irrelevant” fits with
Kinsella’s narrative of female dependency because if Becky’s investment pays off, then she
will not have to pay off her debt—Tarquin will do that. But Becky fails in her attempt to
secure Tarquin’s affections, because during their date she peers inside his checkbook while
he uses the bathroom, and he observes this transgression. Although Becky clearly believes
that finding a rich husband will irrevocably benefit her ability to construct her identity
through consumer culture, she does not forsake sexual attraction—a hallmark of the chick lit
genre. As Chapter 2 argues, chick lit heroines demand not only sex, but good sex. Thus, in
theory Becky would not have partnered with Tarquin for long, because he would not fulfill
her desire for sexual attraction and a hefty back account. Even if Becky could have
temporarily persuaded herself to date Tarquin, ultimately the novel needs Becky to fail here,
so that she can later fall in love with Luke Brandon.
In fact, for the Shopaholic novels to succeed one after the other (and there are six of
them now), Becky must maintain an unhealthy dependence on the consumer marketplace for
happiness. She must not be able to financially and emotionally control that relationship,
instead finding herself in debt again and again. (Her debt changes from merely financial to
emotional and logistical in later novels.) Stephanie Harzewski maintains that throughout the
chick lit genre,
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shoes and high-quality housewares function as a type of female porn. As
consumption is never satisfied, the chick lit protagonist is, at worst, an addict.
Additionally, the novels rarely acknowledge the deflation or self-loathing that can
accompany the aftermath of an impulse purchase or heavy spending. (Chick Lit 12)
This charges the reader with serving as a moral agent, left to determine whether or not
Becky’s actions merit sympathy or judgment. The lack of moral agency is a reason that
Kinsella can continue to develop Becky’s addiction into a series of novels that, as of 2011,
have “sold more than 13 million copies … translated into more than thirty languages”
(Harzewski Chick Lit 158). This places Becky in an always-increasing and precarious financial
position, and as she cycles into debt again and again over the course of the six novels, she
also cycles through anxiety, lies, and self-deception as well.
Still, Kinsella always positions Becky’s happiness within the consumer marketplace,
with its most fruitful expression being Becky’s ability to signify her status via designer labels.
Kinsella establishes this formula of female dependence and ideological happiness for sale,
which in turn empowers the author to fulfill the mandate of the culture industry to create an
appetite in consumers for more of itself. Thus the success of the Shopaholic novels depends
on Becky’s failure—failure to live within her salary, failure to be honest with herself, failure
to stand up for herself and say “no” to others, failure to say “no” to herself, failure to refrain
from accumulating credit card debt, failure to speak truthfully with friends and family. Yet
through a generic formula that relies on a heterosexual romance narrative, Kinsella attempts
to turn this into a story of success because Becky is the recipient of the kind of luck that one
cannot ever depend on in actual lived existence. And, Becky achieves the ultimate success
for the chick lit heroine: the perfect rich guy who can serve as her safety net and sugar daddy
(a theme further developed in later sequels). Kinsella’s Confessions of a Shopaholic and Becky’s
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characterization speak to the extent to which happiness as a structuring ideology operates
around lighthearted and easy solutions to complicated financial, legal, and moral issues. It
also speaks to a female subjectivity that is not progressive, but rather resurrects stereotypes
of female dependency and passivity.
Confessions of a Shopaholic relies on the happiness promised by Cinderella magic to
create a story that tries—unsuccessfully—to playfully negotiate the crucial connection
between female subjectivity and the marketplace. But even Becky begins to question her
willingness to enslave herself within the bonds of consumerism. Late in the novel, in the
midst of a shopping binge, she evokes the anguish of an addict when she wonders “Why
won’t the pleasure last? Why don’t I feel happy?” (237). She is then humiliated because
several credit cards are declined. In Kinsella’s drive to a happy ending, she must swiftly solve
the problem with a stroke of luck: Becky receives a lucrative job offer to regularly appear on
a morning television program. This moves Becky’s work from a fiscal, impersonal presence
at Successful Saving to a social, public presence at Morning Coffee. It is yet another unmerited
reward for Becky, who will now receive a much higher salary with which to consume, plus a
wardrobe furnished by the studio, plus public recognition as a television personality.
Because of this endorsement of a materially-defined identity, this narrative fails in its
refusal to critique commodity-derived subject formation. What Kinsella does to great success
instead is create an appetite for more of Becky’s “madcap fun … [and] very amusing
situations” (“Confessions”). In spite of itself, Confessions of a Shopaholic becomes an industry
of its own. Becky is dispassionate about her work at Successful Saving and she is deeply in debt.
Yet by situating Becky’s access to happiness as purely coincidental, the novel perpetuates a
fantasy that something magical will happen to rescue young women from their financial and
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existential predicaments. In this sense, it encourages female dependency on circumstance
and luck, and the readers’ dependence on Kinsella for another novel in the series.

“End Orientated” Happiness
Happiness is crucial to the genre of chick lit, as well as its canonical forefathers
Capote and, especially, Edwards. The emotional resonance that this genre creates for
readers, discussed in Chapter 1, highlights the drive toward happiness for the heroines, for
through them the reader may feel affectively connected and, thus, more content in her own
life. Ahmed writes, “happiness involves a specific kind of intentionality, which I would
describe as ‘end orientated.’ It is not just that we can be happy about something, as a feeling
in the present, but some things become happy for us, if we imagine they will bring happiness
to us” (33). Such an affective connection creates a “scene of identification among strangers
that promises a certain experience of belonging and provides a complex of consolation,
confirmation, discipline, and discussion about how to live” (Berlant viii). However, as
Chapters 2 and 3 argue, even when chick lit provides moments of critique—about the
ambivalence surrounding female sexuality, or about the ambivalence over whether or not
Western culture supports women in careers—the master narrative subsumes these
temporary critiques in its movement to resolve into a happy ending—or into a simpler
version of the heroine who can conform to gender, class, and race expectations and,
therefore, ultimately uphold the status quo.
We certainly doubt the extent to which Holly and Becky can maintain access to
happiness, and thus successfully maintain their subjectivity under the dominance of the
consumer marketplace. Capote’s Holly seems likely to remain a spiritual “traveler,” forever
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seeking a place like Tiffany that can assuage her existential anxieties. In Edwards’s
adaptation, Holly’s future is even more uncertain, despite the film’s effort to prescribe
heteronormative happiness. Although the concluding scene depicts a reconciled Paul and
Holly embracing, it is doubtful that two professional sex workers will sustain a relationship
that is so contingent on consumerism. Finally, not even post-coital bliss can deter Becky
from rationalizing one more purchase: “I deserve a little treat, don’t I? After everything I’ve
been through? Just one little final luxury and that’s the end. I promise” (347). In fact, Becky
fails to honor her assertion to roommate Suze that she has “changed” and has lost interest in
shopping (333), indicating that she has made no progress in her ability to terminate her
dependence on a commodity-based subject formation.
In order to produce satisfying conclusions, these novels must resolve the storyline
with some culturally intelligible affect. In Breakfast at Tiffany’s and Confessions of a Shopaholic,
happiness becomes attached to certain objects. As it adheres to a Tiffany bauble or a Denny
and George cashmere scarf, happiness interacts with other hierarchies of power to maintain
itself and the current operational order. This affective system of power is gendered to the
extent that happiness stereotypically attaches itself to different objects based on gender
conditioning and expectations. In particular, Holly’s lover Paul Varjak and Becky’s hero
Luke Brandon become objects with which these heroines ornament their identity. The effort
to claim agency is thus celebrated by Edwards and Kinsella, who have “rewarded” their
heroines with “the ultimate accessories for their lives—men” (Smith 43). These
heteronormative endings seek to erase the limitations of consumer-oriented subjectivity
embraced by Holly and Becky, and romanticized by both texts. Rather than truly grapple
with the systemic and ideological issues that present challenges to female subjectivity, chick
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lit novels provide readers with escapist fantasies of female autonomy, romance, and
uncomplicated happy endings. In doing so, they perpetuate the myth of a Cinderella rescue
fantasy that provides an over-simplified solution to the complicated challenges to negotiating
subjectivity within a capitalist-dominated global consumer marketplace.
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